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THE GEORGES SPETZ PRIVATE MUSEUM

M GEORGES SPETZ'S Collection has been well known in Europe
for the last seventy-five years, and not till the death of the

owner fifteen years ago was there any thought of its dis-

persal. M. Spetz was a very ardent student of tons les arts, for he

studied painting under de Merhausern at Rome, sending works to the

Paris Salon. His activities in music were even more meritorious,

for amongst his compositions were Le Pauvre and Le Sphinx, the texts

of which were by Bouchor and the Vicomte dc Borelli ; both of these

operas were performed in Paris with success. In fact, the man's

whole life was spent cherishing the arts and many an exposition retro-

spective was greatly assisted by the generous loan exhibits of M. Spetz.

The well-known art critic, M. Anselme Laugel, wrote in 1900

a fine critique of the Spetz collection for La Revue Alsacienne pub-

lished at Strasbourg.

The great impetus now existing to acquire French faience of the

XVI, XVII and XVIII centuries was largely due to Mr. Morgan's

munificence in bequeathing some years ago a charming collection to

the Metropolitan Museum and it may be noted that many examples

in the Spetz Collection are very similar or have great analogy thereto.

In fact, with the exception of the famous Oiron or St. Porchaire

faience, there are more diverse kilns represented than in the Morgan
Collection at the Museum. For there are charming groups of Nevers,

Rouen, Moustiers, Quimper, Strasbourg, Avignon, Paris, Marseilles.

Apt, St. Omer, St. Amand-lts-Eaux, Xiderwiller, Douai and Avon,

also one example by the great potter Bernard Palissy.

A group of early Rhincward stoneware is notable, for there are

specimens of Grenzhausen, Alsace, Cologne, Sieburg, Fechen and a

rare Kreussen enameled jar signed by Engel Kran and dated 1584.

Amongst the miscellaneous faience and porcelains are groups of

Delft, Hispano-Moresque and Chinese; the latter being dignified by a

large pair of delightful Ch'ien-lung Famille-Xoir Temple Jars.

Perhaps the proximity to Prague gave an exceptional opportu-

nity for gathering XVI, XVII and XVIII Century Bohemian glass,

for there are a number of rare armorial specimens and a beaker dated

1594, wheel-etched, depicting the Emperor Maximilian enthroned and

surrounded by the princely electors of the Empire.



The gathering of pewter, while not large, is distinguished by

several exceptionally interesting objects, amongst them a XVI century

temperance dish by Franeiscus Briot, without doubt the most accom-

plished pewterer of any age; for goldsmiths of note and even the great

potter Palissy did not disdain to exploit Briot's models.

Many notable examples of early bronzes appear, mainly Gothic

from the XIII to the XVI century; amongst these are an aqua manile,

French of the XIV century ; an excessively rare grotesque double

bottle of similar origin but of the XIII century ; a A ery fine group of

mortars, early Italian and French, including a Medicean specimen

bearing the coat of arms of the celebrated Cosimo.

A silver inlaid Veneto-Saracenic brass dish rivals the finest ex-

amples of the Nuremberg and Venetian repousse brass dishes, although

there are several of truly Gothic origin.

Several of the copper, brass and forged iron torcheres, lavabos,

jardinieres and wall brackets are of importance. These are French,

Italian and from the Haut Rhin.

Amongst the lesser objects there are so many of intrinsic artistic

worth that only a few can be enumerated; for instance, there is a

sculptured cabinetmaker's plane that rivals the one at Cluny Museum

;

carved leather boxes ; rosaries ; a Champleve enamel pyx, French of

the XIII century ; a nautilus coupe of the XVI century School of

Fontainebleau ; gilded Gothic chalice cups and candlesticks.

Any collector interested in small objects of forged iron will revel

in the engraved coffrets from Nuremberg; the group of Gothic and

Renaissance Locks with their fine tracery and keys, as well as the

domestic utensils of definite beauty.

Then again the early Renaissance silver is exceptionally inter-

esting, for this was mostly acquired from surrounding cities such as

Strasbourg and much of it has the maker's and city marks, so that the

collector may place it without peradventure of a doubt. There are

Augsburg, Nuremberg, Stuttgart, Luneberg and several French speci-

mens.

A number of French, Swiss and Alsatian stained glass panels add

vastly with their glowing colors and often heraldic splendor. Two
of the XVI century have been illustrated in Kraus' admirable work on

Alsatian stained glass, Kinist imd Altertum in EIsass-Loth rinc/i n.

These originally were in the collection of Casimir de Rathsamhauser,

the princely Abbe de Murbach, Guebwiller, Alsace.

The primitive paintings and miniatures are, in several instances,

very interesting from the distinct local atmosphere they breathe.

Sonic are of Alsatian origin, but, of course, the Italian School is also

represented. There is a positively typical triptych by Martin Schoen-



gauer which is full of strength and virility; this was found in L'Ahbave

de Lucellc, Alsace.

A gathering of small sculptured objects in ivory, boxwood, wal-

nut and alabaster include a charming figurine of Cleopatra and a bas-

relief of Venus and her naughty son.

M. Spetz sought a museum that was representative of many
divergent lines of artistic endeavor and succeeded. However, his

greatest joy and achievement was perhaps the gathering of local sculp-

tured walnut statuettes and groups; not that he did not acquire those

of French, Spanish and Italian origin, but where he could get XIV.

XV or XVI century Alsatian work he did, and many of these are

noble and dignified expressions of sculptural art.

The Gothic and Renaissance furniture is chiefly of French 01

Alsatian provenance, but there are two very fine Dantesca chairs and

a splendid Italian gilded and carved prie-Dieu. Fine chairs, cabinets

and library tables in the French Renaissance are always acceptable,

for their beautiful proportions and choice sculpture are always obvi-

ous. Amongst these that draw immediate notice are, a stall of the

School of Lyons ; two library- tables, one of which is signed E. Deboulez.

a rare instance of early signature; an elaborately sculptured secre-

tary; several chairs and a very beautiful cabinet by Hugues Sambin.

who was born at Dijon 1522 and attained great celebrity in his native

city. This cabinet has many analogies to one by the same master in

the Altman Collection at the Metropolitan Museum. Gothic chests

and cabinets are also to be seen and two stately mantelpieces from

French Flanders, with their marble columns, original terra-cotta tile

linings, large iron firebacks, dated 1605 and 1616, respectively, give

great dignity to the whole collection.

The collection of filet lace and embroidered borders and covers

represents Italy Major, Sicily, Spain and Rhodes at their best, for it is

not likely that a gathering with such diverse motives could now be

found.

A collection of one hundred and sixty-five Coptic fragments woven

in colored linens in the ancient tapestry loom manner is of serious in-

terest to students and designers, not only for their color, many being

as brilliant as at their first appearance, but for the varied nature of

their types, which include figures of personages, birds, animals, sym-

bols, flowers and foliage.

There are many beautiful embroideries, sumptuous velvets, bro-

cades and brocatelles. The chief examples are the original crimson

velvet Spanish processional banners with painted medallions, one evi-

dently executed by a close follower of Murillo, and a set of superb

Florentine needlepainted panels and a screen of crimson velvet resplen-



dent in silks and gold and silver thread scrollings and backgrounds

with figures of saints occupying the medallions. Nothing before or

since has reached such an acme of perfection and they probably are

from the hand of either Jacobus Cambi or Geri Lapi, two of the most

famous embroiderers of the Florentine School at its apogee. We
find, however, a large Spanish Renaissance altar frontal and a chasuble

of similar workmanship that even rival the Florentines.

Royal Spain, probably with much reluctance, parted with several

Gothic and Early Renaissance carpets bearing patterns of much
strength, simplicity and distinction ; these are very notable for their

fine sapphire-blues and golden-yellows.

An apple-green Polonaise Rug is most delightful for exquisite

draughtsmanship and simple arrangement of colors. The whole is

reconciled with a delicate outlining of mulberry-crimson.

Archaic animal rugs of the early XVI century are all rare, but

the Kouba now seen is the rarest type of all. It has an unusually fine

ruby-red field occupied by groups of wild animals, amongst which a

lion, a leopard and a panther are seen variously attacking a horse, a

gazelle and a bull ; further interest is given by the addition of birds

and rabbits amid the beautiful flowering shrubs.

Royal Persia has contributed a number of Ispahan rugs and

superb Mosque carpets of the early XVI century of great beauty, and

also Damascus with their typically fine ruby-crimsons, striking yellow-

greens and tracery of lovely patterning. But the delightful frag-

ments of Ispahan and Lahore carpets of velvety wool pile woven with

utmost dexterity are amazing in their wealth of color, and the subtlety

of their patterns easily challenges carpets of earlier or later periods.

Persian flower gardens must certainly have been as beautiful as their

poetry indicates to inspire such masterpieces. There are rarities in

color amongst them and a XV century animal example is a tour de

force. The Lahore specimens, equally beautiful, recall those of the

Altman collection in the Metropolitan Museum.

Decorative tapestries give a stateliness to any apartment unat-

tainable by any other means. Amongst those now on exhibition arc,

Burgundian Gothic of the XV century depicting the legend of the

Wild Man of the Woods; two Renaissance, one a Brussels, the other

Fontainebleau, representing The Meeting of Hercules and Omphale and

a Bear Hunt; an Aubusson probably after a Boucher rustic subject;

;m amusing Lille example representing The Dubbing of Don Quixote

Knight by the Innkeeper; and two very effective English tapestries,

having extremely beautiful color, made under the direction of Francis

Poyntz after he had left Mortlake and established his looms at Hatton

Garden in London. The subjects are, The Rape of the S<dnncs and



The Death of Niobe'l Children; in the coats of arms at crown of each

are the quartcrings of the Effingham family and of the Marquis of

Thomond.

There is also a most important Gothic Arras tapestry woven after

two celebrated woodcuts by Albert Diirer which caught the attention

of all Europe in his day. This depicts scenes from the Apocalypse

and was originally in a series woven for the Escurial Palace at Madrid.

Frank H. G. Keeble.





CONDITIONS OF SALE
I. Rejection of bid-: Any bid which is not commensurate with the vnluo of the

article offered, or which is merely a nominal or fractional advance may be rejected by
the auctioneer if in his judgment such bid would be likely to affect the sale injuriously.

II. The buyer: The highest bidder shall be the buyer, anil if any dispute arisen
between two or more bidders, the auctioneer shall either decide the same or put up f<>r

re- sale the lot so in dispute.
III. Identification mid deposit by buyer: The name of the buyer of each i..t Shall

he given immediately on the sale thereof, and when so required, each buyer shall sign ;i

card giving the lot number, amount for which sold, and his or her name and address.
A deposit at the actual time of the sale shall be made of all or such part of the

purchase prices as may be required.
If the two foregoing conditions are not complied with, the lot or lots so pur-

chased may at the option of the auctioneer be put tip again and re-sold.
IV. Risk after purchase: Title passes upon the fall of the auctioneer's hammer,

and thereafter the property is at the purchasers' risk, and neither the consignor nor the
Association is responsible for the loss of, or any damage to any article by theft, fire,

breakage, however occasioned, or any other cause whatsoever.
V. Delivery of purchases: Delivery of any purchases will be made only upon

payment of the total amount due for all purchases at the sale.

VI. Receipted bills: Goods will only be delivered on presentation of a receipted
bill. A receipted bill presented by any person will be recognized and honored as an order
by the buyer, directing the delivery to the bearer of the goods described thereon. If a
receipted bill is lost before delivery of the property has been taken, the buyer should
immediately notify the Association of such loss.

VII. Storage in default of prompt payment and calling for goods: Articles not
paid for in full and not called for by the purchaser or agent by noon of the day following
that of the sale may be turned over by the Association to some carter to he" carried to
and stored in some warehouse until the time of the delivery therefrom to the purchaser,
and the cost of such cartage and storage and any other charges will be charged against
the purchaser and the risk of loss or damage occasioned by such removal or storage will
lie upon the purchaser.

In any instance where the purchase bill has not been paid in full by noon of the
day following that of the sale, the Association and the auctioneer reserve the right, any
other stipulation in these conditions of sale notwithstanding, in respect to any or all lots

included in the purchase bill, at its or his option, either to cancel the sale thereof or to

re-sell the same at public or private sale without further notice for the account of the
buyer and to hold the buyer responsible for any deficiency and all losses and expenses
sustained in so doing.

VIII. Shipping: Shipping, boxing or wrapping of purchases is a business in which
the Association is in no wise engaged, but the Association will, however, afford to pur-
chasers every facility for employing at current and reasonable rates carriers and packers;
doing so, however, without any assumption of responsibility on its part for the acts and
charges of the parties engaged for such service.

IX. Guaranty: The Association exercises great care to catalogue every lot cor-
rectly and endeavors therein and also at the actual time of sale to point out any error,
defect or imperfection, but guaranty is not made either by the owner or the Association
of the correctness of the description, genuineness, authenticity or condition of any lot and
no sale will be set aside on account of any incorrectness, error of cataloging or imper-
fection not noted or pointed out. Every lot is sold "as is" and without recourse.

Every lot is on public exhibition one or more days prior to its sale, and the Asso-
ciation will give consideration to the opinion of any trustworthy expert to the effect that
any lot has been incorrectly catalogued and in its judgment may thereafter sell the lot

as catalogued or make mention of the opinion of such expert, who thereby will become
responsible for such damage as might result were his opinion without foundation.

X. Records: The records of the Auctioneer and the Association are in all cases to

be considered final and the highest bid shall in all cases be accepted by both buyer and
seller as the value against which all claims for losses or damage shall lie.

XI. Buying on order: Buying or bidding by the Association for responsible
parties on orders transmitted to it by mail, telegraph, or telephone, if conditions permit,
will be faithfully attended to without charge or commission. Any purchases so made
will be subject to the foregoing conditions of sale, except that, in the event of a purchase
of a lot of one or more books by or for a purchaser who has not through himself or his
agent been present at the exhibition or sale, the Association will permit such lot to be
returned within ten days from the date of sale, and the purchase money will be refunded
if the lot differs from its catalogue description.

Orders for execution by the Association should be given with such clearness as
to leave no room for misunderstanding. Not only should the lot number be given,
but also the title, and bids should be stated to be'so much for the lot, and when the
lot consists of one or more volumes of books or objects of arts, the bid per volume
or piece should also be stated. If the one transmitting the order is unknown to the Asso-
ciation, a deposit must be sent or reference submitted. Shipping directions should also
be given.

Priced Catalogues: Priced copies of the catalogue, or any session thereof, will be
furnished by the Association at charges commensurate with the duties involved in copy-
ing the necessary information from the records of the Association.

These conditions of sale cannot be altered except by the auctioneer or by an officer
of the Association.

OTTO BERXET.
HIRAM H. PARKE.

Auctioneers.

AMERICAN* ART ASSOCIATION'. INC.,
Managers.



INTELLIGENT APPRAISALS FOR
UNITED STATES and STATE TAX
INSURANCE AND OTHER PURPOSES AND
CATALOGUES OF PRIVATE COLLECTIONS

c^PPRAISALS AND CATALOGUES. Together

with the increase in exhibition and sales rooms, the

American Art Association, Inc., will expand its serv-

ice of furnishing appraisements, under expert direction

,

of art and literary property, jewelry and all personal

effects, in the settlement of estates, for inheritance tax,

insurance and other purposes. It is prepared also to

supplement this work by making catalogues of the

contents of homes or of entire estates, such cata-

logues to be modelled after the finely and intelligently

produced catalogues of the Association's own Sales.

The Association will furnish at request the names

of many Trust and Insurance Companies, Executors,

Administrators, Trustees, Attorneys and private in*

dividuals for whom the Association has made ap-

praisements which have not only been entirely satis-

factory to them, but have been accepted by the United

States Revenue Department, State Comptroller and

others in interest.

©he AMERICAN ART ASSOCIATION, Inc.

MADISON AVENUE, 56th TO 57th STREET

NEW YORK CITY
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FIRST SESSION

WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON, JANUARY 14, 1925

AT THE AMERICAN ART GALLERIES
BEGINNING AT 2:15 O'CLOCK

Catalogue Numbers 1 to 235 inclusive

FRENCH, ITALIAN, NUREMBERG AND HAUT RHIN

OBJECTS OF ART OF THE XVI, XVII AND
XVIII CENTURIES

1—Two Miniatures in Mirror Glass Frames

,
Italian, XVIII Century

Varied in shape, intaglio cut in back. Set with miniature prints:

SAINT JEROME and the CONVERSION OF ST. PAUL.

Height, 5% inches.

2—Straw and Horn Boxes and Mother-of-pearl Winder
French, XVIII Century

(a) Long oval box; inlaid in straw with vase of flowers and

scrollings.

(p.) Shell-shaped horn box. (Lacks hinges.)

(c) Oval mother-of-pearl winder. Engraved with scrollings of

rocaille, flowers and diamond lattice.

Lengths, 4% inches, 3 inches, 4% inches.

3—Pottery Drinking Vessel Romano-Germanic, II Century

t
Modeled in the form of a horse's head and neck having a loop

side handle; painted brown-black. (Chipped.)
Height, 7y2 inches.



Kindly read the Conditions under which every item is offered and sold.

They are printed in the forepart of the Catalogue.

-Ivory and Brass Compasses Augsburg, XVII Century

(a) Oblong ivory compass; engraved and also forming a sun-

dial; the exterior denoting time at various centres.

(b) Engraved brass compass; with quadrant and annular ring

to form sun-dial.

Diameter, 1% inches; length, 1% inches.

-Cuivre Dore Figurine and Silver Watch
French, XVII Century

(a) Figure of cupid lightly standing on molded round base.

(b) Silver watch, with enriched dial, having blue annular ring

for numerals and central cupidon. Commemorative of the

French Revolution.
Height, 2% inches.

6—Chinese Jade Coupe Cli ien-hing Period

\ Deep coupe of beautifully marked fir-tree green jade. (Small

side crack.)
Height. 2y4 inches.

7—Bas-relief Oval Pewter Medallion Italian Renaissance

A warrior, wearing Roman armor, is seated at left with sword

in right band and thunderbolt in his left. He looks down at the

punv people of the earth at their various avocations.

Length, 4 inches.

-Roman Tehra-cotta Oil Lamp i77 Century

Circular, enriched with vase of flowers and border of flutes.

Length. 4 inches.

Note: These small lamps were largely found in the catacombs at Home

and were much in use in the days of the early Christian Martyrs.

Carved Walnut Box and Tortoise-shell Snuff Box
English, XVIII Century

(a) Oblong walnut box, with canted corners and hinged cover.

Enriched with arabesqued scrollings. Interior fitted with silver

and steel apothecaries' weights and scale. Original maker's label

under lid: Richard Roberts—Londrcs.

(b) Oblong tortoise-shell box; with hinged coyer. Inlaid with

silver and mother-of-pearl cartouche, engraved with landscape,

surrounded by scrollings. (Needs restoration.)

Lengths. 3 :l

i
inches and inches.
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10

—

French Enamel Tray XVIII Century

Round basket pierced rim; decorated with three playing cards

and sprays of flowers in colors. (Slightly cracked on rim.)

Diameter. 5 indies.

11

—

Engraved Brass Box French, Early XVI Century

/ Molded oval, with hinged cover; centre panels of top and foot

. each enclosing four medallioned symbolic figures ; the borders of

fine scrollings.

Length, .5 inches.

12

—

Ivory and Steel Knife and Fork

A Haut Khm, XVII Century

/ U ' Dagger bladed knife, and four-tined fork ; molded expanding

round handles of ivory curiously painted with scrollings in

brown at shanks and ends.

Lengths, 9% inches and 7 1/. inches.

13

—

Steel Knife with Carved Boxwood HandleA French, Late XVI Century

Dagger blade, with silver faceted mounted boxwood handle;

enriched with group of symbolic figures in which Charity, Justice

and Hope are seen, surrounded by cherubim.
Length, 9% inches.

14

—

Filigree Silver Fork Italian, XVI Century

Expanding oval handle, enriched with open filigree scrollings

;

three-tined steel fork.

Length, (>% incites.

15

—

Brass Snuffers and Fork Haut Rhin, XVI Century

(a) Snuffers with curious balustered and looped handles ; having

oblong cutting box enriched with scrolled panels. Stamped with

maker's mark.

(b) Bone handled two-tined fork; the handle studded with bosses

and shell-like devices in brass.

Lengths, 8 1/, inches and ly., inches.



Kindly read the Conditions under which every item is offered and sold.

They are printed in the forepart of the Catalogue.

16—Repousse Silver Panel Nuremberg, XVI Century

4 *j our lord at the column. Our Lord standing at the Column,

nude save a loin cloth. He holds a symbolic flail and brush in

His hands. Kneeling before Him at left are the Virgin and

Saint Joseph. Oblong, in walnut frame.
Height, 4% inches.

17—Brass Box and Bust French, XVII Century

Box-molded tubular, with two compartments, pierced with ro-

settes, scrolls and bands at sides. Bust terminal for fire-iron ;

floriated bust of young Hercules, a portion of his lion-skin

seen across his shoulders.
Heights, 2% inches and 5y3 inches.

18—Chinese Cloisonne Enamel Tray Ming Period

Circular bossed tray ; enameled on exterior and interior with

lotus and aster scrollings in red, yellow, white and purple on

turquoise-blue grounds.
Diameter, 6y4 inches.

19—Jeweled, Silver Filigree Pendant with Miniature

Italian, XVII Century

In three portions; upper a scrolled and jeweled coronet with

ring for suspension in colored jewels. Centre portion; with

jeweled filigree border and oval medallion occupied by subject:

assumption of saixt Rosalia. Lower portion ; with medallion

exhibiting christ walking on the water and saixt george ;

within a diamond-shaped filigree border ; chain for suspension.

Total length, 14y2 inches.

20—Garnet and Silver Rosary Venetian, XVII Century

Rosary of faceted garnet beads, having small filigree stops and

'kj
' gilded glass stations. Filigree pendant with enameled minia-

ture depicting oi k i.okd and the CRUCIFIXION bearing a cruci-

form drop and an engraved hanging crucifix.

21

—

Rare Carved Boxwood Rosary Haut Rhin, XVI Century

Beads are variously carved with rosetted pillared motives, masks

and medallioned stations. Pendant at one end with floriated

cross and group of four Evangelists at other with a crucifix.
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22

—

Coral and Silvkr Rosary Italian, XVII Century

Somewhat tubular beads of deep pink coral, having chain and

faceted ball stops. Filigree pendant of lobed motives and sup-

porting a crucifix.

J-

23—Amethyst axd Mother-of-pearl Rosary Italian, 15(55

Finely matched oval beads with faceted amethyst stops. Fin-
' ished with pendent cross and two gilded medallions, having sub-

jects: THE CRUCIFIXION, CHRIST AMONGST THE DOCTORS, OCR

lord axd his mother and another symbolic of charity.

24—Ivory axd Tortoise-shell Combs axd Grater

^j^B Italian, XVII Cent art/

(a) Oblong, finely toothed ivory comb. Inlaid with husks and

rosettes in tortoise-shell and mother-of-pearl.

(a) Eighteenth Century Spanish. Amber shell comb. With ob-

long panel pierced with vase and beautiful scrollings.

(c) Sixteenth Century, Haut Rhin. Carved walnut grater;

curved sheath-shaped; enriched with jardiniere of flowers, demi-

figure and scrollings. Original iron rasp set in back.

Lengths, 5 inches, 6% inches and fii/, inches.

25

—

Carved Leather Powder Horx and Sheath
Haut Rhin, Late XVI Century

Curved tapering horn bound in brass, covered in leather, em-

bossed with a weird scrolled dragon. Lobed tapering sheath

covered in black leather, enriched with panels of flowers, scrolled

masks and spirals ; openings at crown for three implements that

do not exist.

Lengths. 7% inches and 8% incites.

26—Two Carved Leather Roxes

Haut Rhin, Early XVII Century

Molded, round box with domed loose cover terminating in bulb-

ous motive. One enriched with panels of scrolled masks and

fantastic weird animals guarding a coat of arms. The other

slightly earlier, with Gothic leaves and reedings.

Heights, 5 34 inches and 3y2 inches.



Kindly read the Conditions under which every item is offered and sold.

They are printed in the forepart of the Catalogue.

(/

27—Carved Boxwood Plane and Walnut Spirit Level
French, XVI Century

Molded oblong plane, with frontal handle in form of a leaf-

scrolled demi-nymph. The inset for iron enriched with a scrolled

cupidon's head surmounted by a shell. Molded oblong spirit

level, with loose cover and original glass tube for level.

Lengths, 10 inches and Sys inches.

28—Two Carved Cocoanuts French, Late XVI Century

(a) Enriched in low relief with two classic subjects Alexander

AND ANTIPATER and DARIUS' FAMILY AT THE FEET OF ALEXANDER

the great. The subjects parted by acanthus scrollings termi-

nating in a dish of fruit. The crown in the form of a curious

fish with red and black eyes ; the base elaborately enriched with

acanthus leaves and rosette. Two rings for suspension.

(b) Similar, with masked and spear-shaped leaf foot and deep

continuous band of finely rosetted leaf scrollings.

Heights, 6 inches and 4% inches.

/I
29

—

Inlaid Bone Sleigh Whip Russian, XVII Century

Round handle, with sections of bone cut with geometrical motives,

the centre of carved rosewood simulating a knot at middle,

flanked by inlaid metal and mother-of-pearl. Long rawhide

lash, weighted with many brass rings.

Total length, 7 inches and 3y> inches.

30

—

Small Ivory Inlaid Ebony Mandolin
Italian, XVII Century

The sounding board enriched with a pierced round medallion of

Gothic tracery- The shaft and scrolled head inlaid with tortoise-

shell and scrollings of mother-of-pearl. Body faceted and hav-

ing ivory lines.

Length, 17% inches.

31

—

Carved Boxwood Pastry Rolling Pin and Walnut Pedi-

—^ ment French, XVI Century

Circular pin, with ribbed handles. The pin intaglio carved, with

bandings of birds, scrolled leaf and zig-zags to ornament the

pie crust. Leaf-scrolled pediment with central cluster of fruit.

Lengths, 12% <""' 12 inches.
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32—Two Carved Walnut Pastky Moulds French, XVI Century

One oblong, intaglio carved with elaborate leaf-scrolled arched

motives, mediaeval figures, birds and irregularly placed panels

of geometrical motives. Carved on both sides and ends. The
other with a curious diagonally placed T-lattice having square

motives at intersections. On reverse a small arabesqued medal-

lion at upper left corner.

Lengths, 12 and 14% inches.

33

—

Illuminated and Tooled Leather Box

q
Italian Renaissance Style

Oblong, with semi-circular hinged cover. Enriched in colors

and gilding, with panels displaying floral coat of arms; the fable

of THE FOX AND THE CRANE and CT PIDOX RIDING SEA-HORSE.

Length, &yz inches.

34\

—

Carved Gesso Coffret Italian Renaissance

Oblong; hinged cover with leaf molded and interlaced medal-

. lion border having laurel wreath panel occupied by medallion

of classic figures flanked by sirens. The corners supported by

columnar motives. The panels at sides depicting a Roman
Triumph ; executed in deep ivory on punched gilded backgrounds.

On button feet. (Needs restoration.)

Length, 674 inches.

35

—

Tooled Brown Leather Coffuet French, XVI Century

^"""""Chasse-shape, with hinged cover. Tooled with diamond lattice

—^ 'occupied by fleurs-de-lis and rosettes. The ends and cover with

inscribed scrolled labels. Lined with crimson velvet.

Length, 6y, inches.

36

—

Spanish Gothic Tooled Leather Coffret Mounted in

Forged Iron XVI Century

Oblong, with hinged cover. Tooled with varied Gothic leaf

scrollings. Mounted in forged iron with rosetted hinges, band-

ings at corners, lock plate and hasp. Rich dark brown patina.

Length, 5 inches.

Note: An exceptionally fine specimen of craftsmanship.
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37

—

Carved Plane-tree Coffret French, Late XV Century

Oblong hinged cover, enriched with central circular rosetted

medallion surrounded by series of smaller floral rosettes ; three

sides bound with strap bands terminating in floral motives. Front

and sides with Gothic arches and further floral medallions.

Shaped iron lock and small ring handle to cover.

Length, 9 1/i inches.

3
38—Carved and Tooled Leather Coffret

Haut Rhin, Late XVI Century

Incurved molded oblong sides, enriched with panels of scrolled

monsters, leaves and coat of arms. Deeply molded loose cover

adorned with central panel of a knight in armor, flanking panels

and border of floral scrollings.

Length, 9y, inches.

39—Brass Lantern and Tray French, XVIII Century

/^y""^ (a) Circular lantern, having panels adorned with bust of a

/. ——" Roman Emperor and rocaille scrollings ; extending oblong hinged

/ front. Pierced conical cover and folding strap handle. In-

scribed: Cerqueul a Aix.

(b) Circular deep flaring tray, pierced with scrollings of leaves,

flowers, birds and masks.
Height, 6y2 inches.

Diameter, 6% inches.

40—Brass Powder Flask and Candlestick

Flemish, Late XVII Century

/ J Flask in the form of a standing figure of the Goddess of Lib-

erty, with tubular spout at foot. Opening about centre with

long sliding shaft to allow powder to escape at foot. Candle-

stick with repousse circular box having loose cover bearing small

socket for candle. Long flanged handle with ring for suspen-

sion ; enriched with medallions and leafage.

Height, 9% inches: length. 9y„ inches.

41—Brass Mounted Walnut Box Nuremberg, XVII Century

Octagonal box with slightly domed hinged cover; encrusted with

/ ^/ " open floral bandings and central scroll rosette.

Diameter, .5 inches.
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42—Two Repousse Silver-plated Jardinieres

Italian, XVIII Ccntiir/j

/<S? . Semi-circular; enriched with shaped rocaille scrollings at crown,

open side handles and centres ; hooks at hack for suspension.

Height, 7 inches} length, 8 :

j/t inches.

4.'}

—

Repousse Copper Jardiniere and Terminal

j^l) Italian, XVIII Century

y ,
Ball-shaped jardiniere, incurved collar, bail handles and claw

feet. Enriched with figures of animals, birds and scrollings.

Terminal, vase-shaped; enriched with scrolled leafage.

Height, 9% inches; diameter, 7% inches.

44

—

Repocssk Coiter Vessel- Italian, XVI Cent art/

Shallow straight sided bowl ; with rope-molded rim on tripod

/^ ,^0^- lcgs ? terminated in shell motives. Finely balustered walnut side

/^ handle with ring for suspension.
Length, 16% inches.

45

—

Silver-plated Covered Cexser

^J^P Augsburg, Renaissance Period

Yiple vertically lobed, vase-shaped; on flaring base. Enriched

with finely arabesque scrollings and three cherubim-heads in

relief. Dome cover, with pierced floral scrollings and surmount-

ing figure of Saint Peter. Flanged, with three rings for sus-

pension.
Height, 11 inches.

46—Brass Candlestick Hunt Rhin, XVII Century

Flange-molded circular shaft, with finelv molded base and

"bobeche having long iron pricket.

Height, 11% incites.

47

—

Hindu-Perse Brass Wine Ewer Late XVII Century

Broad pear-shaped body on flaring medallion pierced foot ; duck-

head spout and arched handle surmounted by a peacock in-

tricately etched with nobles in attendance at a Royal Hunt,

and other figures and birds.

Height, 13% inches.
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48

—

Brass Hanging Clock Anthony Marsh, English, 1724

^ vj^"^ Circular brass dial with two series of numerals ; supported by

\J
?

-
'
—"""" brass balusters, the sides having curiously quarter-round ex-

tensions for swinging pendulum, these having crestings of pierced

scrollings similar to pediment. Dial engraved, Anthony Marsh
—London. C. C. 1724, See Britten. (Needs restoration; crown-

ing bell of later period.)
Height, 13% inches.

/

•19

—

Pine and Cypress Zither Italian, XVI Century

*J~T) Oblong shaft, with scrolled head, roll-over foot and semi-cir-

' cular scroll extension. At right side, enriched with two pierced

rosetted medallions surrounded by strapped husks. (Needs

restoration.)
Length, 29%, inches.

50—Illuminated Gesso Missal Cover Siena, 1440

The front panel displaying a standing winged figure of Saint

I - Michael ; his lance thrust into the body of a strange demon at

his feet ; on gilded background. Border of front and back of

gilded scrollings ; on dark blue grounds. The back further

adorned with numerous Italian coats of arms and lengthy in-

scription. Signed Siena; dated 14-16.

Height, 15 inches.

51—Carved Walnut Hanging Receptacle French, 1701

Oblong back, with pediment, and canted corners ; enriched with

;. — vase of flowers and date 1701. Three-quarter round front in

three sections adorned with bands of rustic flutings. Frontal

pinnacled support so that receptacle may stand as well as

hai\g.

/T Height, 12'/, inches.

52—Carved and Tooled Black Leather Shield

Ha ut Hh in. XVI Century

Oval, with central medallion displaying a very animated combat

between Roman warriors. At head and foot are medallions

flanked by figures sustaining and having pendent masks. (Needs

restoration.)
Height, 23% inches.
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5'4—Decorates Beech Box Haut Rkm, XVI Century

Oblong, with hinged cover, decorated with subject the visitation
f

. OF the VIRGIN. The Virgin is seated at right in red robes under

a columned canopy which gives view of a distant chateau; at

left six of the apostles approach the Holy Mother. Finished

with a border of laurel leaves on red grounds. The sides arc

paneled with varied sprays of flowers and fruit. The front

with a cognizance, clasped hands above a heart.

Height, (i inches; length. 14 inches.

5-t

—

Gothic Polychromed Carved Plane-tree Coffret
Haut Rtdn, XVI Century

Oblong, with hinged cover; enriched with two helmed and florally

scrolled coats of arms chained to a rustic tree stump at centre

and before an oblong sunk diapered background. Front, ends,

back and Gothic arched plinth with similar backgrounds dis-

playing varied figures of archaic birds and animals.

Height, 8% inches; length, 12 inches.

BOHEMIAN, SWISS AND VENETIAN GLASS OF THE
XVI, XVII AND XVIII CENTUBIES

55—Two Small Etched Glass Wine-glasses

Bohemian, XVIII Century

^ • Lobed oval body ; variously etched and cut with medallions and
sprays of flowers.

Height, 3% inches.

56—Small Glass Tumbler Haut Rhin, XVI Century

Bound expanding sides ; with scale banding at crown and col-

umned arcade below, occupied by symbols, figures and fleurs-

de-lis.

Height, 2% inches.

57—Foi'R Venetian Glass Vessels XVIII Century

y Two, incurved oval boat-shape, with ribbings and green rims.

' Small tazza, with gadrooned body and stem. Amber glass bowl

with incurved lip.

Length, 4 inches; heights, 3 inches. 2% inches.
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f
58

—

Four Small Etched Glass Coupes
Venetian, XVII Century

Lobed oval bowl ; enriched with sprays of rudimentary flowers.

Pear-shaped stems and round flaring foot.

Height, 3% inches.

f
59—Two Gilded Glass Tumblers French, XVIII Century

Faceted sides ; enriched with gilded festoons and rims.

Height, 3 inches.

60

—

Five Rhine Wixe-glasses Bohemian, XVII Century

^q Faceted round bowls ; on faceted baluster sten

Height, 5ys inches.

61—Two Glass Goblets Venetian, XVIII Century

Lobed round body, with ribbings toward foot ; on pear-shaped

baluster. Clear glass goblet with turquoise-blue bosses and

stem.
Heights, 4% inches.

f
62—Two Glass Vases Venetian, XVIII Century

Varied bottle-shapes. One in deep turquoise-green ; the other

starch-blue splashed with milk-white wave necking. (Imper-

fect.)

Height, 5 inches.

63—Two Cut Glass Goblets Bohemian, XVII Century

(a) Tapering oval bowl; enriched with shell, floral and figure

y ' motives.

(b) Lobed oval; cut witli stellate devices. (Both chipped.)

Heights, 5% inches, 5y4 inches.

0-t

—

Four Etched Rhine YVine-glassks

^
Bohemian, Earl// XVIII Centura

Tapering bowls; enriched with varied floral borders.

Height, 5</2 inches.

65—Six Etched Rhine Wine-glasses

Bohemian, Early XVIII Century

^ Long tapering round body; etched witli floral borders.

Height, approximately, 7 inches.
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66—Three Venetian Wixe-g lasses XVII Century

Varied bell-shaped bowls; one with etched arcaded valance and

streakings of lavender in foot.

Height, 5 inches.

J-

67

—

Five Etched Rhine Wine-glasses

Bohemian, Early XVIII Century

& Two with sharply tapering sides ; three almost barrel-shape.

Enriched with varied scroll and floral borders.

Height, 5% inches.

68—Two Venetian Glass Vessels XVII Century

Shell-shaped standing coupe, cut with medallions. Lamp, with

bulbous body having flanged bandings, loop handle and tapering

stem with broad foot.

Heights. 4% inches, 5y4 inches.

69—Two Etched Pale Lavender Glass Tumblers
Bohemian, Early XVIII Century

(a) Faceted sides, with oval medallions, birds and arabesques.

(b) Very heavy, tapering round; with scrollings, bunches of

grapes and birds.

Height, 4y2 inches.

70—Etched Glass Tumbler Bohemian, XVIII Century

Tapering round sides; enriched with subject: the seven swa-

BIANS ATTACKING SEATED HARE WITH LONG SPEAR. At back,

medallion occupied by names of the seven men. Engraved under

subject (translated), "Veitel you go ahead, you have boots

on."
Height, 4% inches.

71—Sacerdotal Etched Glass Tumbler
Bohemian, Late XVII Century

/ s\ Very heavy tapering sides ; displaying two series of oval medal-

lions occupied by busts of the apostles, each with his symbol

and caption.
Height, 5y2 inches.

From the Collection of the princely Abbe cle Murbach, Casimcr

de Rathsamhausen.
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72—Srx Rare Wine-glasses Venetian, XVI Century

A Tapering round bowls, with toothed valances, slender stems and

V / '
domed feet. (One restored with silver stem and foot.)

Height. 4 1
:, Inches.

73—Two Venetian Glass Vases XVIII Century

One with ribbed sides and cover having small terminal ; the other,

with baluster stem and differing ornately scrolled handles.

Heights, 6% inches, 5% inches.

71—Three Large Wine-glasses Venetian, XVII Century

Varied bell-shaped and tapering bowls ; one with gadroons and

y. fine baluster stem; one with spiraled basket bowl and stem; the

other eighteenth century, etched with husk arcaded valance.

Height, 6 inches.

T
75—Two Large Etched Wine-glasses Bohemian, XVII Century

Tapering bowls, variously etched with floral motives and inscrip-

tion. On bulbous baluster stem and broad round foot.

Height, 6\'
3 inches.

76—Two Etched Glass Tumblers and Bridal Glasses

J^) Venetian, XVIII Century

' **0*~ Small tumblers, enriched with scrolled floral valances. Two

tapering bridal glasses without feet connected by glass loop

chain.
Height, 3% inches: length. 14% inches.

77—Two Venetian Glass Wines XVII Century

(a) Liliform bowl, with long slender stem and round foot.

(b) Cusped bowl with hollow stem and outcurving foot.

Heights. ~\\ inches, 7% inches.

78—Two Etched Glass Perfume Bottles

Bohemian. Early XVIII Century

Lozenge-sectioned pear-shape; enriched with coroneted double

coat of arms. Pinnacle stoppers.
Heights, 5% inches and G inches.
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79—Two Etched Standing Wine-glasses

Bohemian, XVII Centura

• (a) Thistle-shaped bowl; etched with English coat of arms and

Garter motto. On balustered and faceted stem.

(b) Faceted tapering bowl, with festooned and resetted ara-

besques. Ruby pear-shaped stem. Height, 6% inches.

A
80

—

Armorial Etched Wine-glass Bohemian, XVII Centura

. Slightly tapering faceted sides; enriched with coroneted coat of

arms; finely faceted bulbous stem and broad foot having wreath.

Height, 6y2 inches.

81

—

Armorial Etched Wine-glass Bohemian, XVII Centura

Tapering round body ; enriched with coroneted quartered coat of

arms having rampant lion supporters ; double baluster stem.

Height, 7% inches.

/J

82

—

Etched and Cut Wine-glass

Bohemian, Early XVIII Centura

Thistle-shaped bowl ; faceted stem. The bowl etched with palm-

wreathed medallion occupied by three coronets and inscribed

:

Rolof Barens Hammerberg and Anna Barens.
Height, 9 inches.

83—Two Venetian Glass Vessels XVIII Centura

f(.\)
Hunting Horn, with wave bandings and two loops for sus-

pension.

(b) Pistol, with scrolled trigger and rosetted butt.

Lengths, 10% inches, 10 inches.

84—Two Venetian Glass Vases XVII Centura

Both pearshapc, with slender diminishing neck and liliform

mouth. One of clear glass liberally splashed with ruby ; the other

greenish-gray with ruby. Height. %y4 inches.

85

—

Armorial Etched Covered Glass Coupe
Bohemian, XVII Centura

Tapering round bowl, with wreathed and coroneted coat of arms,

double balustered stem. Pinnacled and wreathed cover.

Height . 11% inchc s

.
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86—Two Venetian Glass Vessels XVIII Century

Deep tazza, with band of milk-white ribs ; gadvooned and masked

baluster stem. Slipper-shaped vessel with cylindrical back, hav-

ing broad collared mouth.
Height, 6 inches.

87—Two Venetian Glass Vases XVIII Century

(a) Spirally ribbed bulbous body, with curved neck formed of

four tubes, compressed at mouth.

(b) Bulbous, with arched handle and two expanding mouths

adorned with sapphire-blue bandings and bosses.

Heights, iy2 inches, 7 inches.

88

—

Cut Glass Dish Venetian, XVII Century

Elongated octagonal roll-over rim. Cut on under-side with

y_ Q ' floral motive and bands of oval medallions.
Length, 11 inches.

89

—

Armorial Enameled Glass Tumbler
<7\ Swiss, Late XVIII Century

/ - Round, with serpentined sides, enriched in red, green, yellow,

blue and milk-white with parted coat of arms having rampant

lion supporters and crested helm.
Height, 6% inches.

/

90

—

Cut Glass Service Bohemian. XVIII Century

/j Consisting of twenty assorted glasses, two bulbous decanters

\ I
' an(i tapering bottle with stopper. Interestingly cut with small

closely placed oval medallions. (Rim chips and two bottles

imperfect.)
Heights, 4% inches, 5% inches and 7 inches.

A
91

—

Enameled Glass Tumbler Nuremberg, 1746

Tapering round; enriched in blues, yellows, milk-white, greens

'^x^- and red with continuous HUNTING scene in which stags, boar and

hounds are seen. Inscription at crown of border and date, 1746.

Height. 4'/o inches.
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92

—

Sii.vkk Mounted Etched Glass Dec anter

- Bohemian, Late XVIII Century

(^y-—O .Pear-shaped; finely enriched with floral scrollings, grapes and

birds. Molded silver neck and stopper.
// eight. i)

1
/, inches.

9.'5 Glass Bowl Venetian, AT II Century

Gadrooned bowl with molded rim, star foot and fluted outcurv-

y -J ' bag base. Enriched with three horizontal bandings of deep rich

sapphire-blue.
Diameter, ll l

/g inches.

94—Rare Venetian Enamelkd Glass Standing Bowl
XVI Century

^ "1
. Deep bowl with gadroons, bands of medallions and imbrications,

the latter in milk-white, red and gilding. On outcurving molded

round foot.

Diameter, 9% inches.

95—Akmokial Etched Glass Covered Coupe

^ (J^3 Bohemian, XVII Cent urn

(~*~J<_ Tapering bowl; enriched with wreathed and coroneted coat of

arms, blazoned with winged head of a man. Bulbous stem; pin-

nacled cover.

Height, 12 inches.

9fi

—

Etched Glass Covered Coipe Bohemian, XVII Century

Tapering bowl, enriched with panels of leafage. Dome cover

-" and balustered stem. (Restored.)
Height, 15% inches.

97—Two Green Glass Wines and Beaker

. Cologne, XVII Century

y U ' Gadrooned goblet-shape, the stem with medallions of grapes.

Beaker, cylindrical, with spirals and rosettes toward foot.

Heights, 5 incites, 11 inches.

98—Etched Glass Flagon Bohemian, XVIII Century

Flattened pear-shape, with loop handle and hinged pewter cover.

/ .Q Enriched with rudimentary floral scrollings.

Height, l'2ys inches.
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99—Two Silver Mounted Etched Glass Decanters
/ Bohemian, XVIII Century

(p Bottle-shape, with two loop handles and silver stopper; the body

with floral panel, edged with wave ribbings.

Height, lO'/o inches.

100—Three Silver Mounted Etched Glass Decanters
/ Bohemian, XVIII Century

Similar to preceding; with one handle to each. (One cracked.)

Height. 10y4 inches.

101—Rare Etched Glass Beaker Bohemian, 1594

J Cylindrical with small foot. Wheel-etched in a most interesting

@ manner with the Emperor Maximilian enthroned and standing

figures of the various princely electors of the Holy Roman
Empire. Lengthy inscriptions at crown and base and figures

captioned.
Height, 10 1/, inches.

Note: This most interesting early beaker was given by Prince Max.

afterwards King of Bavaria, to M. de Hoen, juge de paix a Ribeauville and

afterward acquired by M. Georges Spetz.

FRENCH FAIENCE

Mr. Georges Spetz had admirable opportunities for forming this extremely in-

teresting collection of French faience, for years ago many varieties of XVIIIth

Century and earlier specimens had found their way to Strasbourg and the adja-

cent cities. Old French faience is now very difficult to obtain, for the French

museums and collectors generally have largely absorbed the specimens to be

had. Some years ago Mr. Morgan bequeathed a charming collection of French

faience to the Metropolitan Museum. The work of each of the different kilns

has been grouped for convenience of comparison. A few examples of French

porcelain have been included with the faience.

102—French Faience Plate Nevers, XVII Century

Small plate decorated in green, yellow and aubergine, with ro-

mantic landscape occupied by many figures and edifices.

Diameter, 6% indies.

103—Covkred Faience Bowl Xevers, Late XVII Century

/a Deep bowl with slightly doined cover having button terminal

:

/ decorated in green, brown, blue and aubergine, with wooded

seascape views. (Cracked.)
Height, 5% inches.
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104—Faience Eweb Nevers, Early XVII Century

Urn-shape, with gadrooned shoulder, incurved centre, scrolled

i^spout and rusticated handle. Enriched with medallion occupied

by subject, st. veronica's veil, floral scrollings and birds. Exe-

cuted in blues, greens, yellow and browns. On stellated domed

foot. (Restored.)
Height, \0y., inches

105—Frenc h Faience Pi.ao.ie Nevers, Early XVII Century

Circular; gadrooned and molded marli; centre with medallion

occupied by vase of flowers and surrounded by further gad

roons. Executed in yellow, brown, blue and green. (Fire

cracked.)
Diameter, H inches.

106—French Faience Pitcher Xevers, XVI Century

Bulbous body with incurved neck and rustic handle; decorated

\J in yellow, blue, greens and brown ; with seascape, on the shores

of which are trees, important edifices and figures in the fore-

ground. (Restored.)
Height, G% inches.

107—French Faience Tazza Xevers, XVII Century

tf^^ Shallow circular top enriched in green, blues and yellows, with
"*"""* arabesques of chimeric birds and fruit amid which are three

cupidons. Incurved molded round foot. (Rim chipped.)

Diameter, 9 inches.

108—Two French Faience Vases Xevers, Late XVII Century

(J^^ Modeled in the form of a double-displayed standing eagle with

beak and yellow claws, the feathers penciled in aubergine; labels

on breasts inscribed with motto : "Flammas Extingeut," re-

peated. (Chipped.)
Height, 11% inches.

109

—

French Faience Fruit Dish Nevers, Late XVII Century

Medallion centre enriched with standing figure of a winged cupi-

don in blue, yellow and brown ; deep cavetto and marli pierced

with band of geometric motives. (Restored.)

Diameter, 10i/, inches.
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-French Faience Wine
Ewer Severs,

Early XVII Century

Molded vase-shaped body,

with incurved lip and highly

scrolled mouth ; loop handle

enriched with leaf and mask ;

executed in apple-green, yel-

low, orange and blue on

crackled ivory grounds,

with bandings of scrollings,

flowers, arabesques and chi-

meric animals. (Restored.)

Xote: This interesting faience

ewer is from the early kilns of

one of the famous Custodes Fam-
ily; very noted potters of Xevers.

110

111

—

French Blue and White Faience Pitcher

Xevers, Early XVII Century

7 Curious boat-shaped body, witli mask under lip and wings in

relief over scrolled handle ; enriched with sprays of flowers on

valanced border. (Restored and chipped.) Blue marks under

foot ;
very suggestive and similar to the Conrade mark recorded

in Solon's Old French Faience.

Height, 7% incshes.

Note: An interesting early specimen of faience undoubtedly from the

kilns of one of the famous Conrade Family of Nevers.

(Illustrated)
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112

—

Faience Flower Holder Nevers, XVIII Century

Formed of five receptacles joined at slightly pear-shaped bodies;

the necks elongated and terminating in cusped lilies ; on molded

oblong base. Decorated in carmine with sprays of flowers, necks

and lips with imbricated leaf motives. Mark under foot, P. L.

combined, the Nevers mark. See Burton and Hobson's Marks,

Page 60. (Slightly chipped.)
Height, 7% inches.

113

—

Faience Pilgrim's Bottle Nevers, ITT")

ij^fl Flattened pear-shape, with curious grotesque mask and rings on

//i shoulder; decorated with hunting scene; reverse with rustics at

/ / avocations in landscape in blue. Inscribed: "Martin Bousin, R.

Georges, Piotel k Nevers." Dated 1TT5. Marked under foot,

ND.
Height, 12 inches.
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U'4 115

114—Two Faience Plates Nevers, Early XVII Century

Finely scrolled marli and centre enriched in ivory with sprays

of lacelike flowers and insects.

Diameter, 9% inches.

Note: This interesting type of faience, known as Persian, originated at

Nevers and was mainly made there. Several specimens are on exhibition at

the Metropolitan Museum of Art.

(One Illustrated)

115—Faience Dish Nevers, Early XVIII Century

Persian pattern. Shallow circular bowl with roll-over rim glazed

in royal blue; enriched in yellow, orange and ivory with birds

poised among sprays of archaic flowers.

Diameter, 10% inches.

Note: This interesting type of faience, known as Persian, originated at

Nevers and was mainly made there. Several specimens are on exhibition at

the Metropolitan Museum of Art.

(Illustrated)

116—Faience Flower-holder Rouen, XVIII Century

Flat scrolled cartouche body, with outcurving handles, five some-

what tubular openings for flowers at crown. On spreading

molded oblong base. Decorated in old-red, blue and green with

groups of cupidons surrounded by flowers and scrolling* of leaf-

age. (Restored.)
Height, $>y4 inches.
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117—Faience Tazza GuUlibeaux, Rouen, XVII Century

Finely modeled circular low top enriched in blue, old-red, auber-

gine* yellow and green, with centre basket border medallion

enclosing flower rising from rocky ground. .Medallion is quar-

tered with four scrollings of flowers forming an irregular border.

On incurved feet. Mark, T. S. G. Maker, Guillibeaux. The

Guillibeaux kilns were in existence from 1(544 to about 1790.

(Chipped.)
Diameter, 12'

', Inches.

118—Faience Wai.i. Bracket Rouen, XVII Century

Leaf-scrolled and molded body with incurved pendant adorned

• in relief with scrolled leaf rosettes and husks in blue and painted

with vine sprays. Pierced twice for suspension. (Chipped.)

Height, 8% inches; width, 9 inches.

/4

119—Blue and White Faience Standing Saltcellar

Rouen, XVII Century

Oblong molded top with depression for salt, incurved neck and

cushion base; supported at corners by four demi-nymphs. Deco-

rated with interesting leaf borders and sprays of flowers. On
claw feet. (Restored.)

Length, 5 inches.

120—Blue and White Faience Sleigh Rouen, XVIII Century

/4 Conventional scroll-shape, with seat in interior. Decorated with

/ 1/ ' scrollings; figure of skater at rear. (Restored.)

Height. 1-
*/* inches.

c3o

121

—

Eight Silver Mounted Porcelain Knives

Rouen, XVIII Century

Five, with expanding round handles; decorated with arabesques

in blue; Three decorated with varied sprays of flowers.

Lengths, 10% inches and 8% inches.

7

122

—

Faience Creamer Rouen, Late XVII Century

Broad pear-shape with loop handle and bearded satyr-mask

— spout. Decorated in blue with Chinese figures in landscape and

flowers rising from scrolls.

Height, 6*4 inches.

Xote: A most interesting piece of potting which practically assures the

fact that in the early days Delft potters were engaged at Rouen.
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1233-Faience Pitcher Rouen, XVIII Century

/) a ~^^.Pear-shaped body, with longish slightly flaring neck and loop

r~ handle. Decorated in the manner a la come, enriched in colors

with scrolled cornucopia, flowers and insects.

Height. 7% inches.

124

—

Faience Fruit Dish Rouen, 1734

/ . Lobed oval dish, with scalloped edge and rustic loop handles.

Decorated in soft blue with scrolled jardiniere of flowers at

centre and festooned basketed medallion borders. Marked L. C.

under glaze, Rouen 1T34. See Hobson, page 62.

Length. !) inches.

125—Two Faience Jabs Rouen, Early Will Century

Slightly gadrooned hexagonal body, elongated, with curved

shoulder and foot. Domed loose cover surmounted by seated

blue squirrel. Decorated in aubergine, blue, green, old-red and

blue with trailing sprays of peonies and birds. (Restored.)

Height. lO'/i inches.
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/J
126—Faience Traveling Bottle Rouen, Late XVII Century

Pierced bulbous body, with four loop bandies at side and cylin-

drical molded collar. Decorated with two lobed medallions, one

depicting in blue and green Our Lord and the Lamb in a land-

scape ; the other two, coopers at their avocations before a cot-

tage. The medallion scrolled in yellow, the sides with scrolls of

flowers supporting jardinieres. Inscribed on shoulder: Jean

Pannetier. (Slightly restored at mouth.) Height. 12% inches.

127—Two Faience Jars Rouen, Early XVIII Century

yr~ Molded inverted pear-shaped bodv, with incurved mouth and
\y * domed foot decorated in yellow, brown, old-red, blue and green

with two continuous bands of landscapes on body displaying

birds and domestic animals amid flowers ; festoons of flowers at

mouth ; foot with further flowers, birds and insects. Domed
cover with pineapple terminal. ( Restored. 1 Height, IS inches.
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128

—

Faience Vase Rouen, Early XVIII Century

/^j^fi Deep bowl-shape body, with incurving shoulder and mouth on

slightly moulded circular foot. Decorated in blue, green, yellow

and light pink with floral festooned scrollings near shoulder and

J-

series of leaves.

Height, 8% 'inches.

129—Two Faience Vases Rouen, XVIII Century

Slightly tapering body, with round shoulder and incurved short

neck. Decorated in colors with fanciful figures of Chinese per-

sonages, insects, birds and blossoming flowers.

Height G inches.

130—Two Faience Bottles Rouen, Early XVIII Century

q .
Octagonal pear-shape, with slender neck. Decorated in blue,

red, green and yellow with leaf and floral lambrequin pattern at

neck and shoulder. (One restored and chipped.)

Height, Ti
4 inches.

131—Blue and White Faience Jardiniere

<o" Rouen, Late XVII Century

Molded oblong tapering body, with fine, incurved foot, inter-

esting basket handles. Decorated in rich blue with rosetted leaf

border, medallioned landscape with figures in the Dutch manner

and leaf brackets. (Slight restoration at lip.)

Height, 8% inches; length, 14y2 inches.

132—Barber-surgeon's Faience Cupping or Shaving Dish

^ iJ^fl Quimpers, XVIII Century

' /• — Deep elongated octagonal dish with semi-circular indentation at

/ front. Decorated in blue on the interior with satyr, and monkey

playing a virginal.
Length, 18% inches.

Note: Pierre Caussy, the famous Potter of Rouen, assumed the direc-

tion of the Bosquet Kilns, at Quimpers, in 1719 and a plate from his hands,

in the Morgan collection at the Metropolitan Museum of Art, lias a direct

analogy to this dish, which is undoubtedly by this Master.

/

133

—

Faience Wall Bracket Moustiers, circa 1700

Serpentined tapering body, with pear-shaped pendant. Deco-

— rated in blue with arabesque panel which is occupied by the bust

of a nvmph; interlacing medallioned borders.
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1 .'34

—

Faience Stand Moustiers, circa 1700

Deeply scalloped shallow circular top, with molded and shaped

/ ' base. Enriched in light blue with arabesques in which are three

cupidons, the centre one dancing; much in the manner of Herain ;

border of floral scrollings and husks. (Slightly restored.)

Diameter, 8% inches.

135

—

Faience Dish Moustiers, XVIII Century

Scrolled oval lobed body; decorated in blue, with lambrequin
/* —*"* border; scrolled cartouche at centre trophied with a bishop's

/ mitre, crozier and cross.

Length, 10% inches.

136—Faience Flower Vase Moustiers, Early XVIII Century

Melon-shaped body, with fine gadroonings each occupied by a

figure of a sportive cupidon within an arabesqued panel; out-

curving foot with delicate lambrequin border ; each gadroon is

pierced at shoulder for individual blossoms.

Height. 7y2 inches.

137—Faience Inkstand Moustiers, circa 1T30

/ Beautifully lobed, serpentine-molded body, haying two large

' apertures for inkwells, four smaller ones for quills and central

shot compartment ; decorated in fine blue with dainty floral-

lambrequin borders, sprays of delicate flowers and masks.

Marked at foot, F. L., the mark of Clerissy and J. Fouques.

Length, 8% inches.

Note: Clerissy and Fouques were amongst the greatest of potters at

Moustiers.

138

—

Faience Fruit Dish Moustiers, Early XVIII Century

/J^l\^^ Shallow serpentined oyal dish; enriched with floral festoons,

' J' scrolled lambrequin border and central bouquet of flowers. Sup-

/ ported on four stretchered grotesque legs formed of dolphins

swallowing leopards. Molded scrolled oval base with further

enrichments. Executed in very rich dark blue.

Height, 6% inches.
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139

Faience Covered Chocolate Pot

Moustiers, Early XVIII Century

Pear-shape, with short foot and trian-

gular sectioned spout terminated in a

shell motive ; domed cover and scrolled

handle. Em*iched in a very beautiful

golden-yellow with delicate festoons

and sprays of dainty flowers. Maker's

mark, L. O. monogrammed, and P and

R. L., the Marks of Olerys Langier

and Chais. (Cover chipped.)

Heiifht. 9 inches.

Xote: Olerys was one of the greatest of the French potters and his

work always has an extreme air of refinement. It was this Olerys to whom
Count Aranda offered the directing- of the world famous faience kilns

of Alcora, Spain.

140

—

Faience Covered Chocolate Pot
Moustiers, Late XVII Century

Pear-shape, with straight collar ; enriched in blue with ara-

besqued panel occupied by figure of David wearing classic Roman
attire and holding the head of Goliath in his left hand ; the

cover with bust of a nymph surrounded by scrollings
;
pewter

hinged cover with shell thumb-piece fastened to loop handle.

(Foot chipped.)

Height, 10 inches.

—Rare Covered Soup Tureen and Tray
Moustiers, Early XVIII Century

Deeply scrolled oval body, with satyr-mask handles; cover with

similar scrollings, depressed about centre and having button

terminal. Scrolled oval tray. The whole decorated with figures

in the Chinese manner with mandarins, grotesque men dancing

and attacking various animals amid scrollings of flowers; exe-

cuted in soft apple-green and fine golden-yellow. Mark under

cover, L. O. and F. ; makers, Olerys, Langier and Chais. On
tray, marks arc indistinct.

Length, 17 inches.
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142

—

Rare Faience Jardiniere Moustiers, XVIII Century

^ Slightly tapering round body molded at crown and foot, and

/ y . having grotesque mask handles. Decorated in very beautiful

golden-yellow with figures of punch and an Indian and quaint

birds amid scrollings of flowers. (Cracked.)

Diameter, 8 bushes.

(Illustrated}

143

—

Faience Jardiniere Moustiers, Early XVIII Century

/^". Slightly tapering round body molded at lip and foot and hav-

ing grotesque mask handles. Decorated in rich blue with lierain

arabesque panels occupied by busts of nymphs.

Diamet er, 8% inches.

(Illustrated)

144

—

Faience Jardiniere Moustiers, Early XVII Century

^J^O Slightly tapering round body, molded at foot and base and hav-

»
-— ""* ing leonic heads in relief as handles ; enriched in deep blue witli

scrolled lambrequin patterns at crown and foot. (Cracked.)

Diameter, 9 inches.
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-French Faience Platter Moustiers, XVIII Century

Oval, displaying at center a cartouched and helmed coat of arms

blazoned with a hound and tree proper ; executed in yellows,

greens and blues. Surrounded by animals, arcades, flowers,

temples, birds and border of running animals amid scrolled flow-

ers. Executed in rich blue. (Cracked.)
Length, 18% inches.

Note: The influence of the Alcora kilns of Spain seen in this fine dish

gives it to Olerys, after his return to Moustiers. He had been appointed

from Moustiers director at Alcora by Count Aranda, the Spanish Prime

Minister, Moustiers Faience being highly appreciated by the Nobles and

Royalty of Spain. See Solon's Old French Faience, page 90.
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14(5

—

French Faience Bexitier Lille, Late XVII Century

^n Scrolled cartouched back; enriched at crown with winged figure

V supporting a crown and cherub's head; niedallioned centre en-

closing figure of St. Anthony: scrolled semi-circular bowl en-

riched in blue, green, yellow and orange with scrollings and

cherub's head.
Height, 13% inches.

147—Two Marseilles Faience Inkwells XVIII Century

. In the form of a snail; the upper portion of the shell loose, form-

y ' ing cover; the animal is sliding along a serrated green leaf;

decorated in browns and yellow. (One restored and chipped.)

Length, i% inches.

148—Foi r Marseilles Faience Flower-holders XVIII Century

Tulips of blue, yellow and red supported by green leaves rise

U * from an irregular base on which insects are seen.

Height, 4 inches.

149

—

Faience Jardiniere Marseilles, XVIII Century

Circular, in the form of a half cusped-cabbage, with three looped

stem feet. Decorated in apple-green, yellows and crimson.

Height. 4 inches.

150—French Faience Box Marseilles, XVIII Century

,/^Modeled in form of a yellow melon, having an open spray of

owers in color as terminal.

Height, 5% inches.

151—Two Marseilles Faience Boxes XVIII Century

(a) In the form of a yellow and an aubergine apple, the top

Q . loose, forming cover, cusped by two green leaves.

(b) Yellow and pink pear on short stem of three green leaves.

(Has been restored, chipped.)

Length, o\'i inches; height, 5% inches.
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152

—

Marseilles Faience Flower-holder XVIII Century

j Flaring semi-circular gadroonetl body, with scalloped cover per-

/ *\J . forated for flowers. Glazed in rich deep yellow ; decorated in

greens, blues, and ivories with sprays of flowers, insects and

raised satyr-mask handle. (Slightly chipped on interior cover.)

Height. 5\\ inches.

{Illustrated)

153—Faience Marseilles Vase XVIII Century

Broad incurved inverted pear-shape, with dome foot ; fine care-

ful potting with clear ivory glaze. Enriched with Watteau sub-

ject rustic lovers, sprays and rudimentary landscape. Painted

by Gaudry. See Solon's Old French Faience, page 83. (Rim

chipped.)
Height, 7% inches

(Illustrated)

154—Marseilles Faience Covered Pitcher XVIII Century

^J"^
Vase-shaped body, enriched with long gadroons at collar and

shorter ones at base. Masked spout ; scrolled loop handle with

shell motive at crown ; gadrooned domed cover having pear ter-

minal. Decorated with sprays of flowers, vines and floral bands

in blue, aubergine, green and ivory on yellow grounds.

Height. 10 inches.

(Illustrated)

4~
155—Two Marseilles Faience Vases XVIII Century

m Broad inverted pear-shape, valanced toward foot and having

scroll pierced incurved neck and satyr-mask handles; very care-

fully decorated in colors with bouquets and sprays of excep-

tionally varied flowers and butterfly; dome cover perforated in

a similar manner to the neck, surmounted by a sprayed crimson

rose and leaf. Maker's mark. V. P. in monogram, the Veuve

Perrin. (Have been restored.)
Height. KM

, inches.

Xute: The Veuve Perrin had ;i kiln in Marseilles contemporary with

Savy and Robert and her work is noted for its careful painting and jreneral

excellence. See Solon's Old French Faience, page 120.

(Illustrated)
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156—Two Marseilles

_ Faience Baskets

5 ' and Trays

XVIII Century

Oval basket, with lat-

tice-pierced side and

small loop handles

:

decorated in crimsons,

yellows and green with

sprays of flowers at

base ; the basketing in pale yellow and aubergine. Oval tray

with similar lattice border decorated in similar manner. (Handle

restored and tray cracked.)

Length of tray, 11% inches.

157

—

Marseilles Faience Box XVIII Century

Figure in the form of a recumbent rabbit, the upper portion of

*^>*~ the body loose and forming cover; glazed in black on ivory, the

eyes curiously painted pink, A'ellow and mulberry. (Restored.)

Length, 7 inches.

158

—

Marseilles Faience Tea Service XVIII Century

Consisting of teapot, bowl and four cups and saucers ; teapot and

bowl in the shape of a rustic tree stem with loop handles ; glazed

in greenish tan and ivory bearing in relief beetles and sprays

of nuts; the cups with further beetles, sprays of cherries, nuts,

acorns and berries. (Restored.)

Height of teapot, G x
/-> inches.

159—Mahskillks Faience Figurine AT/// Century

/ /f \J Figure of a crowing rooster standing on an egg-shaped base;

/ • glazed in fine orange, deep rich brown and green.

lit \ght, 7 inches
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160 -Marseilles Faience Pitcher

XV111 Cent ur ii

\ ase-shaped, with expanding spout

;

circular molded foot and rustic stem

handle; enriched with large bouquets

and sprays of varied flowers in purple,

deep yellow, green and ivory on corn-

yellow grounds. (Restored.)

Height, 10 inches.

1M

160

A
161

—

Marseilles Faience Box XVIII Century

\j V In the form of a swimming fish ; the back loose, forming cover

;

- glazed in stripes of mellow yellow and ivory ; the fins striped in

black, tipped with pink. (Chipped.)
Length, 13 :

;i inches'.

162

—

Marseilles Faience Bonbon Box XVIII Century

In the form of five closely placed green apples ; the cover formed

/O of upper portion of same surmounted by a further apple having

/ a spray of blue-green leaves as terminal. Marked on foot with

fleur-de-lis ; Maker, Honore Saw, one of the most famous potters

of Marseilles. (Restored.)
Height, 5% inches.

163

—

Decorated Porcelain Covered Pitcher

Marseilles, XVIII Century

£~/—ZL ' Graceful pear-shape, with small molded foot, loop handle and
dome cover having urn terminal. Painted in carmine with scenes

on cover and body depicting seaports with their activities, and

colored bandings.
Height. 7'/2 inches.
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Faience Plate Marseilles, XVIII Century

Flaring round marli with scalloped edges painted in rose-crim-

son and yellow on the rim; decorated with sprays of roses, crim-

son asters, yellow daisies, pansies and blue hyacinths with a

bee winging its way to the flowers. Made by Savy.

Diameter, 9'/2 inches.

Note: This unusual example of faience is interesting on account of the

"claw" marks at foot having heen covered with green enamel. These are

recorded as only having been used by Savy, the celebrated potter, who ob-

tained the royal right to call his kilns "Manufacture de Monsieur, frere du

Roi," after a visit from the Comte de Provence. See Solon's Old French

Faience, page If).

164—

165

—

Faience F&uit Bowl Marseilles, XVIII Century

Deep gadrooncd oval ; lightly molded with rocaille molded foot

and having rocaille scrolled handles and wave-motived rim. Deli-

cately decorated with sprays of wild roses and blue and yellow

flowers amidst which an insect is seen flying. (Restored.)

Length, 12 ::

4 inches.

Note: This unusual example of faience is interesting on account of the

"claw" marks at foot having been covered with green enamel. These are

recorded as only having been used by Saw, the celebrated potter, who ob-

tained the royal right to call his kilns "Manufacture de Monsieur, frere du

Roi," after a visit from the Comte de Provence. See Solon's Old French

Faience, page 1 1 i>

.
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100

—

Faience Plate Marseilles, AT/// Century

0^ Waved and lightly fluted raarli; enriched in brilliant green

• ^"enamel with large central bouquet of flowers, sprays and narrow

border.
Diameter, 9% inches.

Note: A plate very similar in painting and character is in the Morgan
collection now at the Metropolitan Museum of Art.

167

—

French Faience Covered Dish Marseilles, XVIII Century

J A t
Modeled in the form of a sitting hen, with feathers in relief

;

the wings and tail removable as cover. Painted in aubergine,

yellows and grays.

Height. 9% inches; length, 14% inches.

7
168

—

Faience Creamer Strasbourg, XVIII Century

Graceful pear-shape, with looped handles, gilded rim, cartouche

— spout and husks at handles. Painted in colors with sprays and

/ bouquets of varied flowers. Maker's mark, H T. 90—one of the

Hannongs, so many of whom were potters in the neighborhood

of, and in Strasbourg. (Fire cracked.)

Height. 5 inches.

169

—

Pierced Faience Plate Strasbourg, XVIII Century

Scalloped marli with diamond basket perforations; centre

— —-painted with pink rose sprays. (Needs restoration.)

Diameter, 9 inches.

170—Faience Pitcher Strasbourg, XVIII Century

/ - if ^Irregularly gadrooned oval bod}', with fluted and slightly in-

/ /* "~ curving long neck, shell-scrolled spout and leaf-scrolled handle;

on irregular molded base. Decorated with gilding, blue, green

and mulberry scrolls and leaves amidst which bouquets of tulips,

roses and forget-me-nots are painted in delicate colors. Maker's

mark, S above an R in script. (Fire cracked.)

Height, 1ys inches.
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171 172

171

—

Faience Jardiniere Strasbourg, XVIII Century

Deep oval gadrooned bowl, molded at neck and foot and having

wave rim ; enriched with rustic loop handle terminating in sprays

of vine leaves and blue berries in relief. Painted with two panels

in the Chinese manner, each occupied by a domestic figure.

(Needs restoration.)
Height, 7% inches.

(Illustrated)

172

—

Faience Dish Strasbourg, XVIII Century

Lobed circular low dish ; enriched with central spray of large

pink roses; the border in slight relief, enriched in colors with

shell motives and sprays of small flowers.

Diameter, 9 inches.

(Illustrated)

J,

173—Two Faience Fruit Dishes Strasbourg, XVIII Century

Fine deeply lobed round marli, with gilded rims ; enriched with

Q . sprays of roses, daffodils and smaller flowers. (One fire-cracked.)

Diameter, 11% inches.

174

—

Faience Vase Strasbourg, XVIII Century

^J

r^ Inverted pear-shape, with incurved mouth and molded dome

J 1 , ——'foot; painted with bouquets of small and large flowers. (Rim

chipped.)
Height. 7 inches.

(Illustrated)
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175

—

Faienc e Covered TVreen Strasbourg, XVIII Century

Oval, with domed cover, both well gadrooncd and having fine

open rustic side and terminal handles in aubergine sprayed with

green leaves. Painted with sprays of blue flowers and insects.

(Small portion of rustic handle missing.)
Length, 11% inches.

{Illustrated)

176

—

Faience Covered Creamer NiderwtUer, XVIII Century

if ^ Pear-shape, with scrolled spout and loop handle, which is en-
""" riched with spray of flowers in relief at flanks ; dome cover with

floral terminal. Very delicately painted with sprays of asters,

roses and morning-glories in naturalistic colors.

Height, inches.

177

—

Faience Mantel Clock Strasbourg, XVIII Centur//

Tall scrolled body with spreading base; enriched in relief with

polychromed leaf and rocaille scrollings. Painted with sprays

of small flowers. (Needs restoration.)
Height, 12% inches.

Xote: The various members of the exceedingly large Hannong family

executed many examples in this style in varying degrees of perfection.

l i u^i^jn uh.ai r.u iu»Li.j,.ii.\ Ajxon XiderwUle r, XVIII Century

\J Scrolled oval body, enriched at rear with shell motives. Painted

with sprays of red tulips, blue, lavender and crimson roses ; the

rim daintily touched with carmine. (Chipped.)

Length, 9% inches.
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179

—

Faience Covered Bowl Niderwiller, XVIII Century

Low bowl, with straight collar, shaped flanged handle and domed

cover having rosetted terminal. Enriched with sprays of pink,

lavender and blue flowers and carmine-crimson bands.

Diameter, 6 1/i inches.

180

—

Faiexce Jardiniere Niderwiller, XVIII Century

Square, with serpentined side ; enriched with rocaille loop han-

dles in dull crimson. Decorated with spra}r s of roses, morning-

glories and tulips in blues, crimson, yellows and green. (Rim
chipped.)

Height, 4% inches.

181

—

Faience Warming Pot Xiderwiller, XVIII Century

, Expanding round body, with extinguisher-like connection at

/ /_. front and rear, two half-mask handles and arched aperture at

front to feed in the glowing charcoal. Decorated with sprays of

roses, peonies and asters in lavender, blue, crimson and yellow.

Height, 5y, inches.

182—Faience Teapot Xiderwiller, XVIII Century

Broad pear-shape, with loop leaf-scrolled handle; spout termi-

/ [/ ' nating in a grotesque head and domed cover having an apple as

terminal. Decorated in lavender, pink, crimson, blue, yellow and

green with sprays of carefully painted flowers. (Has been

restored.)

Height, 5% inches.

18.'i

—

Faience Sauceboat Niderwiller, XVIII Century

Oval tub-shaped bowl, having scrolled oval tray attached. Dain-

y tily decorated in fine crimson, blue, yellow and green with tulips,

globe daisies, roses and forget-me-nots* Marked under foot.

H, 5227.
Length, 9 inches.
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184

—

Faience Group Lemire, Niderwiller, XVIII Century

A little maid in Watteau costume sits on a rocky eminence at

right, mourning the loss of a dead bird which rests in her apron ;

at left a sympathizing little lad looking with surprise at the

dead bird ; before her are two sheep and at her right the empty

birdcage. Glazed in crackled deep ivory. (Needs slight restora-

tion.)

Height, 8% inches.

Xote: Charming groups like this were modeled by the sculptor Lemire,

17-11-1827, in both the Xiderwiller and Luneville kilns. This sculptor arrived

at considerable fame in Paris at a later period.

Note: A similar Xiderwiller group by this master is on exhibition at

the Metropolitan Museum of Art.
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185—Faience Platter Niderwiller, XVIII Century

J Finely scrolled and molded oval bod}-, with looped rocaille han-

' dies. Boldly painted with sprays of pink roses, tulips and smaller

blue flowers. Length, 17;^ inches.

(Illustrated)

186—Faience Toilet Set in Brocade Case

NiderwUler, XVIII C entury

. Consisting of large straight-sided round and covered puff bowl

and ten similarly shaped pomade jars having covers variously

with button and apple terminals. Painted in rich crimsons and

yellows with sprays of flowers. Ohlong case, covered in green

brocade woven in two shades and with sprays of flowers and

scrollings.
Length of case, 14% inches.
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188

187 187

187—Two French Faience Covered Bowes
St. Omer, XVIII Century

• (a) Modeled in the form of an artichoke; glazed in semi-trans-

lucent blue-green.

(b) In the form of a crinkle leafed cabbage; glazed in yellow

and blue-green. (Both restored.)

Heights, 6y2 inches and 5 inches.

Note: St. Omer was very noted for the fine modeling of the vegetable

and fruit forms produced in faience by Saladin, circa 1751. See Solon's

Old French Faience, page 138.

188—French Faience Box St. Omer, XVIII Century

^J^D In the form of an egg-plant having irregularly splashed au-

» _ — bergine glaze ; cusped at crown with four green leaves.

Height, 7 1/i inches.

Note: Saladin, of St. Omer, circa 1751, was noted for the fine modeling

of vegetables in faience.
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189—St. Omeb Faience Box XVIII Century

In the form of an ear of corn ; the upper portion loose forming

cover and having a snail crawling above as handle ; glazed in

rich deep yellow, the snail in brown and gray.

Length, 8 inches.

Xote: Saladin, of St. Omer, circa 1751, was noted for fine modeling of

fruit and vegetables in faience. See Solon's Old French Faience, page 138.

190—St. Omer Faience Box XVIII Century

In the form of an ear of corn, the upper portion loose, forming

cover ; glazed in mellow yellow cusped with the ear covering in

yellow-ivory, having an aubergine tassel. By Saladin. (Much

chipped.)
Length, 11% inches.

Sote: Saladin. of St. Omer, circa 1751, was noted for fine modeling of

vegetables in faience. See Solon's Old French Faience, page 138.

191—Faience Fruit Plate St. Omer, XVIII Century

. yj^V In the form of a leaf, with open loop handles ; modeled in slight

/ I • ***** relief with oak leaves and superimposed sprays of flowers ; exe-

/ cuted in blue, green yellow, aubergine and ivory. Mark under

foot, H, St. Omer. See Marks in Solon's Old French Faience.

Length, 10% inches.

192—French Faience Covered Tureen
St. Omer, XVIII Century

Modeled as a crinkle-leafed cabbage with heart removable for

cover; glazed in apple-green with the veining in light yellow. By
Saladin. (Restored.)

Length, l(i inches.

Note: Saladin, of St. Omer, circa 1751, was very noted for the fine

modeling of faience in the form of vegetables. See Solon's Old French

Faience, page 138.

193

—

Pierced Faience Fruit Plate

^J^D St. Amand-les-Eatux, XVIII Century

. —10̂ * Lobed and scrolled shallow border of open diamond lattice, in-

terrupted by leaf motives; centre enriched with pink rose spray.

(Slight fire crack.)
Length. 11% incites.
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194

—

Pierced Faience Basket axd Tray
St. Amand-tes-Euux, XVIII Century

V^y & • Oval basket, perforated with latticed oblongs; on fluted foot.

Painted with green and yellow rosettes and carmine bands

;

spiral rudimentary loop handles ; foot with sprays of flowers.

(Fire cracked.) Lobed oval tray with interlacing pierced looped

border; painted in carmine with bandings and blue rosettes; cen-

tre with large rose, sprays of blue and yellow lilies.

Length. 10% inches.

(Illustrated)

-Faience Covered Tureen axd Tray
St. Amand-les-Eaux, XVIII Century

Scrolled oval bowl, with open leaf-scrolled handles at sides and

cover. Decorated in carmine, blue, yellow and green with rocaille

horders and varied sprays of delicately painted figures. (Needs

slight restoration.)
Length. 12' '., inches.

{Illustrated)

196

—

Faience Covered Sauce-roat

/^A St. Amand-les-Eaux, XVIII Century

/ /~i
U Helmet-shape, with dome cover loop handle and attached oval

/ "/
' tray having scrolled rim. Decorated with carmine band of ro-

caille and sprays of flowers.

Height, 4% inches.
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197

—

Faience Inkstand St. Amand-les-Eaux, XVIII Century

, ~ ^""^ Irregularly scrolled body, enriched with rocaille and leaf motives

/ J'
— in light relief, which rise at back to a cartouche-shaped open

/ handle ; cover with scrolled rocaille terminal. Painted with

sprays of flowers in carmine. Two receptacles in the interior for

inkwells and a central compartment. Length, 7% inches.

198

—

Faience Sauce-boat St. Amand-les-Eaux, XVIII Century

Gadrooned oval deep-bowl, with tray attached having scrolled

oval rim. Decorated in carmine with leaf bands and sprays of

flowers very freely i*endered. (Fire cracked.) Length, !) Indus.

199

—

Decorated Porcelain Saltcellar and Plate
Sevres, XVIII Cen t u ry

(a) Gadrooned and molded oblong body depressed at centre

with two four-lobed depressions for condiments. Decorated with

bands of gilding and sprays of delicate blue flowers. Mark,

Double L with B under Sevres 1751 and four dots, the mark of

Theodore Gilder. (Rim chipped.)

(b) Plate painted with sprays of roses and yellow flowers, bor-

der with raised scrollings and bands in blue. Mark, Double L
of Sevres, E in centre of 1759 surmounted by T, for the painter

Tristam. (Cracked.)
Length (a), 5 inches: diameter (b), 9% inches.

200

—

Decorated Porcelain Platter Sevres, XVIII Century

Finely scrolled rim, enriched with gilded bands and slight blue

rocaille valance; very finely painted with bouquets and sprays

of roses, tulips and small flowers. Mark, Coroncted double L of

Sevres, used circa 1769 for hard paste porcelain. (Rim chipped.)

Length. 17% inches.

201

—

Decorated Pokcki.aix Sauce-boat Chantdly. XVIII Century

* Four-lobed oval bowl, with flanged rim and similarly lobed domed

. O -— cover having white rose in relief as terminal; delicately painted

in pink, red. vellows and green with sprays of Canterbury bells

/ and small flowers. Marked at foot with a hunting horn, the

Chantilly mark. Length. 6ys inch,*.
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202 202

202

—

Marbled Faience Teapot and Creamer
Apt, XVIII Century

• Globular pot, with mask and claw feet, loop handles and dome
cover surmounted by recumbent figure of a lion ; very delicately

marbled in blues, browns, yellows, greens and pinkish red. The
creamer pear-shaped with shaped mouth and similar feet and
decorations to pot. (Spout of teapot slightly repaired.)

Heigths, 4 inches and 3% inches.

Xote: The kilns at Apt approached, in France, more nearly the fine

potting and marbling of Whieldon and Wedgwood than any other.

203

—

Marbled Faience Teapot Apt, XYlll Century

Flattened oval body formed of two scallop-shell motives; dolphin

.
——ioop handle; spout terminating in rooster's head; lightly domed

cover having recumbent lion terminal ; delicately marbled in blue,

yellow, cream and brown.

Height, 5 inches.

Xote: A very similarly formed teapot is on exhibition at the Metro-
politan Museum of Art and is by Whieldon; this Apt specimen does not lag

behind it in fine potting and marbling.
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204—Decorated Porcelain Plate Chantilly, XVIII Century

/
/

Spirally gadrooned and scrolled border; centre and panels

* painted in blue with bouquets of flowers.

Diameter. 9 inches.

205—Twelve Porcelain Plates Chantilly, 1722-17-12

^» Lobed paneled marli, with blue rim and basket enrichments. The
Kj centre painted in blue with sprays of flowers. Consisting of

seven soup plates and five dinner plates. Marked with the Chan-

' tilly hunting horn and various initials.

Diameters, 9% inches and 9% inches.

Xote: Several similar plates are in the Pell Collection, now exhibited at

the Metropolitan Museum of Art.

206—Blue and White Porcelain Cup and Saucer
Paris, XVIII Century

Bell-shaped cup without handle. Saucer with extra deep depres-

sion to fit cup. Decorated in deep rich blue with canopied and

festooned lambrequin pattern.
Height. 3 inches.

207—Large Porcelain Cup and Saucer Paris, Directoire Period

Urn-shaped cup, lavishly enriched with gilded bands interrupted
"""""" by garland of leaves and flowers and a medallion in gray, sym-

bolic of "Blind Justice." (Cracked.)
Height, o inches.

A
208

—

Decorated Porcelain Plate Paris, circa 1760

Flaring circular marli, decorated in purple with beautifully

drawn bouquets and sprays of roses and other flowers.

Diameter. S :i
, inches.

209

—

Decorated Porcelain Sauce-boat Paris, 1774

Beautifully fluted and shaped oval bowl, with molded foot and

double-entwined, leaf-scrolled loop handle. Painted with varied

bouquets of tulips and other smaller flowers in brilliant colors;

rim and handle parcel-gilded. Marks, Coroneted, C. P.. the

cipher of the Comte d'Artois, who was a patron of Pierre Han-

nong, who with a partner established himself in the Rue St.

Denis, Paris. See Solon's Old French Faience, page 110.

henqth. 7 ::

,
inches.
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210 Two Dkcokated Porcelain Plates Paris, XVIII Century

(a) Lobed flaring marli finished at inner and outer edges with

gilded hands enclosing green wreath with small red berries.

(b) Decorated with sprays of roses, peonies and small blue

flowers.

Diameters, 9% inches anil S inches.

211

—

Decoeated Porcelain Oil and Vinegar Receptacle
Paris, XVIII Century

Scrolled oval howl-shaped body, with two circular receptacles

pierced with diamond lattice; enriched with blue border and finely

painted sprays of flowers. Impressed Mark, I.D.Y.

Length, 9 1
.', inches.

212

—

Faience Jardiniere Sceaux, XVIII Century

Tapering oval body, with leaf scalloped rim and incurved spread-

ing molded foot ; the body parted by four fluted tapering pilas-

ters forming panels, in one of which are two cupidons paying

their votive offering at an altar, painted in carmine en ean/a'ieu;

the obverse with group of three turkeys in landscape; the ends

with festooned fruit, parcel-gilded. Loose interior lining.

Height. 3'4 inches.

213

—

Dec orated Porcelain Candlestick

. Sceaux, XVIII Century

/ Beautifully fluted baluster shaft and molded dome foot ; enriched

with bands of gilding and sprays of minute flowers in colors.

Height, 8 inches.

214—Two Cream Ware Plates Douai, 1785

^ (a) In the Leeds manner, with delicately perforated border en-

/j 7 • riched with green festoons and rims over valanced rocaifle mo-

tives of carmine.

(b) Molded lobed flaring marli, enriched in slight relief with

sprays of flowers. Rich cream glaze.

Diameters. 9y4 and 9% inches.

Xote: These and the two following specimens were probably made at

the factory of Leigh <|- Co. who were partially an English firm and were

established for a short period only.
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215—Cream Ware Heating Receptacle Douai, XVIII Century

Coupe-shaped body, with pierced scroll panels interrupted with

paterae
;
supported on an oblong base having guillochcd canted

corners and open at front to receive charcoal. Cream glaze.

Height, 8 inches.

216—Cream Ware Coffee Set Douai, XVIII Century

\ f**~^ Consisting of coffee-pot, covered hot-milk pitcher, bowl and two

^ cups and saucers. Pear-shaped, with panels having borders

simulating shark skin. Decorated with sprays of flowers, slightly

raised, in crimson, blues and green ; rocaille-scroll handles and

base. (Coffee-pot restored.)
Heights, 8, 6 and 3 inches.

217—Two French Faience Dishes Lyons, XVII Century

/""* (a) Slightly lobed body, with open scrolled handle, simulating

J * a bathtub in which is a lightly modeled reclining figure of Venus.

( Chipped.)

(b) Oblong molded body, with oval depression at top; enriched

in blue with figure of Venus ; the sides with scrolled and medal-

lioned figures. On claw feet. (Chipped.)

Length, iy2 inches and 5% inches.

218

—

French Faience Figurine Lyons, XVII Century

Emblematic of Prosperity. Standing figure of cupidon with yel-

ty*— ' low hair, blue robe and aubergine draped torso. He holds in

his left hand a large cornucopia of fruit.

Height, 8% inches.

219

—

French Faience Pilgrim's Bottle Lyons, XVI Century

ij^fl Molded annular body, witli small incurved mouth from which

——-~ scroll loop handles having pendants of husks and berries ; the

body further enriched with wreath; executed in yellows, browns

and apple-green.
Height. 10 inches.

Xote: An exceedingly rare example of early faience. Bottle with all

the earmarks of the Lyons kilns.
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220—Frenc h Faience Bust Lyons, XVII Century

. i/"^ st. antonio. Head with curling blue beard and yellow halo;

/ /• wearing blue and aubergine habit. (Restored.)
/ Height, 7% indict.

221—French Faience Inkstand Avignon, XVII Century

Open oblong back, with two apertures for receptacles; enriched

J ' with pierced scrollings of demi-cupidons and foliage; extending

low front with open leafage; glazed hue rich apple-green.

(Chipped.)
Length, 5 x

/± inches.

A
222

—

Double-bodied Faience Basket Avignon, XVIII Century

£*T) Tapering inner bowl, with incurved neck and outer body finely

perforated with geometric lobes interrupted by rocaille car-

touches, two of which are occupied by figures the lovers; up-

right molded loop handle. Glazed old-red. ( Needs slight res-

toration.)
Height, 10 inches.

22Ji—Faience Bowl Avignon, Late XVII Century

Deep bowl, with incurved neck and molded foot ; enriched in re-

lief with varied open-scrolled masks at neck ; the body with floral

medallions, further scrollings and basket panels glazed old-red.

(Has been restored.)
Height, 4% inches.

224

—

French Faience Wine Jar Avignon, 1724

yf^^ Bottle-shape, with loop handle and spout. Enriched on very

—— pale green grounds with graffito rosetted-medallions, sprays of

tulips and birds in red. Dated 1724. (Restored.)

JUT-

Height, 9% inches.

225

—

French Faience Figurine Avignon, XVII Century

Archaic, virilely modeled figure of a lion glazed in gray ; sup-

ported on an expanding round base having bulbous centre glazed

in varying yellows.

Height, 14% inches.
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226—Splash Glazed Faience Wine Ewer
Avignon, XVII Century

Urn-shaped, with double domed cover all in one piece ; having

an orifice at centre of sunk base for filling, which orifice was

plugged with a stopper ; modeled in relief with leaf-molded square

loop handle; bod}' with bandings variously of cupidon-heads,

medallions and V-motivcs bordered with pearls. Glazed in rich

browns, yellows, green and deep ivory. Height, 9y, inches.

{Illustrated)

227—Faience Wine Jug Avignon, XVII Century

v ^ Pear-shaped, with incurved mouth and spout covered with head

/ /• of a winged eagle ; loop handles ; the front with raised initials

/ A.D.R. grounds of waved deep combings, glazed apple-green.

(Chipped.) Height, I0ys inches.

(Illustrated)

228—Glazed Faience Ewer Avignon, XVII Century

Egg-shaped body, with molded round foot and collar ; molded

( / ' scrolled loop handle having two lugs for a non-existant pewter

cover. Body enriched with centre band of scrolled plaquettes

interrupted by cupid-masks and having vertical leaf motives

above and below plaquettes ; the ornament in light relief glazed

in cream. Height . u inches.

Note: In the Metropolitan Museum of Art is a very analogous faience

ewer, presented by the late Georges Deniotte.

(Illustrated)

229—Splash Glazed Faience Vase Avignon, XVII Century

Bottle-shaped; finely splashed somewhat in a spiral manner with

aubergine on apple-green and cream grounds.
Height. 12% inches.

2'JO

—

Enameled Faience Dish of Fruit

s^f\ School of Palissy. Avon. XVII Century

Circular splashed blue low dish holding a melon, a plum, a pear,

nuts and a surmounting butterfly. Executed in aubergine, yel-

low, green and blue. (Chipped.) Diameter, 8 ::

, inches.
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231

—

Exameled Faience Fruit Dish

Bernard Palissy, Saintes, circa 1510-1598

* Low oval dish ; enriched with fine blue border at outer and inner

edges of marly centre with oval central and four side depressions

for small fruit ; between the central and outer depressions four

symbolic kneeling cupidons are seen emblematic of Victory, "V an-

ity, Love and Fame; the depressions are finely marbleized, and

the figures arc in deep ivory, green, aubergine and yellow.

Underbody also well marbleized. On short molded foot. (Rim

slightly shipped.)
Length. 12 1

s inches.

Xole: An interesting work of this great French potter, very reminiscent

in Briot's lGth Century pewter dishes and possibly an impression from one.
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233

232

—

Enameled Faience Fruit Dish

School of Palissy, Avon, Early XVII Century

y ® ' Oval, with high gadrooned and leaf molded rim, the centre en-

riched with subject our lord washing the feet of his dis-

ciples. Enriched in low relief ; the disciples in voluminous robes,

before the facade of a cathedral. Enriched in apple-green,

aubergine, yellow, deep ivory and very rich blue. The back

marbled in blue and deep plum. On short foot. (Chipped.)

Length, 14 inches.

233

—

Enameled Faience Fruit Dish

School of Palissy, Avon, Early XVII Century

sf~& ' Similar to preceding, the subject depicted being the woman
taken in adultery. Our Lord is enthroned at right, the woman
stands before Him, around her are the Disciples, and at left the

accusing doctors. (Fire cracked.) Length. 13y2 inches.

(Similar to preceding)

(Illustrated)
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234

—

French Faience Figurine

Bernard Palissy, Saintes, circa 1510-1598

st. john. Standing figure wearing long beard, brilliant blue

habit and brown mantle. He carries a long sword in his left hand.

Height, 7% inches.

Note: An extremely interesting and strongly modeled figure by the

greatest of French potters, who was known to have given commissions to the

most prominent sculptors of his days.

235

—

Enameled Faience Dish

Bernard Palissy, Saintes, circa 1510-1598

Oval, with flaring rim ; enriched in relief with Palissy's favorite

"bestioles." At centre around border are swimming fish and

medallions of shells flanked by green leaves and frogs. The
border with further frogs, butterflies, shells, sprays of green

leaves and small cray-fish. Executed in apple-green, aubergine,

ivory, grays and yellows, on rich marbled blue grounds. The
exterior carefully marbled in rich blue and apple-green. (Has

been restored.)
Length, 20 inches.

Note: The execution of these famous "bestiole" dishes occupied Palissy's

latter years and he seems to have taken his chief delight in their production

prior to his incarceration in the Bastille.



SECOND SESSION
THURSDAY AFTERNOON, JANUARY 15, 1925

AT THE AMERICAN ART GALLERIES
BEGINNING AT 2:15 O'CLOCK

Catalogue Numbers 236 to 445 inclusive

GRJ5C0-R0MAN GLASS VESSELS OF THE I CENTURY B.C.

236—Two Graeco-Roman Glass Vessels / Century B.C.

(a) Long necked miniature vase, in dense sapphire-blue.

~r— (is) Straight-sided coupe of iridescent clear glass, having band

and foot in pale green glass.

Heights. 3'4 and 2 :;

, inches.

237—Two Graeco-Romax Glass Vessels I Century B.C.

(() Unguentarv pale green iridescent glass with acorn-shaped

^ base and slender neck, having arched handle. Enriched with

threadings of deeper toned glass.

(b) Acorn-shaped base, with long neck, having small lip.

Heights, 1 and iys inches.

238—Two Graeco-Romax Glass Vessels / Century B.C.

(a) Bulbous jar, with depressed body, having flaring molded

neck.

(«) Bulhous jug form. Both vessels of iridescent clear glass,

the jug with pale green loop handle.
Heights. 4 and 3 inches.

239—Two Graeco-Romax Glass Vessels I Century B.C.

(a) Bulbous body, with long neck, having flaring mouth exhi-

biting beautiful green, golden-yellow and blue iridescence on

glass slightly inclined to a greenish caste.

(b) Bowl, with similar beautiful iridescence and gadrooned

sides. (Cracked.)
Height (a), 5% inches; diameter (b). i% inches.
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240

—

Three Gkaeco-Romax Glass Vessels / Century B.C.

(a) Vase with expanding, fluted body, rustic handles in various

^ @ . tones of green glass, having fine iridescence.

( b ) Bottle-shaped vase, with pale green glass,

(c) Mulberry toned glass, with bowl body, depressed with hol-

low medallions and having molded mouth.

Heights, 3V4, ± and 4 :!

4 inches.

DELFT, ITALIAN FAIENCE, HISPANO-MORESQUE LUSTRE
AND A GROUP OF CHINESE PORCELAINS OF THE XVI,

XVII AND XVIII CENTURIES

.241

—

Italian Faience Dish Xore, XVIII Century

Lobed oval gadrooned dish ; delicately decorated in carmine with

panoramic view in which many chateaux are seen.

Length, 7 inches.

242—Faience Pitcher Italian, Early XVII Century

Broad pear-shape, with peculiar long spout and loop handle

:

decorated in yellows, blue and brown with medallion of Madonna
and Child and scrollings. Height. 6ys inches.

243—Faience Pitcher Rhodian, XVII Century

Pear-shaped, with slightly flaring neck and loop handle ; decor-

ated with tulips and asters in typical Rhodian reds, blues and

green. (Chipped at mouth and on body.) Height, 8% inches.

244—Two Italian Faience Vases XVI Century

Bottle-shape ; decorated with two medallioned busts interrupted

by scrollings of flowers on fine blue grounds ; executed in green,

yellow and orange. (Both restored.) Height. B% inches.

J
245—Two Italian Faience Dishes AT/7 Century

(a) Scalloped and gadrooned circular dish; enriched with blue

and yellow scrollings surrounding a medallioned mythical figure

at bossed centre. (Chipped.)

(n) Circular, with low centre; decorated in yellows, blues, greens

and browns with panoramic landscape overshadowed by trees in

which figures are seen approaching a chateau crested by distant

mountains. Diameters. 9V, iintl !)>/. inches.
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24(5

—

Italian Faience Dish XVI Century

Gadrooned circular, with slightly bossed centre displaying a run-

ning hound and radiating bands, interrupted by stellate motives;

executed in slightly lustred blue, yellow and brown on deep iri-

descent ivory ground. Small circular foot. (Restored.)

Diameter. 10% inches.

247

—

Italian Faience Alberello XVII Centura

Incurved circular body; decorated with head of a Roman soldier

and diagonal panels of scrollings and arched label at front. Exe-

cuted in apple-green, yellows, royal blue and light orange.

(Chipped and top cut.)

Height, 10 inches.

248

—

Decorated Majolica Dish Italian, XVII Century

Circular, with molded rim and small foot ; decorated in blue and

yellow with central coronated and scrolled coat of arms blazoned

with three fleurs-de-lis and border of scrollings. (Fire crack.)

Diameter, 12% inches.

249

—

Italian Faience Plaque Late XVII Century

Flaring circular bowl-shape; decorated with the bust of a char-

acter from a contemporary Italian comedy; captioned on label

at side "Larione Xamo." Executed in yellows, aubergine, blues

and greens. (Restored.)
Diameter, 13'/o inches.

250—Two Italian Faience Wine Jars XVII Century

Oviform with incurved neck, short masked spout and scrolled

handle. Decorated in green and yellow with varied scrolled ob-

long labels bearing inscriptions; the field of green, enriched with

scrollings of flowers and fruit in pale blue. (Chipped.)

Height, 10

y

2 inches.

251

—

Polychromed Delft Faience Dish XVIII Century

Waxed motive round border decorated in the Imari style in blue.

V old-red and gilding with sprays of flowers and willow tree rising

- ~~ from balustrade.
Diameter, 7% inches.
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252—Blue and White Faience Bowl Delft, XVII Century

^J^^fi Globular body, with loop handle and curiously wide funnel-like

>— "~ moutb ; enriched in deep blue with scroll border and varied pend-

ants of husks and fruit; the body and underside of mouth with

sprays of flowers, insects and birds. Mark under foot, P. A. W.
in monogram, the sign of the Peacock Kilns, 1651. Maker, D.

Pauw. Diameter, (i ijiches.

253—Polychromed Delft Faience Bowl XVIII Century

// a Deep bell-shaped bowl. Broadly decorated in the Imari manner

in old-red, green and fine cobalt-blue with numerous irregular

scrolls and panels on fine ivory ground. Mark under foot,

P. A. W. in monogram. Maker's mark, the sign of the Peacock,

D. Pauw. Diameter, 8% inches.

254

—

Blue and White Faience Plate Delft, 1762
") Flanged marli, enriched with scrolled shell motives interrupting

smaller basket panels ; the centre occupied by a cooper in his

work shop. Inscribed at foot, Dirk Janse Vanden, entered 1762.

Diameter, 8% inches.

J.

255

—

Blue and White Faience Vinegar and Oil Cruet

Delft, XVIII Century

. — Gracefully spiraled bottles, with domed covers and scrolled loop

handles ; enriched with sprays of flowers. Stand with two cir-

cular pierced receptacles and spiraled loop handle. Mark,

"Hatchet." Height, 7 inches.

256—Two Polychromed Delft Faience Figures

Late XVIII Century

Strongly modeled standing cows, decorated with blue markings

and large sprays of varied flowers over bodies. Supported on

oblong plinths simulating greensward and Inn ing a yellow and

brown leaf border. (Have been slightly restored at horns.)

Length, 8% inches.

257—Blue and White Faience Vase Delft, Late XVII Century

Gadrooned bottle-shape, with short flaring foot. Decorated in

dee]) rich blue with husk medallion and archaic Horal motive at

neck. (Has been restored.) Height. <) inches.
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258

—

Polychromes Delft Faience Vase Late XVII Century

Octagonal bulbous body, with sbort straight nock and flaring

foot. Verv broadly decorated in green, red and fine cobalt-blue

with sprays of asters, peonies and chrysanthemums rising from

rockeries, feng-huangs are seen amongst the flowers.

Height, inches.

259

—

Hispaxo-Moreso_ie Saltcellar XV Century

Shallow round bowl, incurved at neck and having three leonic

/ y. —-""* heads in relief ; supported on the back of three archaically

modeled horses. Lavishly enriched with brilliant copper reflets

on ivory grounds. (Much chipped.)
Diameter , 5 inches.

4-

2(50—Two Hispano-Mobesqtje Lustred Dishes XVI Centura

(a) Tazza-form, enriched with copper reflets of fish and floral

motives.

(b) Shallow flaring dish, with central fleur-de-lis and three de-

pressions; lattice border. (Both chipped.)

Diameters, 7 and 8% inches

J-

261

—

Hlspano-Moresque Lustre Vase XVI Century

Bulbous body with incurved neck and two scrolled loop handles.

' Decorated in iridescent old-yellow with square lattice occupied

by rosettes. (Chipped.)
Height, 8% inches.

262

—

Hispano-Moresque Lustre Dish XVI Century

Low circular; enriched with cruciform of four large green leaves

rising from a similar medallion leaf in centre; the leaves inter-

rupted by sprays of blue and yellow berries ; on ivory grounds.

(Restored.)
Diameter. 12 incites.

J
263

—

Rhodiax Faience Ewer and Basin XVII Century

Bottle-shaped ewer, with loop handle; bowl with flaring marli.

' Decorated in typical colors with sprays of carnations and panels

of blue glaze. (Chipped and restored.)

Height, &% inches: diameter, 10y2 inches.
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264—Hispano-Moresque Lustre Plaque XVI Century

Circular, with flaring roll-over marli and deep centre having a

' spirally gadrooned boss ; enriched in sapphire-blue and golden-

copper reflets with pomegranate and minor sprays at centre;

festooned leaf border with minute scrollings. (Restored.)

Diameter, 15'/o incite*.

265—Hispano-Moresque Lustre Plaque XVI Century

Circular, with flaring marli and deeply bossed centre enriched in

>y/"-^
' copper reflets on blue, with scrollings of flowers and large leaves

on marli. (Restored.)
Diameter, 16 inches.

266—Hispano-Moresque Lustre Dish XVI Century

Shallow circular dish, with straight sides, bossed centre and flar-

ing gadrooned marli. Enriched in copper reflets at centre with

rearing bull surrounded by panels of scrolling olive motives and

imbrications; similar border. (Restored.)

Diameter, 16% inches.

267—Two Chinese Porcelain Vases XVIII Century

Slightly varying bottle-shapes, enriched with varied panels of

blue flowers ; one with animals.
Height. 5% inches.

268

—

Chinese Porcelain Bowl and Saucer Mounted in Cuivrf.

Dore

Interior richly decorated with sprays of flowers in blue and gild-

ing; imbricated paneled border; the exterior in cafe-au-lait

adorned with birds and sprays of flowers ; bowl mounted with

demi-nvmphs, scrolled handle and scalloped foot.

Diameter, G% inches.

269

—

Chinese Porcelain Howl and Trav XVIII Century

Bow] decorated with medallion of lattice; blue interior and ex-

terior border; the exterior further enriched with summer-house

and sprays of flowers in colors. Tray with fanciful medallioned

landscapes and flower-.
Diameter, 7% inches.
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270—Two Chinese Blue and White Pobcelain Plates

Late XVIII Century

\J • The centre enriched with symbols, birds and flowers; scrolled /"///'

border. (One restored.)
Diameter, 9 inches.

271

—

Chinese Blue and White Porcelain Dish

Late XVIII Century

Round, with cusped leaf to simulate a lotus blossom ; the lobes

enriched with the flowers of the months; the centre with scrolled

fungi and blossom.
Diameter, 12 inches.

272—Two Chinese Blue and White Porcelain Dishes

Late XVIII Century

—*00m Oval, with lobed flaring rim enriched with j'ui border; centre of

willow pattern developing landscapes.
Length, 12% inches.

i
273

—

Chinese Blue and White Porcelain Bowl XVIII Century

Deep gadrooned oval bowl, enriched in light blue with valanced

flaring border; the centre with peonies and fir trees.

Length, 12 inches.

27-1

—

Chinese Blue and White Porcelain Plaque
K'ang-hsi Period

J / — Centre enriched in Mahommedan blue with symbolic figures of

' / the hundred antiques ; flaring round marli paneled with further

symbols and sprays of flowers.

Diameter , 1+ inches.

J*

275—Chinese Porcelain Covered Jar Late XVIII Century

\J Ovoidal, with domed cover having rustic pomegranate terminal

;

decorated with flowers and medallion-bandings in gilding, blue

and red.

Height, 10% inches.

276

—

Chinese Celadon Vase Cliien-lung Period

Bottle-shape ; invested with gray-green glaze deepening toward

foot and covered with broad crackle.

Height, 11% inches.
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277

—

Decorated Porcelain Fruit Service Saxe, circa 1725

r Consisting of three large circular fruit plates, one smaller, and

eleven individual plates. Scrolled and lobed marli enriched with

panels of basketry in low relief painted with occasional insects

and sprays of flowers in color ; the centres decorated with varied

mythical animals, birds, flowers and insects in the Chinese man-

ner. Each marked in underglaze blue with cross-sword of Saxe.

(Two slightly rim-chipped.)
Diameters, 11%, 9% 9 inches.

(Illustrated)

278-—Two Chinese Famille Rose Covered Vases XVIII Century

Baluster-shape, with domed cover having pear-shaped terminal

;

decorated in enamels and gilding in sprays of flowers rising from

a rockery. (Chipped.)
Height, l'i'U inrhes.
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XVI AND XVII CENTURY GRENZHAUSEN, ALSATIAN,
KREUSSEN, SIEBURG, COLOGNE AM) FRECHEN STONE-

WARE

279

—

Gray Sto.nkwakk Figurine Grenzhausen, XVI Centura

Archaically modeled lion with his head turned to right ; open

J ^. S mouth and two forepaws supporting a shell; he is seated on his

/ ^L. •
'— haunches on a rustic heart-shaped base; has been painted brown

and parcel-gilded.

Height, 7 inches.

Note: A similar figurine is in the Metropolitan .Museum; this figurine,

however, supports a dish in place of the shell for salt.

J7>
280—Stoneware Pitcher Allemamic, Late XIV Century

Bulbous body, with slightly incurved foot and mouth ; loop

handles ; enriched in low relief with rosette and floral scrollings

below and fitted with small bosses on grounds ; glazed yellow and

soft orange. (Has been restored.)

Height; 5 inches.

a-

281 POLYCHEOMED STONEWARE C.VXISTER

-^f
Grenzhausen, Early XVI Century

*s ^ Slightly molded circular straight sided body depressed at four

medallions which are occupied by crucifixion and cartouches bear-

ing pierced heart and initials M. E. ; medallions parted by series

of rosettes
; richly glazed in deep blue, sea-green and yellow.

Height, G 1 ', inches.

282-—PoLYCHROMED StOXEWARE PlTCHER

(J
V Grenzhausen, Early XVI Century

//• Pear-shaped, with incurved molded shaped neck; enriched with

f a deep blue glaze; sustaining in relief subject the crucifixion ;

the two Marys at the foot of the cross, their robes in yellows,

browns, greens and ivories. Surrounding the crucifixion is a

scrolling of leaves and rosettes in similar colors ; broad looped

yellow handle.

Height, 7 inches.
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283

—

Pewter Covered Tankard Xuremberg, XVII Century

»—^V"""" Expanding round body, finely enriched with cartouched and ara-

besqued oval medallions occupied by symbolic figures of Amer-

ica, Europa and Africa; arabesqued dome cover with finial

and thumb-piece and scrolled handle.

Height, 1yA inches.

284

—

Stoneware Jug

q . Siegburg, Late XVI Century

Slightly domed body, flaring foot

:

molded pewter rim ; mask and leaf

loop handle ; body enriched alter-

nately within arched panels with

busts of Martin Luther and Me-

lanchthon ; the busts are parted by

figures of nymphs, symbolic of

flora; moldings at crown and foot

with slightly raised, scrolled pla-

quettes and strap sc rollings.
Mounted with hinged dome cover of

pewter having small terminal and

berried thumb-piece.
Height. Sy2 inches.

(Illustrated) 284

285

—

Pottery Bottle Mounted ln Pewter Alsatian, XVI Century

^ q Octagonal sectioned bottle, in gray glaze; enriched with reticu-

lated panels having fleur-de-lys band at crown and a similar band

at the partings of sections, surmounted and terminated in cupid-

ons' heads. Mounted in pewter with molded base and screw cover

having bail handle.

Height, 8 inches.
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28(5

—

Knamki.kd Stoxewabe Caxette
Kreusscn, 16(58

Ribbed low circular body with

loop side handle; central hand

occupied by two very animated

hunting scenes parted at centre

by medallion occupied by a run-

ning stag and date 1(5(58; two

strap-scrolled hands guard cen-

tre and another at the foot ex-

hibits scrollings of fruit. Exe-

cuted in low relief with ivory,

blues, pinks, yellows, greens and

reds. Mounted in pewter with

molded cover having shell thumb-piece and engraved inscription

within laurel wreath : "Johan Volpert Glock. Maria Magdalena
Glockin Gehorne Fcndin, 1671."

Height, 6 inches.

\ similar canette is illustrated by Solon in his fine work on Stone-

286

Note
ware.

(Illustrated)

•28

,

—Brow

x

Grenzhausen, XVI Century

Molded straight sided circular body with

round shoulder and foot, having a cir-

cular base; straight collar with further

molding and loop handle; the collar en-

riched with medallioned mask interrupted

by arabesque scrollings; the body with

band of arcades supported by caryatids

enclosing royal personages and couples

dancing; inscription under the figures.

(Fire cracked.)

Height, 7 inches.

(Illustrated)
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Jo

288—Mirror-black Stoneware Harvester's Bottle
Xamur, XVII Century

Pear-shaped, with tapering molded neck ; molded base and loops

at sides for suspension ; decorated in gilding with crested coats

of arms.
Height, 8 inches.

289—Blue and Aubergine Stoneware Canister

Siebwrg, Early XVI Century

Square sided, with oval medallions arched to molded collar and

foot ; enriched with rosettes and borders of heart-shaped leaves

and oval medallions in slightly raised gray glaze ; the shoulders

finely enriched with cupidon-head within heart-shaped motive ; the

inner and outer grounds of rich deep blue ; the centre grounds

of fine aubergine. Mounted with original pewter screw top.

Height, 8V4 inches.

290—Enameled Brown Stoneware Jar Kreussen, XVII Century

Oviform jar, with six slightly flattened oval medallions on body

and small loops at sides for carrying with strap; enriched with

bands at centre occupied by the figure of our lord and the

twelve disciples; the panels are bordered with beaded moldings

and parted by winged cherub-heads and scrolls ; the upper and

lower sections flanking the central band are adorned with incised

diamond lattice ; the shoulder has six rosettes ; the molded foot

a spiral motive. Executed in two shades of blue, yellow, red,

green and gilding. Original pewter mounting at mouth.

Height, 14^4 inches.

291—Brown Stoneware Wine Ewer Cologne. H504-

Rope-molded straight body, with fluted base arched to molded

circular foot ; arched paneled shoulder and straight collar flanked

with moldings and having a loop handle; the collar enriched in

light relief with medallioned heads interrupted by leaf ara-

besques ; the shoulder with pressed floral motives ; the body with

columned arcades occupied by six coats of arms, one dated 160-k

The ancient coats of arms are of Cologne, Mentz, the Holy

Roman Empire, the Bavarian Palatinate, Saxony and Branden-

burg. Signed at foot, H. W.
Height. \'2VA inches.

Note: An interesting and very rare ewer in most remarkable condition.

(Illustrated)

?
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291 292

292- -Bnowx Glazed Ewer Cologne, 1584

Small straight sided body with fluted and paneled under portion

sloping to molded foot ; fluted arched shoulder with long neck

ribbed almost to mouth. The body enriched with five panels

delineating the history of Susanna and the Elders. Inscription

below panels, freely translated reads: "This is the beautiful story

of Susanna and the Elders sculptured in an abbreviated man-

ner." Dated 1584. Signed Engel Kran.

Height, 12% inches.

Note: An extremely rare early signed example of fine stoneware.

(Illustrated)
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293

29.'3

—

Gray and Blue Stoneware Ewer
Grenzhausen, XVI Century

Spirally molded drum body with fluted

ba.se serpentining into molded foot

;

arched shoulder and molded mask
cover and loop handle ; the shoulder

enriched with panels of imbrications

alternating with floral motives ; the

body with nine columned arcades occu-

pied by military personages and camp
scenes ; inscription at crown, bearing

on subjects depicted. Bands, moldings

and flutes glazed deep rich blue ; the

body and relief in gray. Mounted in

pewter with hinged cover having shell

terminal. (Handle restored.)

Height, 13% inches.

Xote: This fine ewer is almost identical to

the one illustrated on Page 99 of Solon's fine

work on Stoneware.

(Illustrated)

294

—

Gray and Blue Stoneware Pitcher Sieburg, XVII Century

Elongated pear-shaped, with molded foot and loop handle; en-

riched vertically with bands of raised gray quatrcfoil rosettes in-

terrupted by bands of deep rich blue. Mounted in pewter with

cap cover having shell thumb-piece.

Height. !)'4 inches.

JO
295

—

Light Brown Stoneware Pitches Frechen, Haut Hhin. 1583

Pear-shaped with ribbed neck, loop handle and molded round

foot; enriched with raised medallions, the centre displaying two

prelates exorcising Satan from a dragon before them; at right

bust of Julius Caesar; at left an elaborately helmed coat of arms

dated 1583. (Restored.)

Heiqht. 8 inch/ a.
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29(5

—

Enameled Brown Stoneware Pitches

y< Kreussen, XVII Century

' Pear-shaped body with loop handle; enriched in light relief and

blue, white, red and yellow enamels with central circular medal-

lion occupied by double-headed displayed eagle hearing a coat of

arms on breast; Hanked by spiral bands of flowers terminating

in shell-like motives; imbricated flanking grounds. Mounted in

pewter with molded foot and mouth, the hinged cover having ball

thumb-piece.
Height, 10'/a inches.

XVI AND XVII CENTURY PEWTER INCH "DING RARE
DISH BY BRIOT

297—Two Pewtek Candlesticks Italian, XVII Century

Baluster shafts, with large bobeche and small pricket. Sup-

/ ported on tripod scrolled feet, paneled with cupidon-heads.

Height, #y4 inches.

298

—

Three Decorated Pewter Salvers

Nuremberg, XVII Century

(a) Centre enriched with circular medallion exhibiting our lord

in glory ; surmounted by a shield blazoned with a fleur-de-lys

and inscribed, H. K. Surrounded by medallions of the twelve

apostles.

(is) Centre with medallion occupied by subject, christ arisen;

surrounded by medallions bearing figures of saints, interrupted

by masks, fruit and scrolled arabesques.

(c) Similar to the preceding. The centre occupied by an eques-

trian figure of Ferdinand III. Medallions of border with further

equestrian figures interrupted by scrolled masks.

Diameters, 7 and 7'/2 inches.

299—Two Chiseled Pewter Plates Dutch, XVII Century

(a) Centre depicting a cupidon standing amid scrollings of

leaves, holding a cornucopia inscribed: "Arnoldus Lelieaert XVI
van Hooymaend Anno 164<3."

(is) With cupidon seated within a scrolled arabesque blowing a

trumpet. Border of laurel leaves.

Diameters, Sy2 and f) inches.
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300^,-Decorated Pewter Dish Nuremberg, Early XVII Century

J? a _ Low, circular dish, enriched with border and a circular central

\_y " ' medallion depicting subject, david and bathsheba. The couple

seated at left foreground before a battlement and the towers of

Jerusalem; an attendant serving them wine.

Diameter, 9% inches.

301—Decorated Pewter Canister Flemish, XVII Century

Square sectioned oblong ; enriched with panels of poppies. Screw-

top, cap cover with fine, balustered bail handle.

Height, 9 1/i inches.

302—Engraved Pewter Canister Flemish, XVII Century

J , \$ In the form of a missal. The obverse and reverse paneled and

/ having a border of scrolling lilies ; screw cap ; bail ring handle.

Height, 10% inches.

303—Pewter Wine Ewer French, XVII Century

jl Molded club-shaped body, with long hexagonal, covered spout,

\J\J reinforced by an acanthus-leafed baluster to neck; slightly domed

cover with acom terminal ; scrolled thumb-piece and handle ; on

molded foot. Enriched with two sprays of chiseled lilies. Mark,

a coronated F.

Height, 8% inches.

304—Pewter Wine Ewer French, XVII Century

Similar to preceding. Mark, I R above a hound. (Terminal

lacking.)

Height, 9% inches.

305—Decorated Pewter Dish Flemish, XVII Century

Low dish, with slightly fluted and molded rim; the centre occu-

pied by the head of a warrior saint; inscribed at cavetto:

"Brugghe Sintjooris."

Diameter, 13% inclns.

Note: Si. Jooris is the Patron Saint of Bruges, Belgium.
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306 Pewteb Dish Flemish, XVII Century

Circular, with broad flaring marli, handed with large bosses in-

' terrupting scrollings of Gothic leaves and zig-zags; the centre

occupied by a boss bearing a jardiniere of scrolled leafage.

Dated 1637.

Diameter, 14*4 inches.

307

—

Decorated Pewter Plaque Alsatian, XVII Century

Finely molded and curved round marli and deep cavetto; decor-

ated at centre with running stag and hounds, the border with

scrolled leafage. Marked, H. Isenheim.

Diameter, 16% inches.

308

—

Pewter Dish Mounted in Cuivre Dore
French, XVII Century

"Molded, scrolled oval, flanged border with beautifully shaped cav-

etto. Bearing a central medallion, occupied by a gilded cupidon

amidst flowers. Border enriched with arabesqued leaf scrollings.

Length, inches.

309

—

Tall Pewter Covered Tankard Haut Rhin, XVIII Century

Expanding round body, outcurving to a fine molding at base

;

supported by ball-and-claw feet, interesting V-shaped spout,

hinged cover with pineapple terminal, scrolled front-piece and

handle. The front enriched with wreathed horseshoe and in-

scription: "A S D Z M, 1761."

Height, lG 1
/! inches.

AT-

310

—

Tall Pewter Covered Tankard
Haut Rhin, Early XVIII Century

Similar to preceding. With smaller claw feet and terminal hav-

ing a seated lion bearing a cartouched shield in front of him,

the front with scrolled arabesque and mask medallion, occupied

by a trophy of guns and date, 174-t.

Height, 17y2 inches
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311

311—Pewter Covered Guild Cup Haut Rhm, 1707

Molded triple-bodied coupe engraved with the names of the ward-

' ens of the guild ; these parted by two series of bossed Iconic heads.

On molded baluster foot. Dome cover, surmounted by the figure

of a Roman warrior in armor. Inscribed with many names of

members, also an inscription which translated reads: "An honest

handiwork of the Linen Weavers, Welcome Oct. .'JO, 1707."

Height, -() inches.

312—Pewteb Covered Guild Cup Haut Rhm, 1707

- Similar to preceding. The cover surmounted by a Roman war-

U ' rior holding a flag and a large escutcheon inscribed: "Eines ehr-

sammeri Handwers der Leinweber Wilkonnn, den 30 Oct. 1707."

Height, 19% inches.
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313

—

Rare Decorated Pewter Dish Briot, French, XVI Century

Circular ; with hollow marli, finished with a gadrooned molding

and enriched with medallions, each having a graceful reclining

figure of a nymph variously allegorical of Astrology, Architec-

ture, Arithmetic, Music, Literature, Rhetoric and Painting, and

a central molded boss enriched with a nymph seated amongst

symbols and captioned, "Temperantia." The boss surrounded

by medallions of further symbolic nymphs parted by arabesqued

atlantes. Inserted in the underfoot is a medallioned bust cap-

tioned, "Scupebat Franciscus Briot."

Diameter, 17% inches.

Note: Franciscus Briot was probably the greatest of all pewterers. His

work was in such high esteem that even the great potter Palissy did not

disdain to copy his models in faience.
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FRENCH, HAUT RHIN AND NUREMBERG FORGED IRON
KEYS, LOCKS, COFFRETS AND A CHEST OF THE GOTHIC

AND RENAISSANCE PERIODS

314—Two Forged Iron Snuffers French, XVIII Century

Box snuffers, variously faceted, having scrolled loop handles.

One with central hinged knife blade in snuffer.

Length, 6y2 inches.

315—Brass Handled Hunting Knife
Haut Rhin, Early XV Century

Broad channeled dagger-shaped blade. Octagonally balustered

handle, terminated in an archaic lion's head. Signed by Maker
and Numbered 55.

Length, 11 inches.

316—Chiseled Forged Iron Knocker Haut Rhin, XVI Century

Pivoted broad open pear-shaped rapper ; having lower central

boss finely chiseled with a grotesque peasant's head.

Height, 5 inches.

/o

317—Two Forged Iron Cutters French, XVII Century

j j~ ^0 (a) Scroll-beaked blade, with long tapering round handle, piv-

/ J'
"—

""""oted to a chiseled and scrolled rooster-head having a similar

' round handle.

(b) Two dagger-shaped blades, with long round spring handles.

Levgths, 6 and 5y± inches.

A
318—Two Small Forged Iron Heaters Nuremberg, XVI Century

(a) Circular body with floral piercings; supported on baluster

straps terminating in flaring shell motives and tray base. Ebony
baluster side handle.

(b) Pierced circular body, on baluster shaft and bossed round

base. Side stem handle ; pinnacled dome cover.

Heights, 3',/> and 5 inches.

319—Two Large Gothic Forged Ikon Nails and Cutters

Haut Rhin, XVI Century

Bossed quatrefoil nails, with long spikes. Hinged cutters finely

shaped and chiseled with scrollings and standing figures, cap-

tioned, "Die Hebe" and "Aberwind Alles" ; loop handles.

Lengths, 4% and Sy4 inchti.
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320

—

Tk\ Forged Iron Gothic Keys French, XV Century

Six with circular bows beautifully pierced with varied rose trac-

2 . cry; one of these having clustered columnar shaft, brass molded

head and fitted to very intricate ward chambers. Two with

double flanges differing in their wards, and each used for two

keys. Another with coroneted shield-shaped traceried bow, oc-

tagonal medallioned shaft and curious wards. Another with oc-

tagonal molded shaft and pierced trilobed bow.

321—Forged and Engraved Irox Candle Scissors

Nuremberg, XVI Century

Finely sparrow baluster shaft supported on circular base, having

three acorn tripod feet. Beautifully shaped scissors with en-

graved long blades ; handle with spirals, one having a head.

Height, 7% Indus.

322—Forged Irox Caxdle Scissors French, XVI Century

Baluster stem supported on quatre-lobe base, having four out-

curving round legs ; somewhat odd-shaped scissors with handle

enriched with scrollings and one with lateral loop.

Height, 8% inches.

323—Chiseled axd Pierced Forged Iron Tripod

^ Haut Rhin, Late XVI Century

Scalloped circular top, pierced with a virile rampant lion. Out-

curving baluster tripod legs.

Diameter, 8 indies.

r.

324—Six French Rexaissaxce Keys XVI Century

(a) Chiseled iron with scrolled demi-figure as bow, square ros-

ettcd head and triple shaft for three pins in lock.

(b) Chiseled iron inlaid with gold. Bow onl}' ; formed of two

chimeric monsters scrolled about coats of arms.

(c) Bronze, with open rosetted trilobed bow of filigree.

(d) Rarely chiseled iron, with open bow formed of two dragons

outfacing from a caryatid. Fleur-de-lys sectioned shaft ter-

minating in a fine Corinthian capital.

(e) Brass, the bow simulating a scrolled dolphin.

(f) Gilded iron with open heart-shaped bow; having central

shield surmounted by a small cross.
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325 326

325

—

Chiseled Forged Iron Lock French, XVI Century

Oblong plate with two semi-circular flanges at foot. Enriched

with masks of Neptune, dolphins and four-leaf bosses at sides

;

semi-circular crowning and base plates with further dolphins.

Length, 7 inches.

{Illustrated)

326

—

Rake Forged Irox Padlock and Key
French, Late AT Century

Beautifully scrolled massive body, with molded crescent-shaped

pendant, loop hinge. Key with circular baluster-bow and triple

lobed shaft.

Length, 7% inches.

(Illustrated)

327

—

Chiseled Forged Ikon Adjustable Candlestick

French, AT/ Century

Slotted tubular shaft witli interior candle-holder, having leaf-

scrolled handle; slot lobed at intervals to raise candle. On cir-

cular base with repousse scrolled dolphins and leafage. On scroll

and ball tripod feet.

Height, 11 inches.
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32S

•328

—

Pierced Forged Iron Gothic Lock French, XV Century

^—^ Oblong plate, enriched with a pierced border of fleurs-de-lis and

tracery; flanked on the inner side by pinnacle balusters. Key
centre panel and above it unusually delicate tracery; hasp with

a chiseled lizard in full relief.

Length, 9 inches.

(Illustrated)

329

—

Forged Iron Lazy Max's Candlestick French, XVII Century

/ a .
Opcn spiral shaft, with hooked handle and raising receptacle for

candle. Supported on short balustered circular base, enriched

with lobed fleur-de-lis and outcurving stretchered feet.

Height, 7% inches.

/
Nine French Keys XVII and XVIII Century

/ . (5
U Seven of XVII century forged iron, five of which have finely

pierced bows of scrollings, two developing monograms; another

with circular bow having intricate filigreed rosette; the seventh

of massive iron with very many wards. Two, XVIII century,

with brass bows enriched with open leaf-scrollings and demi-

figures.
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331—Two Forged Iron Candlesticks French, XVI Century

Varied balustered stems with open scrollings, having a string to

secure candle in angular candle-holder. On low arch shaped

base with tripod feet ;
extending extinguisher.

Heights, 7 and 8' 4 inches.

332—Pierced Forged Iron Lock French, XVI Century

,
*~) \7 v Tapering plate, having three keyholes and keys for same. Crested

/ /' with rudimentary animals facing an open vase. Apron pendant

/ and open scrollings.

Length, 8% inches.

333,

—

Chiseled Iron Hanging Lamp French Gothic, XV Century

Low open boat-shaped lamp ; chiseled arched strap back, swing-

ing baluster support finished with hook and pinnacle. Enriched

on body with chiseled scrollings and masks.
Height, 13'/, inches.

334—Chiseled Iron Wall Light French, XVI Century

Leaf-molded oblong back, with semi-circular pediment and apron.

The pediment enriched with coroneted coat of arms. The apron

with leaf cusp and arm for candle. The panel displaying a

wooded landscape occupied by Diana and two of her nymphs

bathing at a pool. Acteon is seen on the distant right bank.

Traces of gilding exist.

Height, 9'/. inches.

335—Etched Iron Halberd Head AUemamic, XVII Century

Tapering diamond blade, with finely scrolled beak and head;

deeply etched with scrollings.

Length. 22'., inches.

336

—

Etched Forged Iron Coffret Nuremberg. XVI Century

Oblong, with hinged cover, having finely baluster bail handle and

/t~/\ ,
curiously warded key and pivoted strap band to cover keyhole.

All surfaces including interior of top with its fine spring lock

etched with leaf scrollings, amidst which eagle-heads appear.

Length. 6% inches.

(Must rated)
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337-

0-

-Exquisitely Etched Iron Coffket Nuremberg, XVI Century

Oblong with hinged cover. Beautifully engraved on all surfaces

including the interior of cover with chiseled medallion-heads of

warriors and strap-scrolled borders. On ball feet. Traces of

original gilding are seen on the interior.

Length. 7 inches.

(Must rated)

338

—

Pierced Forged Irox Coffret French Gothic Style

Oblong, with semi-circular hinged cover, having finely baluster

lifting bail handle. The cover, front and back enriched with

continuing bands of hasps of diamond lattice interrupting bands

of open scrolled tracery. The sides, front and back additionally

adorned with outstanding flange. On flat baluster legs.

Length, 8% inches.

(Illustrated)
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339

—

Rare Forged Iron Waffle-iron French, 1597

Oblong irons with pivoted long tapering handles, the cheeks of

y*«*— irons finely enriched with floral diapers surrounding cartouched

/ medallioned coat of arms and fleur-de-lys in one ; in the other

coat of arms are the symbols of Aesculapius. Inscribed with the

date 1597 in two places and witli the name of the noble family

of Froben.

340

—

Forged Iron Tongs and Shovel
French, Early XVII Century Style

Handles terminating in fleurs-de-lys with shafts enriched with

spirals, the blade of the shovel pierced with fleur-de-lys and

geometric motives. Length, 31 inches.

J-0

341

—

Forged Iron Candelabrum Haut Rhin, XVI Century

Slender round shaft, terminating in cusped lily, sustaining a re-

volving scroll and spiral, lyre-shaped arms for two candles. On
spiral tripod base. Height, 13>/3 inches.

342—Forged Iron Candlestick Haut Rhin, Late XVI Century

Square baluster shaft, chiseled with scrollings, sustaining a

frontal spring bar; with open scrollings which adjusts the candle

in an annular ring. Forged crown on plate-shaped feet and

tripod base. Height, 13y3 inches.

343—Forged Iron Brazier French, Early XVII Century

/ Cylindrical receptacle, pierced with heart-shaped motives and

/ /• having open-shaped strap bottom. On standing flanged tripod

/ legs scrolled toward base and enriched with rosettes. Hanging

ivory ring-turned handle. Height, 9 inches.

344—Forged Iron Trivet French, XVI Century

j * Husk motived angular trivet with three interior flcurs-de-lys

;

/ " supported on two outcurving ball feet and long baluster hinged

to a back support, having hooks for suspension.

Length, 19% inches.

345—Two Chiseled Cast Iron Figures

J r)
French. Early XVII Century

/ Jt -— Sea-horse and dolphin; interestingly scrolled figures with imbri-

/ cations of scales chiseled. Lengths, 15 and Hi'4 inches.
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34(>

—

Forged Iron Casque Florentine. XVI Century

, Dome-shape, with deep comb at crown. Boat-shaped brim, rope-

/ /• molded edge with two flcurs-de-lys and studded with brass ros-

ettes at foot. Grounds finished black.V
347

—

Etched Steel Casque French, AT Century

Domed body, with high comb and boat-shaped brim with rope-

molded edge; etched on the body with large panel of warriors

amidst jousters, the brim with scrollings.

J
348—Etched Iron Takge French, Renaissance

Circular, with rope edge; the body rising to a sharp point at

' centre from which radiate bandings enclosing floral scrollings.

Brass rosette border of floral arcade.
Diameter, 22>/3 inches.

349—Rare Rkxaissance Hanging and Standing Forged Iron Lamp
-* French, XVI Century

^ Oval oil receptacle, with two lips, three fleurs-de-lys and coats

of arms and hinged coyer, haying curious rosetted terminals;

arched back shaft with swanneck handle. Long chain and hook

for suspension; acorn pendant and scrolled frontal finely pierced

and engraved with central caryatid; flanked by two reclining

figures of Indians. Stamped with maker's name, Ppvi Aine.

Height, Yi x
/., inches.

350—Forged Iron Treasure Chest Hunt Rkm, XVI Century

Oblong, with lifting hinged top, haying a most elaborate, pierced

and engra\ed lock on the under side, the keyhole of which is in

the centre of the top, secreted under an oblong label chiseled

with a cognizance, Bear with Rugged Staff. All surfaces are

enriched with scrolls and studded bands forming panels, that at

front with figure of Hercules. The front fitted with curious ad-

justable husks and flutes.

Height, 21% inches: length. 21% indies.

351—French Gothic Forged Iron Meat-jack XVII Century

/( Cruciform with pierced tracery at intersection. Two adjustable

. meat hooks on cross bar; saw-tooth and adjustable rack on

upper bar. Ring for suspension.
Length, 43i/o inches.
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CHAMPLEVE AND OTHER EARLY ENAMELS

352—Two Oislong Late Limoges Enamel Panels

/
After Juan Limousin

I •
"00* st. michael and st. angelus costus. Executed in brilliant

/ colors on dark blue grounds. Captioned. Signed, I. L.

Height, 3% inches.

353

—

Late Limoges Panel After Jean Raymond

st. john. Three-quarter length haloed figure of the saint looking

downward toward a chalice in his right hand. He wears a gold

robe, enriched in brown-pink and a lavender mantle, and stands

before a star-studded purple background. Captioned on label

at crown, Saint Jehan ; at foot is lengthy inscription.

Height, 6y» inches; width, .5 inches.

Note: A woodcut and description of subject is on back of frame.

Gothic Enamel and Cuivke Dore Bowl
Venetian, Late XV Century

Low bowl, hammered with scrolled rosette under foot which con-

tinues and forms gadroons on the sides ; upright lip studded

with rosettes in turquoise and dark blue enamel interrupting the

scrollings ; interior centre with larger similar rosette.

Diameter, 6y2 inches.

355

—

Limogks Enamel Panel ix Original Carved Walnut Frame
French, XVI Century

the descent from the cross. In a hilly landscape, with a dis-

tant view of the spires and city walls of Jerusalem, under a

clouded blue sky a cross appears in the foreground, before which

stands Saint John gently lowering the body of Our Lord to

the care of the three Marys at foot. Saint Joseph stands at

extreme right. The green hillside and the costumes of blue,

purplish pink, yellow and green are lavishly enriched in gold.

Oblong half rosette molded frame enriched with strap-scrolled

cartouches hearing masks at crown and foot, festoons and

scrolled demi-figures at sides. (The Limoges plaque needs con-

siderable restoration.) 11 right. !)>
/4 inches: -width. 7 inches.
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356

—

Jeweled Champleve Enamel I'yx

/j,
Limoges, XIII Century

Circular, with high peaked hinged cover

terminating in a cross and enriched with

three yellow jewels and scrollings. The
body with five busts of saints supported

on scrollings terminating in fleurs-de-lys

which part the figures ; the figures exe-

cuted in gilding with backgrounds of blue

and passages of red and pale green in

the scrollings.

Heigh/, 4'4 inches.

Xote: Fine early Pyxes are exceedingly
rare, for almost every example is now perma-
nently located in a museum or a cathedral treas-
ury.

(Ill it strafed)
356

357

—

Limoges Enamel and Carved Ebony Chasse

Late French Renaissance

Double paneled and molded peaked cover, enriched with six

panels of hunting scenes in enamel. Oblong lower portion with

six further scenes, illustrating classic subjects amidst which

are seen Diana and Acteon, Daphne and Apollo, Mercury and
Juno, Coronis and subject: a combat before the walls of

troy; these panels are parted by husked and medallioned

pilasters. Supported on demi-nymph feet. Mounted in forged

iron with bail lifting handle and fleur-de-lis and rosetted bolt.

(Several panels need slight restoration.)

Height, 10% inches; length, 12 incites.

358

—

Champleve Enameled Leather Bottle
Persian, XVII Centnry

Pear-shaped black leather bottle, with incurved molded throat

and spreading mouth of champleve enamel displaying elaborate

medallions of flowers, scrollings and busts of Persian beauties

;

executed in fine crimson, blue, green and yellow.

Height, 8% inches.
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GOTHIC AND RENAISSANCE CUIVRE DORE CANDLE-
STICKS, CHALICE CUPS, COUPES AND OTHER OBJECTS

r
359—Two Small Renaissance Crucifixes XVII Century

(a) Floriated, enriched with interior cross, and mounts cap-

tioned with sacred monogram the outer cross enhanced with lobes

and open scroll brackets ; the back inscribed. Ring for sus-

pension. (Has been gilded.)

(b) Floriated cross exhibiting Our Lord in efigy.

360—r—Cuivre Dore Paper Cutter French Renaissance

v Open lobed and scrolled handle with cupidon-head and shell mo-

tive ; tapering broad blade engraved with floral sprat's.

Length, 9% inches.

361—Small Cuivre Dore Bas-relief Panel French Renaissance

st. andreas. Oblong, with arched niche having leaf spandrels
'

and scroll-shell pediment pierced for suspension; the niche occu-

pied by the robed saint standing before a cross and holding a

missal in his hand.
Height. 614 inches; width, 3% inches.

362—Cuivre Dore Candlestick French, Late XVI Century

Finely shaped ovoidal baluster, with small opening for taper;

chiseled with cartouches of fruit interrupted by winged cupi-

don-heads ; broad spreading molded base adorned with series

of leaf motives and cupidon-heads interrupted by husk scroll-

ings.

Height. 4% inches.

363—Gothic Cuivre Dore Candlestick Haut Rhin, 1572

Diaper paneled and molded hexagonal shaft having central

flanged, lobed boss. On finely flaring and molded hcxagonally

lobed base. Engraved with inscription at foot reading (trans-

lated) : "With God's Grace Ruosch and his wife gave this chalice

in the year, 1572.
Height, 4% inches.

Xote: This fine candlestick was originally the stem of a chalice cup, the

bowl, either of silver or gold, no doubt, long since melted up for its physical

value.
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364

—

Jeweled Cuivre Dokk Beit Late Italian Gothic

Formed of oblong panels enriched with scrolled heads, inter-

rupted by open scrolled plaquettcs and jeweled scrolled medal-

lions ; curious hinged portion about centre.

Length, 37 Vi inches.

365

—

Ctivre Doue Candlestick French Gothic

Hcxagonally molded socket engraved with Gothic tracery; shaft

with a gadrooned boss having diamond motived projections and

engraved Gothic tracery. On spreading six-lobcd base with

flanged molded plinth.

Height, 4 inches.

Cuivre Dork Candlestick French, Gothic-Renaissance Period

Small molded hexagonal socket and shaft, engraved with screll-

ings ; enriched with broad flanged central button-shaped boss

having florally engraved gadroons. On six-lobed round spread-

ing foot adorned with rope and other moldings.

Height, 5 inches.

Repousse Cuivre Dore Covered Chalice Cup
Strasbourg, Gothic-Renaissance Period

Bowl-shaped coupe, enriched with niedallioned busts of prelates

interrupted by heads of cherubim ; baluster shaft adorned with

symbols and saintly figures. On spreading paneled foot occupied

by apostolic figures. Domed cover displaying four evangelists

within medallions parted by heads of cherubim, surmounted by

figure of St. John the Baptist.

Height, ll 1
/!. inches.

368

—

Cuivre Dork Reliquary Alsatian Gothic

Tubular glass chamber supported by two hinged arms having

crocketed pinnacles, valanccd borders and niedallioned ends ; one

of the medallions enriched with subject, the holy father in

majesty ; the other with rosette ; the valance with saintly fig-

ures. On interesting molded shaft having leaf enrichments ter-

minating in berries ; low boss above a spreading round foot

adorned with diamond facias bearing the heads of various

disciples.

Hiinht, 11VL> inches

366—

367—
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369

—

Jeweled Cuivre Dore Chalice Cup Late Alsatian Gothic

Bell-shaped coupe ; supported on bossed tubular stem with fleur-

de-lys cresting. The bosses enriched with filigree lobes bearing

fleurs-de-lys interrupted by ruby colored jewels; flaring octag-

onally lobed round spreading foot with border similar to boss,

floral scrollings and green jewels.

Height, 9 inches.

J.

370—Two Cuivre Dore Figures French, XVIII Century

satyrs. Seated figures, with heads turned aside, grinning and

arms outstretched, with their hands on their sides to stop their

convulsions ; their hoofs uplifted over a spray of laurels. Fine

old patina.
Height, 10 inches.

371—Cuivre Dore Ciborium Strasbourg, Gothic Period

Molded hexagonal coupe, enriched with medallioned figures of

A , saints embroidering or drawing ; hinged peaked cover terminating

in cross and having a crocketed and traceried pinnacle at each

of the hexagonal corners ; hexagonal baluster shaft with gad-

rooned bossed centre ; floral round base with medallions bearing

symbols of the four evangelists.

Height, 16 inches).

{Illustrated)

JO-

372

—

Nautilus Shell Coupe Mounted in Cuivre Dork
School of Fontainebleau, XVI Century

Beautiful iridescent shell, mounted with leaf-molded lip sbaped

toward scrolling of shell and there enriched with a lizard and

group, venus, satyr and merman holding a fish ; tlie front

with group of reclining venus and cupidon riding dolphins;

behind the figure of Venus is a large palm spray extending to the

rim of coupe ; at back a curious winged dolphin. Supported on

open cresting and three out-facing and out-spreading clustered

dolphins. The chiseling of figures and decorations is of ex-

tremely fine quality.
Height. 8% inches.

Note: A most interesting and beautiful specimen of early French crafts-

manship.

(Illustrated)
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372 371 373

373

—

Cuivbe Dork Mounted Cocoanut Coupe
Nuremberg, XVII Century

Q * Egg-shaped coupe, mounted at mouth with valance and spreading

mouth engraved with panel of scrolls, birds and medallioned

heads ; interesting strap-scrolled caryatid supports over body to

a bossed baluster shaft having three open brackets at crown.

Molded dome foot with arabesque scrollings and floral motives.

Height, 10 inches.

{Illustrated)
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374

—

Cuivke Dore Crucifixion Rhenish Renaissance

Finely molded body of Our Lord, hung on a floriated rustic

cross ; the floriations occupied by figure of the Holy Father, the

Virgin, St. John and Mary Magdalen. Molded round base en-

riched with scrolled leafage. The cross apparently of a later

period.
Height, 14 inches.

VENETIAN AND NUREMBERG GOTHIC AND RENAISSANCE
REPOUSSE BRASS DISHES

375

—

Repousse Brass Dish Nuremberg, Early XVI Century

Flaring gadrooned bowl, with leaf stamped flange. The centre

of base with subject, equestrian figure of saint george slay-

ing THE DRAGON.
Diameter. 10% inches.

376—Repousse Brass Dish Nuremberg, XVII Century

<\ Double molded flange with two series of oval and diamond medal-

O * lions. The centre subject, adam, eve and the serpent in the

GARDEN OF EDEN.
Diameter, 15 inches.

377—Repousse Brass Dish Venetian, XVI Century

Circular, with broad flange stamped with archaic motives. The
' centre slightly bossed and having central medallion. Surrounded

by pear-shaped gadroons and two borders of Gothic inscrip-

tions.
Diameter, 16% incites.

378

—

Repousse Brass Dish Nuremberg, XVII Century

Double molded circular flange punched with two series of oval

medallions. Lightly bossed centre displaying a coroneted coat

of arms supported b}' rampant lions and surrounded by a border

of scrolled bunches of grapes.
Diameter, 18% inches.

379—REPOUSSE Brass Dish Nuremberg, XVII Century

Similar to preceding. Centre exhibiting subject the RETURN ok

THE SPIES WITH THE GRAPES FROM THE PROMISED LAND.
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380

380

—

Repousse Brass Dish Venetian, XVI Century

Circular, with broad flange stamped with Maltese cross and

small leaves. The centre having a bossed medallion surrounded

by spiral gadroons and border of Gothic inscription.

Diameter, 16% inches.

{Illustrated)

381

—

Large Silver Inlaid Chiseled Brass Dish

/ a q m
Veneto-Saracenic, XVII Century

/ Deep circular dish, with molded rim enriched with silver inlaid

leaf-scrollings and engraved with rope motives. The cavetto

with circular coats of arms at intervals; each blazoned with a
scimitar and band, these connected by a banding of interlaced

[Continued
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381—Concluded
rope motives. The centre with a similar medallioned coat of

arms surrounded by arabesque leaf motives in the Turkish

manner and a further pinnacled border with further coats of

arms interrupting the scrollings. Inscribed in Turkish, with

the owner's initials.

Diameter, 20i/> inches.

Note: A rare and beautiful specimen of fine craftsmanship.

382

—

Venetian Gothic Repousse Brass Dish AT Century

Low bowl, with slightly flaring flange. The centre enriched with
r
J • small boss surrounded by Gothic inscription and scries of five

leaves interrupted by masks, having pendants of scrolled Gothic

leaves and central pineapple motives.
Diameter, Hi inchet.

(Illustrated)
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EARLY MISSALS AND TWO VOLUMES OF AMERICANA
DATED 1600 AND 1617

383

—

Leather Bound Vellum Missal Alsatian, XVI Century

Black morocco binding; with gilded tooling on back and covers.

The missal containing the Saints' Days for each month of the

year and various prayers, beautifully enriched with large and

small gilded illuminated initials. Stamped on front page with

medallion inscribed : "Domus Isscnhilmensis Societatis Jesu," and

central sacred monogram.
Height, 4% inches: width, 3*'± inches.

38-1

—

Vellum Covered Volume French, 1590

LE QUATRIEME TOME DES HISTOIRES TRAGIQUES - - - Pal* Fiail-

cois De Belleforest Comingeois. Published at Lyon, par Benoist

Rigaud. M D X C.
Height, 4% inches: width. 3 inches.

A-

38-5

—

Gilded Tooled Leather Missal French, 1727

yj^T)
"^'Office De la Semaine Sainte a L'Usage De la Maison Du Roy

. . a Paris. De l'Imprimerie de Jacques Collombat Imprimeur

ordinaire du Roy . . . 1727 avec privilege du Roy." Covers in

crimson levant with central medallion bearing a very elaborate

coat of arms of a French cardinal surrounded by lobed oval

floral motives and leaf border in gilding.

Height, 8% inches: width, 5% inches.

386

—

Illuminated Vellum Psalter French, XVI Century

Bound in tooled leather. Musical scores are interspersed with

hymns in letter press and enriched in colors with many initial

letters. Bound in russet leather, tooled and stamped with pan-

eled rosetted diamond lattice.

Height. B% inches: width, 6Vi inches.

cfT)

387

—

Vellum Bound Volume of Pen and Bistre Drawings

French, XVII Century

Sixty-rive leaves; enriched with numerous fanciful coats of arms,

classic panels for wall and other decoration, svmbolic figures of

nymphs and numerous panels of cupidons at many differing

avocations. (Many leaves injured at margins.)

Length, 14 inches; width, 9% inches.
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388

—

Americana. Volume in Brown Leather Oppenheim, 1617

Architectural frontispieces inscribed in German, of which the

following is a free translation : "True and Loving Descriptions

of various important Indian lands and islands, originally from

his chronicles and published with great risk for the first time in

the Voyages of Ulric Schmidts of Straubingen. Minutely de-

scribed by himself, published through Dietrich von Brey. Third

and improved edition by Johan Theodor de Brey, burgher of

Oppenheim. Printed by Hieronymo Gallern. MDXVII. Illus-

trated with engraved views and personages." (Several sheets

and leather cover defective.)

Height, 14% inches; width, 9y2 inches.

389

—

Americana. Leather Bound Volume

j Frankfort-on-Main, 1600

.
' Architectural frontispieces with panel printed in German text,

of which the following is a free translation : "Wonderful though

truthful. Explanation of the customs and habits of the natives

of Virginia which recently came to the English in the year of

1585 through Sir Richard Grenville. Illustrated with figures

and landscapes. Transferred to Sir Walter Raleigh, knight and

colonel as favored by Queen Elizabeth. First written in English

by Thomas Hariot and recently through Christ P. in German.

Printed in Frankfort-on-Main by Matthes Becker and trans-

ferred to his widow and both sons in 1660." (Cover defective.)

Height, 14 y4 inches: width, 10 inches.

RARE FRENCH, ITALIAN, FLEMISH, NUREMBERG AND
AUGSBURG GOTHIC BRONZES AND MORTARS

390

—

Bronze Box and Spout Late French Gothic

f*^ (a) Box in the form of an archaic setting hen. Oval sliding

tubular base for opening box.

(h) Spout for a vessel, interesting archaically modeled lion with

tubular spout in his mouth.
Heights. 2ya mid 3'.\ inches.
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391

—

Bronze Powder Box and Censer Nuremberg, XVI Century

(a) Molded and paneled flaring box, with tapering round spout

,
""^'Tiaving spring handle; panels enriched with figures of warriors.

Obverse with curious representation of David carrying Goliath's

head in his left hand. Dated 1574.

(b) Globular, pierced and hinged holder; chiseled with panels

of displayed eagles, small rosettes and ring for suspension.

Heights, 1 and 3% inches.

Jo.
392

—

Small Broxze Jardiniere French, XVI Century

Square, molded at crown and foot, having supporting balusters

at corners; enriched with two medallioned busts of royal per-

sonages with oval cartouched medallions. Fine original yellow

and black patina.
Height. 2i/, inches.

or-
393

—

Bronze Pestle and Mortar French, XVI Century

Expanding round sides, molded at lip and foot, enriched in re-

lief with figures of nymphs, interrupted by panels each having

three fleurs-de-lys. Further fleurs-de-lys are at lip. Pestle

with bulbous ends.

Height, 2% inches.

391

—

Venetian Bronze Bell AT Cent ur
-y

Double flaring ribbed bell, of exceptionally fine tone; enriched at

Q . crown with series of leaves and a lower band of scrollings of

flowers and berries amidst which an eagle and a leopard are seen.

Short open four-loovjed handle.
Height, 4y4 inches.

sf-o

395

—

Broxze Mortar Italian, XV Century

Quickly tapering round sides enriched in relief at intervals with

figures of caryatids parting busts of Roman emperors and other

dignitaries, each surrounded by small rosettes ; molded base and
lip with further rosettes.

Height, ffy2 inches.

396

—

Burgundian Early Gothic Broxze Head

Interesting archaic modeling, with strongly formed features. In-

scribed at foot : "Engel Bertus Gotsala."
Height, :i inches.
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397

—

Bronze Candlestick Flemish, XVII Century

Short molded balustered shaft and socket ; supported on circular

tray base with curved molded flaring foot.

Height, 5\.'4 inches.

398

—

Late French Gothic Bronze Candlestick

X Hexagonal balustered shaft with tray, bobeche and long pricket.

kj ' On interestingly scrolled flaring tripod base.

Heir/lit. 5% inches.

399—Two Bronze Bas-reliefs French, XVI Century

cupidons. One with loose flying drapery riding dolphin. Signed,

B. F. The other seated, holding his quiver with his two hands,

two billing doves are seen toward right foot. Fine old brown-

green patina. Oblong with rings for suspension.

Height, 4'., inches.

400

—

French Gothic Bronze Aqvamanile XIV Century

, / /) Recumbent figure of a lion, with curiously tooth-scrolled tail.

/^jls Very strong archaic modeling. Stamped with maker's device in

poincon.
Height, 3% inches.

401

—

Excessively Rare Double Bronze Bottle
French, XIII Century

Formed of two bottle-shaped vases connected at bulbous bodies,

the long neck with bar having triangular sunk motives; the front

neck of body formed of a bust of man in the attitude of

drinking from a small cup, lie wears archaic fringed beard and

curious domed cap.

Height, syt inches: length, (> inches.

Jo

402- Bronze Altar Bell Hunt Rhin, 1554

Flaring molded bell enriched with cupidon-heads, birds and

SCTollingS. Dated 1554, and inscribed :"Lof God Vail Al"; at

foot: "Benedictum sit nomeii domini." Handle in the form

of three out-facing standing cherubim. (Cracked.)

Height, 6 inches.
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40.'}

—

Rake Early French Gothic Brass Hanging Lamp

S^f\ Boat-shape body, with extensions for wick and pouring oil ; small

pendent ovoidal chamber. Suspended from four-spiked arm

bound by an annular ring.

Heiffhf, I) inches.

404

—

Early French Gothic Brass Reliquary XV Century

Hexagonal coupe on similarly shaped expanded and molded base;

pierced hinged cover of two series of traceried Gothic arches sur-

mounted by an open pinnacle.
Height, 8 inches.

J?

405

—

Bronze Laundering Iron French, XVI Century

Oblong iron, peaked at front ; enriched on top panel with open

repousse leaf scrollings and wave bandings ; the back has a small

hinged door with scrolled knobs for the admission of red-hot

charcoal ; rosewood balustered handle supported on two bronze

figures of mermaids in full relief.

Length. 5% inches.

406

—

Bronze Mortar Venetian, XV Century

Slightly curved drum-shaped body, enriched with two open

• scrolled dolphin handles. Medallion of the assumption of the
virgin, flanked by an eagle and a small crucifix. Reverse with

oval medallion enclosing the symbol of the lamb, flanked by half-

length of saint Catherine and a symbolic horse carrying a

tower on its back. Exceptionally deep molded foot and cup-

like molded lip, enriched with symbolic medallions. Rich golden

patina.
Height. 5V4 indies.

407

—

Rare Venetian Bronze Covered Dish XVI Century

Slightly tapering round dish, with flanged molded rim ; enriched

in low relief with coronet, satyr-masks, seraphs, medallioned

groups of the Virgin and Child and the Crucifixion. Dome cover

with further masks, fine scrollings of leaves and berries ; button

terminal.

Height. 5y4 inches.
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408

—

Bronze Covered Vessel French, XVI Century

Circular straight-sided dish, enriched with continuous panel de-

picting rural and courtly personages dancing at royal fete

amidst flowers, in low relief. Dome cover with ball terminal, hav-

ing radiating panels displaying rural activities of the seasons.

Diameter, 8'/3 inches.

^0
409

—

Chinese Bronze Vase Ming Period

Hexagonal molded tapering body, pierced with eight shaped

medallions before which are the eight figures of the Taoist Im-

mortals, in full relief. Dragon handles. On carved stand.

(Small foot lacking.)

Height, 7 :;

4 inches.

410- -Bronze Vessel

Haut Hhin, XVI Century

Low straight sided bowl

with molded rim ; triangular

tripod legs and expanding

hollow square handles.

Length, 10% inches.

(Illustrated)

411

—

Massive Bronze Mortar
and Pestle

Augsburg, 1654

Molded drum-shaped body,

e n r i c h e d with band of

scrolled husks and lower

410 band of scrolled jardinieres,

dragon-heads and heads of

male figures; two looped and scrolled dolphin handles. Finely

molded foot and collar. Inscribed "Got allein die ehr, MDCLIV."
Baluster pestle with bulbous ends.

(Illustrated)

Iliii/ht. 7 inchet.
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412

—

Rare Bronze Mortar and Pestle French, XV Century

Tapering round body, enriched with outstanding bossed and

1 A . scrolled lugs, the two at the sides extending into round tapering

handles. Between the lugs in each panel are two oblong reliefs

of The Virgin and Child. Finely molded lip with diagonally

placed fleur-de-lvs. Baluster pestle having bulbous ends.

Height, 4*4 inches.

413

—

Rare Medicean Bronze Mortar Florentine, XV Century

Very finely molded tapering round body ; enriched with the Me-

Q m
dicean coat of arms on obverse and reverse in relief, over each

of which are two flying cupidons bearing wreath between them.

Very interestingly scrolled lug handles on which are seated

archaic lions. Fine yellow-brown patina.

Height, 334 inches.

Xote: This very beautiful bronze mortar was originally made for the il-

lustrious Cosimo Medici, known as "Pater Patriae" who ruled Florence 1429-

1464.
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414

—

Bronze Pentola Italian, XVI Century

Globular bowl, with flanged outcurving rim ; two open lugs han-

dles and a spirally twisted iron bail handle. On tripod legs

with rudimentary claw feet.

Height, 10 inches.

415

—

Bronze Pentola Italian, XVI Century

Broad pear-shaped body, with flaring lip. Angular lug handles

at sides sustaining an arched and spirally twisted bail handle

of forged iron. On tapering triangular tripod legs.

Height, 14% inches.

416

—

Bronze Plaque French, Early XVII Century

allegory of apollo and daphne. Gracefully reclining figure of

the nymph enveloped in classic draperies ; near her head a sym-

bolic laurel bush and Apollo's lyre. At right are two cupidons

playing musical instruments. Original green patina ;
oblong.

(One corner imperfect.)
Length, 7% inches.

417

—

Official Bronze Weights in Case Xurcinberg, 1696

. Tapering round body, banded with five small rope moldings vari-

ously enclosing chiseled imbrications and diamond lattice ; hinged

cover with back formed of three bovine masks. Bar on top of

two fantastic animals, hinged hasp of two demi-horscs ; bail

handle set in two busts of nymphs. The body forming the heavi-

est weight, marked 16 m and the cover 32 m ; the pin of the

hinge being removable so that these can be used as weights;

the interior filled with nine graduated cup-like weights; marked

from r to 16 m. The cover is inscribed with date 1696 in two

places and an official confirmation stamp of 1770; in another

place also Celnisch silbergewicht.
He igh t . 7 * n ch e.t.

Note'. This most interesting ancient set of weights is also marked with

the maker's insignia, a pair of scissors flanked by the initials P. S. and there is

no doubt that it was copied from an early mediaeval Venetian model.
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418

—

Bronze Moktab and Pestle French, Karl// XVI Century

Tapering round body enriched with wave and tooth lugs forming

A> @ • panels, alternately occupied by figure of The Virgin and medal-

lioned busts of Judith holding the head of Holofernes. Molded

foot and lip with diagonally placed fleurs-de-lis. Fine old deep

green patina. Pestle with bulbous end.

Height, It inches.

Two Bronze Statuettes French, XVII Century

MARS and minerva. Very graceful standing figures, both clad in

body armor, having a tasseled valance about loins and wearing

winged helms. Minerva carries a long spear and on her left

arm her famous Medusa shield.

Height, 18 inches.

FRENCH, FLEMISH AND ITALIAN BRASS, COPPER AND
FORGED IRON JARDINIERES, CANDELABRA, ANDIRONS,
HANGING LAMPS AND WALL BRACKETS OF THE XVI AND

XVII CENTURIES

Or-

420

—

Repousse Copper Jardiniere Haut Rhin, 1690

Blunted oblong tapering body, enriched on one side with subject

the return from canaan, and at one end an inserted panel

showing a bear standing as a man and following the chase; re-

verse with field animals in action. Heavy loop carrying handles.

Inscribed: "Gotfrid Rothe 1690."

Heigth, lly3 inches; length, 22% inches.

421—Two Brass Wall Lights Flemish, Early XVII Century

Small cartouche back, with five arms scrolled with dolphin-heads

and terminals; cup bobeches, vase-shaped sockets. (Pinnacle

backs and candle pins lacking in one.)

Height, 12'/a inches; length, 27 inches

422—Two Repousse Silver-plated Vases

Augsburg, XVIII Century

Inverted pear-shaped bodies, enriched with clusters of fine fruit

and acanthus leaves. Incurved medallion and husk collar and

leaf lip. Open leaf-scrolled handles.
Height, 10y, inches.
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423

—

Pierced Brass and Copper Brazier

Hunt Rhin, Early XVI Century

Octagonal pierced body enriched with repousse of mermaids

alternating with fleurs-de-lis. One section hinged to give access

to the interior. Slightly domed top pierced with rosettes and

heart-shaped floral motives. Spirally twisted copper handle.

Height, 10*4 inches.

Chiseled Copper Jardiniere Italian, Early XVI Century

Double bulbous vase-shape ; on molded round flaring base. En-

riched with two archaic lion-heads and ring handle, fine scroll-

ings of tulips and lilies.

Height
, 16% inches.

424-

J-

425

—

Pierced Brass Hanging Lamp French, XVI Century

jf~V Vase-shaped, with ball pendant ; two bands of pierced leaf and
' *1 . masked scrollings and three demi-figures from which extend

/ chains to a small ringed and domed canopy.

Total height, 22% incites: diameter, 7 inches.

426—Two Brass Candelabra Flemish, XVII Century

Baluster shaft, supported on very broad shallow base. Sup-

• porting lateral open scrollings developing dolphin-heads and

sustaining central coroneted displayed eagle and two flanking

sockets on each side for candles.

Height, 20i/
4 inches.

427—Repousse Brass Wine Jug Haut Rhin, XVI Century

Molded vase-shape, with flaring gadroon-molded round foot. En-

Q . riched with scrollings of leaves and cartouches. Looped spout

and handle. Dome cover with pineapple terminal and bail

handle.
Height. 19% inches.

428—Two Brass Roman Lamps Flemish, XVI Century Style

Long circular shafts, loop handles and vase-shaped sliding re-

ceptacle for oil, having three arms for wicks and varied hanging

utensils. On molded round base. (One utensil imperfect.)

lie igh t . 25 in cli e»

.
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429— Brass Cobnucopla Floweb Receptacle

j^fl Haut Hlini. XVI Century

. ——" Gadrooncd; S-SCrolled in form: with imbrications at mouth.

Leng Ih. 2'.i inrIns.

430—Copper and Iron Snake Haut Rhin, XVI Century

Repousse copper head, modeled in an extremely archaic manner.

S-scrolled tapering sectioned body of iron apparently of a later

period.

Length, 27 inches.

431

—

Gothic Brass Wall Bracket French, Early XVI Century

Molded scroll arm, enriched with crockets and pineapple leaf

/ / scroll. Pierced tracery and pomegranate leaf-scrolled pendant.
' Long pear-shaped pricket. Circular bobeche and back ap-

parently of a later date.

Height, 20 inches.

6r
432—Two Cast Iron Andirons Hauc Rhin, Early XVI Century

Molded shaft, expanding into tablet bearing rudimentary coat

of arms and supported by arched feet ; terminating at crown

with quaint female mask.
Height, 21 inches.

433—Forged Iron Hanging Lamp French, Renaissance Style

^ Two graduated annular rings, the lower pierced with lengthy

r^-*^ • inscription and date 1613. Supporting four circular rods with

lily-form terminals at crown, the rods flange-bracketed below

and at sides with scrollings of elaborate lilies. Lily pendant with

ring similar to lily pendant chain for suspension.

Height, 40 inches; height of chain, 29 inches; width. 18 inches.

From VEgVise de Raedcrsheim.

434—Forged Iron Hanging Candelabrum French Gothic

Annular ring, crested and aproned by fleurs-de-lis, sustaining

/r~rj' f°ur pros; having similarly crested bobeches but with apron of

leaves. Four spiral hooks for further hanging lamps alternate

with the arms and the annular ring is supported by four spiral

rods to an elaborate, coroneted canopy, adorned with rosettes

and leaves. Extra spiraled rod for suspension.

Total height with rod, 69 inches; diameter, 29 inches.
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435

—

Forged Irox Haxgixg Lantern French Gothic Style

Hexagonal body, with spiral supports. Terminal a weird

ram's head ; open sides of Gothic arches enclosing four lobed

traceries. Peaked and tracery pediments to sides, terminating

at foot and top in cusped lilies. Loose sides.

Total height, 49 inches; width, 14 Va inches.

436

—

Large Repousse Brass Sanctuary Haxgixg Lamp
Italian, XVIII Century

Baluster-shaped bod}', pierced with cartouches surrounded by

rocaille scrollings ; three deeply scrolled arms, pierced with

further scrolls and panels sustaining the chains to a similar dome

canopy, enriched with further scrollings.

Height, 64% inches; -width, 32 inches.

r

437

—

Large Brass Chaxdelier Flemish, Early XVII Century

Baluster shaft, with large ball and vase terminal
;
supporting at

base eight scroll-arms for candles in which are scrolls of grapes

and husks ; between these and on an upper and lower tier are

series of scrolled brackets. Can readily be converted for elec-

tricity.

Height, 44 inches; width, i'2y2 incite.':.

438

—

Repousse Copper Jardixiere with Forged Irox Staxd
Italian, XVI Century

Gadrooned and rope molded basin, enriched with bossed and

central figure of unicorn. The rim with inscription. On open

scrolled forged iron heart-shaped tripod stand.

Total height, 31 \'., inches.

439

—

Forged Irox and Brass Torchere Venetian, XVI Century

Balustered round shaft, on arched tripod feet. The shaft with

four bossed brackets at crown supporting a circular repousse

brass dish; surmounted by a strap-iron basket and a central lily

having long pricket.

Height. 63 1
:, inches.

(Illustrated)
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439 440

-±40

—

Brass Lavabo with Forged Irox Stand
Florentine, XVI Century

Forged iron stand with faceted baluster shaft ; Gothic scrolled

tripod legs and long faceted back stem bracketed to shaft and
extending above ; enriched with open scrolled bracket having

floral scroll, bird and terminal. Gadrooned oval lavabo with

bossed foot and color ; enriched with trailing vines of acorn and
berries. Ring side handle. Height. 6 feet 2 inches.

(Illustrated)
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Ill—Two Large Brass Andirons Late Flemish Renaissance

Large bulbous shaft, adorned with acanthus leaves and sur-

• mounted by a balustered terminal. Supported on scrolled base,

enriched with cupidon-head, husks and leafage.

Height, 40 inches.

Note: These two andirons have recently been fitted with interior iron

shafts and back irons.

112—French Gothic Forged Irox Fire-guard XVI Century

Shaped strapped feet, bar suspending two standards. The upper

. part formed of balustered round shafts ; the lower portion of four

shafts. Central vase; pinnacled and scrolled feet, chiseled with

zig-zag motive. At crown of shafts are two open baskets en-

riched with masks and two swinging brackets with further masks

and chains.

Height, 34% inches; length, 41 inches.

113—Repousse Copper Jardiniere with Forged Iron Stand

Florentine, XVII Century

Deep gadrooned copper jardiniere, with flanged rim. Enriched

with bosses and chiseled leaf scrollings. Flanged tripod forged

iron stand developing open scrollings and fleurs-de-lis.

He ig ht, 3914 t

»

c h e s

.

Ill—Rare Repousse Copper Jardiniere Italian, XVII Century

Oval body, enriched with broad gadroons, lion-head and ring

iy {J - handles, and broadly flaring flange displaying wreath of oak

leaves. Supported on rudimentary claw feet. (Needs slight

restoration.)
Diameter, 35 incites.

115—Large Bronze Sanctuary Candelabrum Italian, XVI Century

Bulbous baluster shaft, molded at intervals; supported on double

molded round base, sustaining a pinnacled baluster shaft from

which three tiers of arms for lights are scrolled, the first tier of

six arms, the second with the same, the third with four and one

central arm. Rich golden-yellow patina.
Height, 8 feet 8 inches.
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FRIDAY AFTERNOON, JANUARY 16, 1925

AT THE AMERCAN ART GALLERIES
BEGINNING AT 2:15 O'CLOCK

Catalogue Numbers 446 to 659 inclusive

CARVED IVORIES, ALABASTER AND BOXWOOD FIGURINES
AND OTHER OBJECTS, MAINLY XVI AND XVII CENTURY

FLEMISH, FRENCH AND HAUT RHIN

446

—

Carved and Engraved Ivories Flemish, XVII Century

(a) Castellated tower, set on a mound of rocks.

(b) Triangular-shaped portion of tusk. Engraved with sub-

ject, LEDA AXD THE SWAN.
Heights, 3 inches and 4 1 .', inches.

447 PoLYCHKOJIED WAX Bas-RELIEF

/ — Sienese, Early XVI Century

/ /• — — the holy family'. The Virgin seated, wearing a hooded man-

/ tie of deep blue and red robes, holds the Infant Saviour on her

left knee. The infant St. John carrying his symbolic banner,

is at left. Framed.
Height, 4% inches; width, 3y3 inches.

448—Sculptured Ivory Group French, XVI Century

^ madonna and child. The Holy Mother is seen at three-

quarter length, wearing her hair braided and caught with fillet

and voluminous robes. She holds the Infant Saviour with her

left hand as she stands upon a cushion. (Arm of Saviour
lacking.)

Height, 4% inches.
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Jo

449—Sculptured Alabaster Bas-relief

Cu Flemish, Late XVI Century

the return of tobit. Tobit's mother and father stand before

the portal of an ancient building at right ; Tobit is embracing

his father; the angel stands at the left, a hound at his feet. The

composition is enriched with pencillings in gold.

Height, 4 inches; length, 5 inches.

450 TWO POLYCHROMED SCULPTURED WaLXUT FlGURINES

Italian, XVI Century

Winged angels, with folding draperies, each canning a chalice

cup in her hands. (One wing missing.)
Height, 4y3 inches.

451—Sculptured Statuary Marble Head

^J^Q Roman, I Century B.C.

— Head of a young damsel ; her hair brushed back and caught by

a fillet.

Height, 4% inches.

452—Carved Boxwood Nut Cracker Alsace, Late XVI Century

iJ^P Grotesque masked head wearing skull cap ; with tapering reeded

— handles. Opening for nut at mouth. The back handle, similar

to the front, continues into lower jar and is pivoted to form

cracker.

Height, 3% inches.

453—Carved Ivory Paper Cutter and Figurine

i , French, XVI Century

/ { A balustered square tapering cutter, surmounted by the demi-

figure of a damsel ; and a small figure of Our Lord as if on the

cross. (One arm lacking.)

Heights, 3% inches and 9 inches.

454—Sculptured Boxwood Bas-rei,ikf Florentine, XVII Century

i. / venus and her son cupid. Venus reclines under a festooned

/ drapery at left, teasing her son Cupid by holding from him his

bow. Within a carved and gilded, open leaf-scrolled frame of

the period.
Height, 4% inches; length, 6y2 inches.
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455—Sculptured Boxwood Tabatiere Haut Rhm, XVII Century

Seated figure of a prior wearing tonsured hair, long beard and

/ • habit with cowl and rope around waist. He holds a missal on

his lap, reading. Hinged back giving access to interior.

Height, \ inches.

From UAbbayc de Murbach, Alsace.

456—Sculptured Boxwood Tabatiere Haut Rhim, XVII Century

. Similar to preceding.

A/ - Height, 3% inches.

From UAbbaye de Murbach, Alsace.

457—Sculptured Figurine Flemish, XVII Century

Figure of Our Lord, as if on the cross; wearing long curling

hair and loin cloth. (Arms lacking.)

Height, (i inches.

458—Two Sculptured Boxwood Figurines Colmar, XVI Century

Figures of Our Lord as if on the cross. In both instances wear-

ing curling hair, beard and loin cloth ; slightly differing in atti-

tudes. (Arms lacking.)

Lengths. 7 inches and 7 :1

4 inches.

459—Lightly Polychbomed Sculptured Alabaster Figurine
*1 vTft Colmar, XVI Century

/ Figure of Our Lord as if on the cross, wearing long curling hair,

< beard and loin cloth. (Limbs missing.)

Length. 7*4 inches.

460—Polychbomed Sculptured Pine Figurine

. * Spanish, XVI Century

/ the magdalene. Standing figure, wearing long hair almost to

her feet, gilded bodice, red skirt and voluminous mantle. (Anns
missing.)

Height, 7% inches.

461—Two Carved Boxwood Spinning Implements

_J^2)
Haut Rhim, Early Sixteenth Century

—— Expanding shafts variously occupied by tiers of open arches ;

one terminated in a group of grotesque figures and having a

foot-like base. The other, with rosetted crown and heart-shaped

foot.

Heights, S% inches and 9 inches.
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462

—

Elaborately Carved Boxwood Quexouille

^f^fo
French, Early XVII Century

/, Tapering round molded shaft, beautifully enriched with leaf-

scrolled cartouches and the demi-figure of a nymph. The handle

parted by fluted turned balusters into two joyful groups of

cupidons. Distaff for a spinning wheel.

Height. 22\'., inches.

/

/6

463

—

Carved Boxwood Nut-cracker Hunt Rhin, XVI Century

Egg-shaped cracker, with aperture for nut ; enriched with band-

ings of leaves and reedings. Screw handle, with flattened oval

terminal.
Length. 11 inches.

464^-Carved Walnut Nut-ckacker Haut Rhin, XVI Century

J V Bust of a man holding a shield before him. He wears a court

""jester's cap, curling hair, long beard and deep fur collar; his

body terminates in a leaf husk. Back handle of dolphin-head,

pivoted and continuing into lower jaw and vest to form cracker.

(Has been restored.)
Height, 11 inches.

465

—

Ivory Figurine Haut Rhin, XVI Century

Cleopatra. Graceful standing figure holding the asp in her

right hand to her breast. She wears long curling hair with

psyche-knot at back. On round black plinth. (Needs slight

restoration.)
Height. 7 inches.

466^-Carved and Tooled Leather Bas-relief for Missal

^ J v Cover Italian, Early Sixteenth Centura

Oblong, the centre occupied by a cartouched circular medallion,

surmounted by two seated cupidons and having two further

cupidons facing a bird at base, and two others in the arabesqued

border. Brown hide; framed.
Height. 10 inches: width. 9% inches.

461

—

Sculptured Boxwood Figurine Flemish, Late XVI Century

/
U PLUTO. Standing figure of the god of the underworld, wearing

a mantle over his shoulders, a long beard and carrying a torch

in his left hand. At his feet is Cerebus. On molded pedestal,

paneled with various trophies.
Height. 9% incliis.
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4(58

—

Polychromes Teeea-cotta Head Spanish, XVI Centura

the holy virgin*. Smiling countenance with curling hair, sur-

mounted by an intricate open leaf-enriched crown, on old c rim-

son velvet pedestal.

Height of head, 10 inches.

/I

i

469

—

Teeea-cotta Bas-kelief Coat of Amis

fX) French, XVII Century

—-- Molded semi-circular panel, enriched with many quartered shield,

blazoned with rampant lions and bugles. Surmounted by a ducal

coronet; Iconic supporters. Inscribed: G.M. (Restored.)

Height, 9 inches: length. 13 '4 inches.

4T0

—

Polychromed Tetta-cotta Bas-relief

Northern Italian, XVI Centura

/ • the descent from the cross. In a hilly, wooded landscape six

men, supported on ladders, are slowly lowering the body of Our

Saviour. At the foot of the cross at right and left are two

groups of disciples and the Marys watching with anxiety the

descent. Arched at the crown ; in carved and gesso gilded frame

of the period.
Height. 11 inches; width, 9% inches.

Note; This fine bas-relief is after a similar composition by Michelangelo.

471

—

Sculptured Alabaster Statuette
Italian, Late XV Century

st. anthhony. Xoble, bearded, standing figure, with cowl and

robes wrapped about him. He holds a rustic staff in his left

hand and a hog is in close proximity at his left side. On oblong

base. Fine old patina. (One hand missing.)

Height. 13% inches.

BEAUTIFUL FRENCH. ITALIAN AND SPANISH SILK

BANNER TASSELS OF THE XVII AND XVIII CENTURIES

472—Two Yellow Silk Tassels Italian, XVII Century

Bell-shaped with ruffed crowns ; the skirts of double rows of

lattice fringe. Joined with cords.
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473—Two Silver Tassels Spanish, XVII Century

^£jS~^ Long latticed bodies, with bell-shaped crowns; long fringed

skirts.

. 474

—

Four Green Silk Tassels Italian, XVII Century

fa . Lattice bell-shaped tops, with ruffs above the double tasseled

skirts. Joined with cords.

475

—

Four Crimson and Silver Tassels Spanish, XVI Century

f f~ Two in the shape of vases, with latticed bodies and open scrolled

handles ; two with chevroned bodies, one only having open

scrolled handles. Joined with cords.

76

—

Five Banner Tassels Italian, XVII Century

Latticed bell-shaped tops, with ruffed crowns and tasseled skirts

;

executed in green, ivory and pink. Joined with cords.

ST-

477—Seven Golli Banner Tassels Italian, XVII Century

' Cylindrical bodies, netted over gold foil ; vase-shaped tops and

long fringed skirts. Joined with cords.

478—ForR Green Silk Tassels Italian, XVII Century

s^'j**' Latticed bodies, with finely tasseled skirts. Joined with cords.

479—Two Gold and Silver Tassels French, XVIII Century

(a) With finely latticed drum-shaped body and chevroned gold

and blue vase-shaped knob, long skirt of gold and blue.

(n) Silver, with latticed drum-shaped body, ruffed at crown

and top; finished with vase-shaped knob; skirt of old-pink and

silver over-laid with drops formed of blossoms.

480—Four Crimson Tassels Italian, XVII Century

K̂
^"

m
Bell-shaped latticed bodies, with ruff's above the double tasseled

skirts. Joined with long cords.

481—Four Silk Tassels Italian. XVII Century

V-/<_?
, (a) Two crimson, with chevroned bell-shaped bodies and tasseled

crimson and gold skirts.

(h) ^Yitll gold baluster bodies and double skirts of lavender

silk. .Joined with cords.
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482—Six Gold Banneb Tassels Spanish, XVII Century

• Latticed, cylindrical bodies with vase-shaped terminals and long

fringed skirts. Joined with cords.

Jr.

48.'}

—

Large Gold and Crimson Tassel Spanish, XVII Century

Crimson, drum-shaped body, latticed with gold; crowned with a

ruff and vase-shaped terminal ; long skirt of crimson silk over-

laid with gold threads.

484—Two Silveb Banneb Tassels Spanish, XVII Century

Bell-shaped bodies; latticed in silver over a gold foil; skirts of

pink silk overlaid with silver threads and pendants of small

blossoms. .Joined with crimson cords.

485—Two Gold Tassels Italian, XVII Century

(a) Drum-shaped body and vase terminal, latticed with gold

threads; the skirt of pale yellow silk.

(h) Most interesting gadrooned body and vase terminal, lat-

ticed in gold over foil and parted with curious rope-motived

stripes; yellow silk fringed skirt with overlay of gold threads.

/r.

486

—

Four Greex Silk Tassels Italian, XVII Century

Ruffed and latticed bell-shaped bodies, with double tasseled,

fringed skirts. Joined with cords.

/

48T—Six Crimson Silk Tassels Italian, XVII Century

. Vase-shaped bodies, ruffed and flaring at foot ; finished with

double tasseled fringed skirts. Joined with cords.

488—Two Gold Tassels French, XVII Century

(a) Cylindrical body and vase terminal; finely latticed skirt

fringed in gold over tan ; overlay of two floral pendants.

(b) Egg-shaped body, with finely latticed and ribbed chevroned

terminal ; green, yellow, crimson and gold fringed skirt with

extremely beautiful pendants of flowers. Very rare.

489

—

Four Crimson and Gold Tassels Italian, XVII Century

4 f~ Drum-shaped bodies, latticed with gold over crimson silk ; chev-

G*'-**3 ' roned vase-shaped terminals; the skirts of crimson, with over-

lay of gold threads. Joined with gold and crimson cords ; two

sizes.
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490

—

Ten Silver and Yellow Silk Banner Tassels

Italian, XVII Century

& Drum-shaped bodies, latticed with gold and having ruffs at

crown and foot, surmounted by vase-shaped bodies basketed with

silver; yellow silk skirts overlaid with silver threads; joined with

cords.

491

—

Four Beautiful Convent Bell Pull Tassels

^ Spanish, XVII Century

' Cylindrical green bodies, ruffed in pink, yellow and green ; the

green skirts overlaid with floral drops in multicolors ; portion

of bell pull in chevroned green, pink and yellow, adorned with

an intricate balustered shaft having three rows of ruffs and six

double open loops.

FILET AND GOTHIC LACE AND EMBROIDERED COVERS,

BORDERS AND CUSHIONS, RHODIAN, SICILIAN, NORTH-
ERN ITALIAN AND SPANISH OF THE XVI AND XVII

CENTURIES

492—Four Embroidered Linen Borders Sicilian, XVI Century

Deep ivory linen, enriched in golden-brown, with four facing

unicorns within panels; crowning border of lions facing jardi-

nieres and castles ; above a small band of archaic birds.

Length, 21 inches; depth, 10 inches.

493—Embriodered Linen Border Spanish Renaissance

Ivory linen, enriched with background of crimson silk leaving

pattern of scrolled dolphins joined by their tails which form

pendent floral motives. Leaf border, joined.

Length, 49 1/, inches; depth. 4% inchet.

J,

494

—

Rose du Barry Embroidered Linen Cover
Spanish. XVI Century

Ivory linen field, displaying double-headed eagles interrupted by

archaic birds. At either side of main subjects are small archaic

figures and animals. Border of birds and curious tree motives.

.51 inches by 12
'/a

inches.
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495

—

Embeoideeed Linen Boedeb Rhodian, XVI Century

4 ^-'Deep ivory linen, enriched in crimson, mellow blue and straw-

Yellow with procession of archaic birds interrupted by flowering

shrubs and octagonal medallions.

Jo

Length, 7 feet 8 inches; depth, 5 inches.

49(5

—

Brown Linen Lace Cover Italian, XVI Centura

Centre panel, two small end panels and borders of brown lace

displaying rosetted diamond patterns. Long side borders and

insertions between central panels of brown linen developing dia-

mond lattice, enriched with rosettes ; finished with a crochet lace

scalloped edge.

55 inches by 25 inches.

497—Gold-embroidered Linen Cover Sicilian, XVII Century

Fine ivory linen, enriched at ends with bands of quaint birds and
' shrubs, in each of which are displayed two jardinieres of car-

nations with four figures standing about each jardiniere. Exe-

cuted in harmonious colored silks ; trimmed with gold lace.

62 by 28 inches.

498—Filet Lace and Linen Cover Italian Renaissance

\J V Sheer ivory linen, enriched at ends with bands of filet lace dis-

playing linked lozenge-shaped motives, occupied by jardinieres

of flowers ; finished with a deep Vandycke ci'ochet lace edge ; lace

at ends and narrower on the sides.

62 by 37 inches.

499—Fil-tire Border Italian, XVI Century

Ivory linen forming part of a pattern of sprays of leaves most
' *~ intricately drawn with delicate arabesqued motives and medal-

lions ; finished with small border of scalloped motives.

Length, 6-t inches; depth, 9% inches.

500—Filet Lace Border Italian, XVI Century

^ Displaying conventionalized shrubs, interrupted by a lattice

/ h - having a central diagonal rosetted band. Borders of zig-zags

f and animalistic motives.

Length, 84 inches; depth, 15 inches.
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501

—

Crimsox-emhroidered Linen Border
Italian, Early XVI Century

Ivory linen forming pattern in which a procession of quaint cen-

taurs are seen. Background of crimson silk. About each cen-

taur are mounted birds and blossoms. Rare museum example.

Length, 30 inches; depth, 1 inches.

502

—

Crimson-embroidered Linen Border Spanish, XVI Century

V q ,
Deep ivory linen, divided into numerous panels by leaf and ro-

setted bands in crimson; the foot of each panel occupied

by archaic figures of kings alternating with large pomegranate

motives. Border at foot of leaf chevrons bearing at intervals

pendent acorns. Trimmed with particolored fringe.

Length, 12 feet : depth, 21' , inches.

J-
7

503

—

Crimson-embroidered Linen Cover Spanish Renaissance

Large ivory field, finished at ends with bands developing the

pattern in the linen and depicting interesting angularly scrolled

bouquets of carnations. Trimmed at end with fringe.

Length. G7 inches; width, 24' inches.

504—Linen and Lace Cover Italian, XVI Century

* Heavy ivory linen, with border of Gothic leaf lace, finished at

'
" ends with a panel of Gothic lace forming oval floral medallions:

a further band of the leaf lace and of linen complete the ends

;

finished with a scalloped edging of pillow lace.

80 by 86y2 inches.

505—Embroidered Linen Cover Sicilian, XVI Century

Heavy ivory linen, finished with a deep border at foot and left

C/~~' / —-— encl depicting in golden-brown a procession of strange beasts

/ interrupted by conventionalized shrub motives; arcaded guards;

executed in golden-brown.
88 by 22'

._, inches.

50(5

—

Fil-tire Cover Italian Renaissance

f) ,— Heavy ivory linen; the field paneled with brown hands exhibiting

v—' ^ ' intricate angular scrollings and cusp motives. Dee]) border at

foot only, displaying larger angular scrollings and husks:

finished with a scalloped lace edge at foot.

88 inches by 25% inches.
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507

—

Filet Lace and Liken Coveb Florentine, XVI Century

Sheer ivory linen, enriched with end panels of filet lace display-

ing S-voluted scrolls terminating in Florentine lilies. Finished

with a border of fine angular leaf scrolls, bands of linen and

Vandycked Gothic lace edges.
63 Inches by 35 inches.

508

—

Filet Lace and Linen Cover Italian, XVI Century

Ivory linen, parted into five panels b}- brown bands of filet lace

developing fine angular scrollings and leaf motives; broad simi-

lar border at foot, finished with latticed fringe.

80 inches by 26 indies.

J-

509—LlNEN and Filet Lace Cover Italian, XVI Century

Fine ivory linen, enriched with bands of filet lace at either end

$ ' depicting shrub-like motives, facing lions and suns in splendor.

Finished with fine floral scalloped lace edges.

(>7 inches t/i/ 33 incites.

510

—

Emhroidered Gheex Silk Cover Spanish, XVII Century

Rich field-green silk centre and outer border; inner (on three

sides onlv) of black mesh wider at end than at sides; embroid-

ered in harmonious colored silks with angular scrollings, jar-

dinieres and chevroned guards. Finished with pink and green

tassel edge.
4-6 inches bi/ 34 inches.

511

—

Gothic Lace axd Lixex Cushion

Venetian, Early XVI Century

Oblong linen centres, surrounded by borders of Gothic lace de-

veloping diamond motives interrupted by staves placed angu-

larly; finished with a small scalloped edge.

512

—

Embroidered Lixex Border Sicilian, XVI Century

Heavy ivory linen, embroidered in gold and yellow with inter-

esting angular leaf-scrollings at centre emitting at close inter-

vals sprays of lilies. Finished at crown with arcaded motives

and at foot with a procession of quaint birds.

Length, 8 feet 8 inches; depth, 9 inches.
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513—Fie-tire Border Sicilian, XVI Century

1 ^ \_T"^ Displaying in linen shrub-like motives bearing pomegranates,
/• " the shrubs, placed alternately pointing up and down, are joined

by very interesting leaf scrollings. Finished at foot with a

scalloped lace edge.

Length, 9 feet 2 inches; depth, 11 inches.

514—Two Gothic Lace Cushions Venetian, XVI Century

a Small oblong central panel of deep ivory lace surrounded by

\y *J three borders of Gothic lace developing leaf motives and medal-

lions. Finished with a tasseled Vandycke edge.

6

515—Three Green-embroidered Linen Borders

Spanish, XVI Century

(a) Ivory linen forming the pattern; the background of pale

green silk depicting cupidons standing on jardinieres out-facing

and firing their bows at dragons chained to fruit trees.

(b) Similar; the darker green displaying reversed the jardini-

eres of leaves joined by very unusual angular scrollings.

(c) Similar; depicting at one end two children playing amidst

leaf scrollings ; at the other, fantastic dragons amid angular

floral scrollings.

Lengths, 30, 29 and 28 inches; depths, 9, and .5 inches

Note: These admirable specimens of needlework are worthy of any

museum.

516—Gothic Embroidered and Brown Linen Cover

^— Italian, Early XVI Century

/ Fine ivory linen, enriched at ends with beautiful bands drawn a

jour and forming medallions and side plaquettes, minutely em-

broidered jardinieres of tulips; chevroned guards. Finished with

bands of chevrons similar to the guards and scalloped Gothic lace

edges.

60 inches by 37 inches.

517—Filet Lace and Linen Cover Italian Renaissance

sS" Fine ivory linen, enriched at ends with panels of filet lace dis-

/ jL-
' playing angular scrollings interrupted by lilies; finished with a

border of small medallioned lace having Vandycke edges.

53 inches l>ii 31 inches.
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518—Two Hake Sapphire-beie Embroidered Linen Borders

> Rhodiem, XVI Century

^ ^ Tan linen, embroidered in crimson with remarkably fine angular

scrollings which emit oak leaves; trimmed with particolored

fringe. Length, 12 feet 8 inches: depth, 5\'., inches.

519—Embroidered Linen Cover Hliodian, XVI Century

4 ^- tT^Deop ivory linen, having two bands at ends embroidered in blue,

/
"
— ""crimson and straw-yellow with facing birds perched on conven-

tionalized carnation bushes; under the birds are two further

minute birds and two out-facing dogs; a single band is continued

on one side only, but with green in place of blue.

36 inches by 21 inches.

520

—

Crimson-embroidered Linen Cover Rhodian, XVI Century

Very deep ivory linen, with borders at sides developing angularlv

placed oak leaves, each having an acom on its stem ; at ends a

stem with double rows of oak leaves and acorns ; the linen forming

the pattern which appears on both sides with a crimson embroid-

ered background. Finished with crimson and ivory edging.

49 inches by 2-t inches.

521—Gothic Lace and Linen Cover Venetian, XVI Century

y^ Sheer ivory linen, finished with a border of Gothic lace display-
' ing varied wheel medallions within diamond motives ; finished on

three sides with Vandycke lace edge. 43 inches by 38 inches.

522—Embroidered Ivory Linen Cover Spanish Renaissance

y q Fine deep ivorv' linen, enriched in variable peach-toned, crimson

and straw-yellow silks, with two end panels displaying series of

roosters within very elaborate lozenge-shaped motives parted by

floral staves; the linen forming the pattern. Narrow borders on

the sides displaying dragons facing fountains.

57 inches by 27 1
-, inches.

523—Gothic Lace and Linen Cover Venetian, XVI Centura

Sheer ivory linen, enriched with bands at ends of Gothic lace dis-

/ /"
~~

playing floral diamond motives, the bandings of the diamonds

being minutely embroidered with guilloche motives ; scalloped lace

edges. 60 inches by 28 inches.
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524—Embroidered Lixex Cover Spanish, XVI Century

— Heavy ivory linen, enriched with double bands at ends, the wider

'vj7 displaying quaint birds perched and sheltered by vases of flowers,

the other with vases of flowers and floral motives ; finished at ends

with borders of Gothic lace developing jardiniere-like motives

interrupted bv lobed circular medallions; fringed. Executed in

golden-brown silk ; the linen forming the pattern which appears

on both sides.

64 inches by 21 inches.

525—Embroidered Linen Cover Spanish, XVI Century

Heav}' ivory linen, enriched with double bands at ends, the larger

displaying fantastic facing griffins and small birds interrupted

by jardinieres of flowers and pomegranate motives; the narrower

with similar griffins facing balustered jardinieres. Finished with

borders at ends of Gothic lace displaying varied circular medal-

lions and fringe. 67 inches by 19 inches.

526—Gothic Lace and Embroidered Linen Cover
Italian, XVI Century

Fine ivory linen embroidered with a diamond lattice and husk-

like motives, centred with square medallions of Gothic and further

enriched with drawn cruciform and oblong motives. Finished

with a scalloped edge of [Milanese lace displaying floral medal-

lions. 60 inches by 15% inches.

527—Embroidered Lixex Cover Spanish, XVI Century

Fine ivory linen, enriched with double bands at ends displaying

scrollings of very beautiful lilies in both the wide and narrow

bands ; the linen forming pattern with a background of golden-

brown silk. Finished with outer borders at ends of varied Gothic

medallion lace and fringe. 65 inches by 20% inches.

528

—

Rare Embroidered Lixex Border Spanish, XVI C entury

Ivory linen, embroidered in linen of a lighter ivory displaying

central band of out-facing archaic birds, each bird with tail

crossed supporting a flowering carnation bush; finished at crown

and foot with bands of quaint birds. The embroidery appears

on both sides. Length. 10 feet 10 inches; depth, 11% inches.
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529

—

Embroidered Linen Coveb Spanish, XVII Century

The field displaying two fantastic facing birds, toward right

parted by a flowering bush, two blossoms and two quaint figures

of men; these motives are repeated at left end. Finished with

beautiful blossoms, chevroned and \ andycke border. Executed

in rose du Barry linen thread; the pattern appearing on both

sides.

66 inches by 17 inches.

530

—

Fii.et Lace Bonder Italian, XVI Century

Displaying reversed conventionalized olive trees within angular

/ *^ ^^jscrollings of leaves, parted by very unusually scrolled, angularly

placed staves of three cube motives.

Length, 6 feet 2 inches; depth, 10 inches./

/o

531

—

Emrroidered Linen Border Spanish, Earl;) XVI Century

Displaying very beautiful blossoms of lilies within unusually fine

angular motives bearing tulips ; narrow upper border and lower

border of floriated diamond motives. The linen forms the pat-

tern with a background of deep golden-yellow, the pattern ap-

pearing on both sides; broad band of linen at crown.

Length, 61 inches: depth, 18% inches.

532

—

Crimsox-emhroideked Linen Cover Italian, XVI Century

/]
Heavy ivory linen, finely enriched with border of distinguished

/ _ Gothic stems of lilies bordered by angularly set small carnation

/ motives, the linen forming the pattern, with background of rich

crimson appearing on both sides.

.52 inches t>i/ 22% incites.

533

—

Bose du Barry Embroidered Linen Border

yjo) Spanish, XVII Cent urn

,

—~ Ivory linen, enriched in rose du Barry witli double displayed

eagles interrupted by quaint figures of rustic belles holding up
jardinieres on which birds are perched; finished at crown with

border of facing birds, at foot with medallioned leaf motives and
scalloped thread lace edge.

Length, 64 inches: depth. 13% inches.
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534

—

Filet Lace Border Italian, XVII Century

/ * * Displaying stepped chevrons enclosing conventionalized floral

motives. Finished with borders of leaf motives at crown and

foot. Length, 63 inches; depth, 8 inches.

535

—

Gothic Lace and Lixex Cover Venetian, XVII Century

Fine ivory linen, enriched at ends with a jour panels and having

borders displaying medallions of Gothic lace, with scalloped lace

edges. 48 inches by 20 inches.

3o

536

—

Filet Lace Border Italian, XVI Century

Displaying out-facing unicorns alternating with facing chimeric

figures vertically placed. Most unusual composition.

Height, 88 inches; width, 12 inches.

537

—

Filet Lace Cover Spanish, XVI Century

y a . The field displavung alternately double-headed eagles and jar-

* dinieres bearing pomegranates and other motives. Interesting

borders of angular scrollings. (Needs slight restoration.)

69 inches by 18 inches.

538

—

Embroidered Lixex Panel Rhodian, XVI Century

Long tapering panel of deep ivory linen, enriched about centre

with somewhat graduating vases of flowers alternately of green

and crimson. Borders of angularly placed plaqucttes with the

same arrangement of colors.

Height, 6 feet 1 inch; width, at font, 12'/2 inches: width at crown. 6 inches.

539

—

Filet Lace Cover Spanish, XVI Century

Field displaying alternately unicorns and large, highly conven-

tionalized lilies. Borders of quaint vases.

10 feet 4 inches by 15 inches.

540

—

Lixex and Filet Lace Coveb Italian. XVI Century

Deep ivory linen, with the frontal border of very finely wrought
* filet displaying intricate angular scrollings supporting blossoms

of lilies. Finished with a Vandyck lace edging.

9 feet 9 inches by 11 inches.
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NEEDLEWORK PICTURES, EMBROIDERED COVERS, BRO-

CADES AND VELVETS, FRENCH, ITALIAN AND SPANISH
OF THE XVI, XVII AND XVIII CENTURIES AND A GROUP

OF COPTIC FRAGMENTS OF THE II TO V CENTURY

541

—

Velvet Brocade Maniple Italian, Early XVI Century

Rich golden-yellow field, very beautifully woven in purple-lav-

ender velvet, with medallions enclosing delicate sprays of tulips.

542—Two Embroidered Gold Porte-moxnaies

Italian, XVII Century

(a) Oblong. Mellow blue silk, elaborately enriched in gold

threads with husk and leaf scrollings.

(b) Louis XVI. Ivory silk, very daintily embroidered with

trophies, vines of flowers and scrollings.

54.'}

—

Three Small Gold Brocade Mats

(a) Venetian, XVII Century. Developing flowers on tan-yellow

ground.

(b) French, XVIII Centurv. Displaving floral bouquet on ivorv

field.

(c) French, XVIII Century. Enriched with small sprays of

flowers on grounds of silver and gold, having further raised

flowers.

544

—

Three Drap d'Or Brocade Fragments
French, XVIII Century

/J/ .
—" Two of alternate stripes of gold, yellow and ivory ; one triang-

ular, enriched with floral motives.

a/7

545

—

Gold-embroidered Mob Cap Venetian, XVII Century

Ivory drap d'argent silk, enriched in gold paillettes with floral

scrollings, centred by blue jewels. Trimmed with deep band of

open gold lace.

546

—

Gold-embroidered Velvet Missal Box
f^ . French, XVIII Century

Shallow oblong box, with lifting cover of deep ruby velvet, lav-

ishly embroidered with central oval panel depicting standing

figure of the Saviour bound, surrounded by raised scrollings in

gold and silver. Length, 11 inches
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547

—

One Large and Two Small Cisele Velvet Cushions

Italian. XVI Century

Golden-yellow; woven in field-green, with small ogivals occupied

by floral motives, each partially trimmed with tasseled fringe.

548—Two Gold-embroidered Crimson Velvet Amices

Italia n Ren a issa nee

Ruby velvet, enriched with central floral medallion, flanked by

scrollings. Trimmed with gold edging.

54-9

—

Gold Xeedlepaixted Picture Italian. XVII Century

Two rustics are seen in the foreground of uneven country travel-

ing to a farmhouse at distant left, nearby which a stream winds

to the extreme right. On the far side of the stream arc wooded

villas. Executed in beautiful colored silks and gold threads.

Framed.

Height, 18% inches: length, 17 inches.

550

—

Needlework Picture French, 1807

achille decouvert par ulisse. Achilles stands at left in wo-

man's garb. Ulysses about centre with one hand on his shoulder.

Penelope sits at right before an Empire table. Signed. M. J.,

1805. Oval, solidly worked in pastel shades of silk. Framed

oblong.

Height, 17'/, inches; width, 13% inches.

551

—

Gold axd Silver Xeedlepaixted Picture

j Italian. XVII Century

Q ' hanxibal and scipio. The two warriors stand on the foreshore,

a tent and attendants at right ; vessels are seen approaching and

leaving the shore. A chateau is on the distant shore and two

cherubs arc in the sky. Solidly executed in colored silks; lavishly

enriched with silver and gold threads. Signed, Marianna Elmo.

Framed.

Height, 13'/s inches: length. 17 inches.
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•552

—

Rare Coptic Fragments // to V Century

This most interesting collection is comprised of one hundred and

I sixty-five specimens of ancient Coptic weaving in colored linens

in the tapestry loom weaving. It is very varied in character and

comprises mainly ornamentations for sacerdotal and other robes:

almost all the known types from the narrow dainty bandings to

plaquettes for centres or backs of robes are represented. The
motives employed are unusually diverse, amongst them are figures

of personages, birds, animals, symbols, flowers and foliage. The
colorings are delightful and in many instances as brilliant as

when they were originally woven. Many museums have collec-

tions of similar ancient textiles.

553

—

Small Jewel-embroidered Chalice Cover

French, XVIII Century

I » m_t
Deep ivory silk embroidery, with scrollings of paillettes, sprayed

^ with flowers and centred witli jewels. Trimmed with gold lace.

Square.

an
554-

—

Embroidered Silk Cover French, XVIII Century

Ivory-green satin, delicately embroidered in pastel colors with

scrollings of flowers ; executed in a great variety of stitches.

37 inches hi/ 20 inches.

555—Rose-crimsox Silver Brocade Cope Louis XVI Period

Lustrous rose-pink fluctuating to deep rose du Barry; woven

Q . in silver with beautiful infloretted bouquets surrounded bv leaf

scrollings.

60 inches hi/ 3i incite.*.

/ST
556 GOLD-EMBROIDERED CrIMSOX YeLVET BORDER

Italian, Early XVI Century

Deep, rich ruby-crimson velvet, enriched in applique of vellow

silk, with chimeric birds and facing vases of fruit supported bv
scrollings, terminating in dolphins' heads. Narrow staff and leaf

Gothic border at foot.

Length, 6 feet 6 inches; depth, 8'/2 inches.
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557

—

Crimson and Golden-yellow Brocatelle Chasuble
Italian Gothic Renaissance Period

Rich golden-yellow field and orphreys displaying exceptionally

fine leaf-scrolled ogivals ; finished at intersections with crowns and

occupied by charmingly drawn vases of carnations and lilies.

Trimmed with gold galloon.

558

—

Gold-embroidered Green Silk Cover Italian, XVII Century

Circular, with flounce. Deep sea-green silk, enriched with a

Maltese cross and delicate arabesques of scrollings regularly

placed. Trimmed with gold lace. (Border much worn.)

Diameter, 34 inches.

//r

559 GoLD-EMBROIDERED DrAP d'Ok ChASUBLE
French, XVIII Century

Shimmering drap d'or lavender field, very daintily embroidered in

solid gold threads with orphreys, collar and borders of scrolling

floral motives. Trimmed with gold lace.

560 TWO GoLD-EMBROIDERED IvORY SlLK BANNERS
French, XVIII Century

Rich ivory satin, displaying trailings of very varied and beauti-

ful flowers, partially in raised work ; executed in pastel colors

and interrupted by conventional sprays of pomegranates in ex-

tremely fine stitches of gold thread. Trimmed with gold galloon

and fringe. Height, 3 feet C inches; width, 2 feet (i inches.

561—Silver Brocade and Damask Chasuble Italian Renaissance

/^T~ The field of Botticelli green, Avoven with small ogivals occupied

by bouquets of flowers ; the orphreys and neck bands of charming

silver brocade woven with conventionalized sprays of flowers in-

terrupted by diagonally placed staves of straw-tan silk. Trimmed

with silk galloon and edging.

562—Golden-yellow Silk Brocade Covkk

Philip LasaUe, Late Louis XVI Period

Lustrous vellow field, woven in pastel colors, with central figure

a perched eagle, festooned with valance and sprays of flowers

and flanked by vases of flowers within palm wreaths.

(50 indie.* hi/ 2!> inches.

/ft
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563

—

Crimson and Golden-yellow Brocatelle Chasuble
Italian Renaissance

The flunking panels of deep rich golden-yellow, woven in pink and

ivory with scrolled cartouche motives, occupied by infloretted

oval scrolled devices; the orphrevs formed of three hands; the

centre similar to the flanking panels, the outer two woven in

crimson with vases and scrollings.

o(5-t

—

Gold and Crimson Brocade Cover Venetian, XVI Century

r/"
'

^ Mellow, rose-crimson field, woven entirely in gold, with sprays

^7 of pomegranate motives. Very reminiscent of Rhodian weaving.

Trimmed with gold fringe. (Needs restoration.)

5 feet 4 inches by 3 feet 2 inches.

Or:
565 SlLVER-EMHROIDERED IvORY SlLK COVER

Italian, Early XVII Century

Fine ivorv satin, displaying meanders of very beautiful fruit and

flowers, enclosing bouquets; very Gothic in character. Executed

in very varied stitches of pale rose-pink, silver and passages of

gold. Trimmed with particolored fringe. (Needs slight restora-

tion.) 60 inches by 39 inches.

566—Silver and Green Brocatelle Dalmatic
Italian Renaissance

The connecting bands and panels at foot of silver and green

brocatelle, woven with exceptionally beautiful leaf scrollings in-

terrupted at regular intervals by pomegranate devices ; the upper

panel and outer fields of similar scrollings but ivory substituted

for most of the green. Trimmed and paneled with fine green and

gold edging.

567—Pixto Hongroise Panel Italian, Early XVII Century

hunting. A hilly, rocky landscape is parted into four vistas

by fruiting and other trees. In the foreground at centre a man
is seen spearing a boar which is also being attacked by a hound.

Two personages of importance are at right and beyond is a

chateau sheltering a herd of sheep, whose shepherd is nearby. At
left is a high rock with a water-fall spouting into a pond in

which ducks are swimming. The foreground is beautifullv en-

riched with various growing flowers. Executed in very fine pastel

colors. Height, 1 foot 6 inches; length, 8 feet 5 inches.
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568

—

Gold-Embroidered Blue Silk Cover Manilan, AT/// Century

Rich deep blue satin field, enriched with central circular medal-

lion, enclosing a coroneted double-displayed eagle, the field and

semicircular corners enriched with scrollings of flowers, amidst

which birds are seen. Trimmed with fringe.

6 feet 2 inches by 5 feet 4 inches.

5(59 GoLD-EMBROIDERED BLUE CoVER
Chinese, Early XVIII Century

Lustrous, deep crimson damask field, blue borders, very beauti-

fully enriched with scrollings of flowers, amidst which are perched

birds. Trimmed with fringe and tassels.

7 feet 6 inches by 7 feet.

/jr-

jjr-

570 GoLD-EMBROIDERED SlLK PoRTIERE

Chinese, Early XVIII Century

Lustrous deep seal-blue field, enriched with quatrefoil medallions

bearing symbols of the Hundred Antiques, the field seme with

butterflies, birds and sprays of flowers. Delicately wrought in

very mellow pastel colors and gold threads.

Length, 7 feet 2 inches; width, 5 feet i inches.

571 FORTY-THRKE LARGE AXI) SMALL PaXELS OF IlLT MIXATE !>

Tooled Leather Flemish, Late XVI Century

' Imbricated, gilded field, enriched with lightly tooled scrollings of

husks and leaves emitting carnations, lilies and pomegranate

motives, mainly in old-reds and greens. Twenty-three large and

twenty small panels and a number of fragments for reparation

of the various panels.

572

—

Green Damask Cope Italian, Late XVI Century

m The field of lustrous two-toned field-green damask, woven with

coronated ogivals enclosing highly conventionalized bouquets;

the hood and orphreys of harmonizing Botticelli green damask

woven with small staves, interrupted by series of scrolled leaves.

Trimmed with gold galloon.
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573—Two Medn ban Beocatelle Poetiebes Luccan, XVII Century

Rich golden-yellow field, woven in deep rose, with very interest-

ing, varied formal bouquets of Mowers within leaf scrollings from

which depend fine festoons of flowers and fruit. Trimmed with

fringe.

Length, 10 feet; -width, 2 feet 10 inches.

574—Two Medicean Bkocatelle Portieres Luccan, XVII Century

; Golden-yellow field, woven in very beautiful rose-crimson, with

• infloretted bouquets of flowers within fine husk and leaf scrol-

lings.

Length, 8 feet 1 inch; -width. 4 feet.

-0

575—Two Portieres of Medicean Brocatelle

Luccan, XVII Century

Golden-yellow field; woven in rich crimson, with beautifully

adorned floral columnar motives, developing lovely Florentine

lilies, smaller blossoms and pomegranate devices, interspersed

with coronets.

FRENCH AND SWISS RENAISSANCE STAINED GLASS
PANELS

576—Two Stained Glass Panels French, Late XVI Centura

gombat and mack; in one Gonibat stands playing the corne-

muse to Mace, before a sheepfold ; Mace is seated at left, a crook

in her left hand. In the other, an elderly shepherd addresses

Mace who sits before a sheepfold and holds a lamb and a crook

on her lap. Executed in golden-yellow ; blue floral banded

borders.

Diameter, 11 inches.

77—Circular Stained Glass Panel Alsatian Gothic Style

madonna and child. The coroneted Holy Mother in blue robes

is seated on a Gothic throne; her arms outstretched; the Holy
Child holds an orb and the fleur-de-lys and wears crimson robes.

Green border with lengthy inscription.

Diameter, 9% inches.
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578

—

Renaissance Stained Glass Panel Swiss, 1585

An ornate Renaissance arch in blue, green and pink encloses an

elaborately scrolled coat of arms bearing a double cross and

annular ring. The spandrels are enriched with busts of Apollo

and Diana. Dated at foot, 1585.

Height, 11V4 inches; width, 9 inches.

579

—

Circular Stained Glass Panel Late French Renaissance

Before a blue scrolled background a coat of arms blazoned with

a ram climbing mountainside, proper ; on scrolled ruby field ; the

shield is surmounted by a helm, large scrolled leaves and a ram's

head within a lyre. Executed in blue and yellow. Leaf-scrolled

yellow borders interrupted with green rosettes. (Several lights

cracked.)
Diameter, 13 1/, inches.

580—Two Circular Stained Glass Panels Swiss Renaissance

the annunciation. In one panel the Holy Virgin kneels be-

fore a small lectern on which is a missal; in the other is the An-

nouncing Angel. Interesting borders of stems of Gothic leaves

amidst which figures of Adam, Eve and their sons are seen. Exe-

cuted in bistre and yellow. (Several lights cracked.)

Diameter, 13y2 inches.

581

—

Renaissance Stained Glass Panel Swiss, 1592

Sapphire-blue and yellow coats of arms with finely etched ruby
' field. The shield blazoned with a curious monogram; mantled by

a helm and large scrolled leaves. The helm surmounted by a

wing on which the monogram of the shield is repeated. At crown

is an arabesqued mask, flanked by two nymphs draped in blue:

at foot a cartouche inscribed: H. Sebastian Darm, Governor of

Milden, 1592. The cartouche flanked by several cupidons. (Sev-

eral lights cracked.)
Height, 13 VI-

inches: width, !>'
, inches.
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582

—

Renaissance Stained Glass Panel Swiss, 15-K)

Two facing halberdiers, one dressed in green, and the other in

J / ' slashed black and yellow, stand before a scrolled ruby back-

/ ground sustaining three coats of arms ; the upper blazoned with

a golden-yellow coroneted displayed black eagle ; the lower two

each with standing black bears. The halberdier at right carries

a banner bearing a cognizance of further bear. At crown two

men are seen hunting. Dated at foot panel 1540.

Height, 14- Inches: width, 10% inches.

Xote: The Black Bear is the cognizance of the famous Swiss City of

Berne.
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583

—

Renaissance Stained Glass Panel Alsatian, XVI Century

A Burgher in full armor receives a cup of wine from his Frau

;

' ' both stand within a columned niche. A shield at their feet is

blazoned on crimson field with a turnip, proper. Executed in

greens, blues, yellows and pinks. Above the arch is a combat of

warriors executed in grisaille and golden-yellow.

Height, 13 inches: width, 9% inches.

From the Collection of Casimir de Rathsamhausen, Prince-Abbe

de Murbach, Guebwiller, Alsace.

Xote: This interesting and richly painted panel is described in Kraus'

Kunst iiiid A Iterturn in Elsass Lotkringen.

-Renaissance Stained Glass Panel Alsatian, XVI Century

A banqueting scene transpires within an elaborate columned niche ;

nine persons are seated at, or stand near, a round table. Exe-

cuted in fine greens, blues, yellows, pinks and old-red. Above

the arch, at left, are three personages gathering grapes ; at

right, Diana and her Nymphs are seen bathing. Inscribed at

foot : Jerry Vehst.
Height. 13 inches; width. S :1

4 inches.

From the collection of Casimir de Rathsamhausen, Prince-Abbe

de Murbach, Guebwiller, Alsace.

Note: This delightful domestic panel of stained glass is described in

Kraus' Kunst und Altertum in Elsass Lotkringen.

584—

0.

L.0

585

—

Renaissance Stained Glass Pani i. Srviss, XVI Century

Before two arched and columned windows of an apartment a

Burgher stands, wearing slashed shorts, crimson stockings, high

crowned hat and body armor; at right his Frau offers him a

stoup of wine. Between them at foot is a coat of arms blazoned

with a pot of lilies of the valley, proper. Executed in fine sap-

phire-blue, ruby, yellow and green. Above the windows is a

most interesting view of an archery contest: executed in bistre

and yellow.

Height, 18% inches: width, 9y4 inches.
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586

—

Renaissance Stained Glass Panel Swiss, 1617

RUDOLPH ZELLER AND THE GOVERXOK OF STAMHEIM. Standing

J u .
figures wearing elaborate costumes with plumed hats, ruffs,

slashed doublets and carrying halberd and musket. Below each is

a coat of arms, one blazoned with a rose, proper, an angelic figure

standing behind as a supporter ; the other blazoned with stellate

motives and cross, surmounted by scrolling leaves, helm and demi-

figure. Above are two scenes from the Judgment of Solomon.
Executed in sapphire-blue, pink, ruby, golden-yellow and green.

Inscribed at foot : "Rudolph Zeller, Burgher of Zurich and the

Secretary of Stamheim, Symon, Ulrich, 1617." (One light

cracked.)

Height, 17% incshes; width, 13y2 inches.
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/J
587

—

Renaissance Stained Glass Panel French, 1435

coat of arms of comes de firetis; blazoned with two goldfish,

crested with two others and seen amidst ruby and blue scrollings

within a pale blue-green columned arch. Inscribed at foot

:

"Comes de Firetis." Dated at crown, 1435.

Height, 14% inches; width, 9% inches.

588

—

Renaissance Stained Glass Panel Swiss, 1515

david and bathsheba. A group of four personages stands

slightly towards right within a columned niche ; at right foot is

a coat of arms blazoned with claw-footed cross. Executed in

sapphire-blue, ruby, lavender, pink, green and golden-yellows.

The arch is surmounted by a shield at centre, blazoned with a

clover-leaf and crescent. The spandrel at right exhibits a view

of Hercules killing a Nemean lion ; at left, a saintly bishop and

his coat of arms. Dated in foot panel, 1515.

Height, 14 inches; width, 10% inches.

-Renaissance Stained Glass Panel Swnss, XVI Century

jacob von fulach. Standing figure of a simply robed warrior,

flanked by two crested coats of arms, surmounted by scrollings

of leaves and elaborate mantlings. In the spandrels is an ani-

mated combat of warriors. Executed in rich sapphire-blue,

crimson, fine yellows and pinks. Inscribed on tablet at foot :

"Jacob von Fulach, Captain of the Canton of ." (Three

lights cracked.)

Height, IG'/i inches; width, l'2y3 inches.

590

—

Renaissance Stained Glass Panel Swiss, 1578

\Q 'coat of arms of graffeniued. Shield blazoned with two ruby

stars and rustic ruby blossoms, proper, on golden-yellow field

;

surmounted by a coroneted helm finely scrolled with Gothic leaves.

The whole set within a columned niche enriched with figures of

Roman warriors and cupidons. In the spandrels are warriors

before a pitched tented camp. Inscribed on tablet at foot

:

"Rudolph von Graffenried, Governor of Morges 1578."

Height, 14'/o inches; width, 12 inches.

589—

J-/6-
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591

—

Renaissance Stained Glass Panel Swiss, 1554

PETKUS abbot ok wettikgkn. At centre of an arched niche sup-

ported by symbolic figures of Saint Peter and Saint John is the

Holy Virgin carrying the Infant Saviour; at right of her the

saintly bishop carrying his crozier; at left a monk holds the

standing black bear of Berne. Above' in the spandrels are two

scenes from the Annunciation; at foot three coats of arms. Exe-

cuted in fine blues, grays, golden-yellows and lavenders, pinks and

greens, on ruby grounds. Label at foot inscribed: "Petrus, by
God's grace Abbot of the Worthy House of Wettirgen anno

Domini, 1554." (Two lights slightly cracked.)

Height, 17y2 inches; width, 12y2 inches.

592

—

Renaissance Stained Glass Panel Swiss, 1553

johannes christophorus. Two winged saintly figures stand at

left and right ; one carries a crozier and a bishop's mitre. Three
coats of arms variously blazoned. The whole within a scrolled

and columned canopy, surmounted by two biblical scenes : herod's
banquet and the decapitation of john the baptist. Exe-
cuted in fine ruby, green, pinks, golden-yellow and blues. In-

scribed at foot : "Johannes Christophorus, by the Grace of God,
Abbot of the Worthy Church of Muri, 1553." (Four lights

cracked.)
Height, 17% inches; -width, 12% inches.

MINIATURES AND PRIMITIVE PAINTINGS OF THE
ITALIAN, FRENCH AND FLEMISH SCHOOLS, INCLUDING

A TRIPTYCH BY MARTIN SCHOENGAUER

FRENCH SCHOOL
Fourteenth Century

, -~593

—

ABELARD

Illuminated miniature on vellum: Height, 6% inches; width, 4 inches

The Philosophic Abelard is seated on a green mound sprayed with
flowers. He wears a black robe lined with red and has red curling hair.

He supports his head inclined to right with left hand and holds an
inscribed bandeau in which the names Abelard and Heloise appear.
Gilded background within a wave motive banding. Polychromed frame.
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FRENCH SCHOOL
Fifteenth Century

594—CHRIST AMONGST THE DOCTORS IN THE TEMPLE

Illuminated miniature on vellum: Height. 7^ inches; width, 1"%

inches

The Haloed Saviour is seated on a throne under a Gothic arched niche,

a blue lantern is over his head. At left and right are groups of

doctors and other personages in varied attire. Signed lower right,

P. R.

FRANCESCO ZURBARAN
Spanish: 1598—1662

595—SAIXT JEROME

On copper panel: Height. 6 1 -. inches; width, inches

The brown cowled and bald headed Saint, is seen, at three-quarter

length, at his devotion before a crucifix at right ; at lower left corner

symbols of the passion are seen resting upon an inscribed tablet. In

carved frame of the period.

SCHOOL OF CLOUET
French XVI Century

596—PORTRAIT OF MARIE TOUCHET

Illuminated miniature on vellum: Height, 7 1
•> inches; width. 4%

inches

Three-quarter length of a handsome auburn haired damsel looking

slightly to left wearing a jeweled Mcdiccan costume of black, cap with

plume, ruffs, black dress with puff sleeves; the cap and dress are beauti-

fully jeweled. Inscribed at crown: "Marie Touchct act 2'.i aim 1572."

In finely scrolled gesso frame.

Note: A fine portrait by Clouet, now in the Louvre, Paris, has a very

direct analogy with this beautiful miniature.
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FLEMISH SCHOOL
Dated: 1568

597—DECOLLATIO DUC DAIGUEMOT ET DUC DORMES
Illuminated miniature on vellum: Height, 8 inches; tridth, (5 inches

A columned frame having symbolic figures in its pediment, encloses the

scene. In the plaza before the Hotel de Ville a high platform is

erected, covered in crimson velvet ; on it is a group of dignitaries

watching the execution of the two men; the platform is surrounded by

Spanish soldiers and a mob of citizens is beyond. In carved rosewood

frame, having cupidon-head pediment, scrolled nymph brackets at sides

and coats of arms in apron. Inscribed on tablet at foot "de as tille

. . . domes an Bruxelles le 5 Juin 1568."

SIEXESE-BYZAXTIXE SCHOOL
Fourteenth Century

598—MADOXXA. SAVIOUR AXD SAINT JOHX
' On panel: Height, 11% inches; icidtli, 9% inches

Before an arched, gilded and tooled background the Holv Mother is

seen at three-quarter length, at left ; wearing a red-embroidered, hooded

mantle and carrying the Saviour, who is wearing quaint attire, on her

left arm. Saint John in his proverbial hair shirt and his long curling

hair is carrying a missal in his right hand and his svmbolic cross in

his left arm.

DEBAT
French, XVII Century

599—THE ASCEXSIOX OF OUR LORD
Colored engraving : Height, 17 inches; xcidth, 11% inches

Before the entrance to the rocky tomb at left Roman soldiers are

sleeping and others are examining the interior. Our Lord and an angel

are immediately above: at right is the distant vista of a citv from
which a group appears, among which are the three Marvs and the

disciples approaching the tomb. Signed in part, Benvent de Cock,

execut. Debat. (Paper cracked.)

Xote: This interesting print was colored contemporarily with its isMiance and is

partially illuminated with gold.
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SCHOOL OF GIOTTO

Italian, Late XIV Century

600—PORTRAIT OF A YOUNG MAN

Tempera, On Curved Panel: Height, 12^/o inches; width, 9 inches

A handsome young man is seen, at bust length and profile to the right.

Within a five-lobed Gothic arch, supported by spiral columns. He
wears long curling hair, brown coat with embroidered collar, sleeves

and winged trophy at his breast.

FLEMISH SCHOOL

Sixteenth Century

601—MADONNA AND CHILD

On Panel: Height, 13% inches; width, 10 inches

The Virgin is seen seated about centre of an old Flemish interior

wearing a lawn hood over her curling hair ; dark green robes and a

long red mantle reaching to her feet. At her right is a table, spread

with a large dish of varied fruit, standing before a high post bed on

which rests a basket ; at the extreme left through an open door two

personages are seen advancing before tall edifices. In ancient carved

and gilded frame.

ITALIAN SCHOOL

Sixteenth Century

602

—

TWO HEADS OF SAINTS

Height, 15 1
[> inches; width, 12% inches

Gracefully posed and haloed heads of female saints, wearing long curl-

ing auburn hair and robes, before dark backgrounds.
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SCHOOL OF PINTURICCHIO
Italian : Late XV Centuky

On Panel: Height, 17-34 inches; width, 131/4 inches

603—MADOXXA AXD CHILD

The Holy Mother is seen at three-quarter length, standing before a

gilded background, wearing rich crimson robes and embroidered dark

green mantle. She holds with her hand the Infant Saviour who stands

at her left ; His right hand held up in exaltation.
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UMBRIAN SCHOOL

Early XVI Century

604—MADONNA, CHILD AND SAINT DOMINIC

'0 ' Height, 18 inches; width, 13% inches

The Holy Child stands about centre upon a parapet on which some

cherries, a knife, a half lemon and a roll arc seen. His Mother at right

sustains Him with her two hands. She wears a draped linen scarf

over her head, a lawn vest, green and red robes. Saint Dominic is at

left wearing a cowled habit ; standing before a reading desk on which

is an open missal. Original gilded and scrolled frame.

FLORENTINE SCHOOL

Late XVI Century

(505—FRANCESCA RIMINI AND DANTE

On Panel: Height, 18% inches; width, 15% inches

Seen at bust lengths; the poet at left wearing a red Florentine cap

and carrying a tome in his hands. Francesca at right with curling

hair, pearl necklace and blue dress. Beyond them is a hilly landscape.

FLEMISH SCHOOL

Sixteenth Century

606

—

PORTRAIT OF A MAX

Height, 18 inches; width, 13% inches

Dignified bearded young man, seen at half-length, wearing a Hat black

cap, a ruff at his throat and a coat with broad trimming of brown

fur. He holds a pair of gloves in his left hand; his right hand parti-

ally inserted in his coat.
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FLORENTINE SCHOOL
Late XVI Century

607

—

LUCREZIA D'ESTE

On Panel: Height, 21^4 inches; width, 17% inches

The beautiful Lucrezia seen at bust length, with blond curling hair,

pearl pendant and low-cut red dress, before a parapet over which a

typical wooded and hilly Italian landscape is seen. (Slight crack in

panel.)

ITALIAN SCHOOL
Late XV Century

608—PORTRAITS OF PRELATES (Two)

. On Panel: Height, 24 inches; width, 1 9 1 -> inches

(a) Imposing figure of a pope, seated in a stall before a gilded bro-

cade-patterned background. He wears his symbolic triple crown and

illuminated crimson-red robes. He is cutting a quill preparatory to

inscribing a missal resting before him on an elaborate lectern.

(b) Somewhat similar composition, exhibiting seated figure of a bishop,

wearing green robes over linen alb.

(Companions to following)

ITALIAN SCHOOL
Italian : Late XV Century

609—PORTRAITS OF PRELATES (Two)

On Panel: Height, 24 inches; width, 19^ > inches

(a) Figure of a Bishop, wearing mitre, linen alb, green and crimson

robes. He is seated on a stool and is reading a manuscript before a

gilded brocaded background. At his right is a combination lectern

and writing cabinet and implements thereon; at left is a Gothic

cabinet.

(b) Saint Jerome, seated about centre in a voluminous red robe and

a cardinal's hat
;
writing a manuscript resting on his knee. His sym-

bolic lion is at left ; beyond is an hour glass and lectern on which two

missals are resting
; gilded background.

(Companions to preceding)
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FLEMISH SCHOOL

Late XV Century

610—BIRTH OF THE SAVIOUR

Q On Panel: Height, 2-t inches: width, 17 inches

Seated on a bench in the foreground of a bedchamber is Saint Anne,

wearing a linen hood and crimson robes and holding the Infant Saviour

on her knees near an oval tub of water. Beyond is a pallet on which

reclines the Holy Mother ; a coverlet of brocaded velvet is thrown over

the bed. At an opening of the green draped velvet background an

attendant in red robes is offering a syllabus to the Holy Mother.

(Panel cracked.)

SCHOOL OF COLMAR
Late Fifteenth Century

611—THE MARTYRDOM OF ST. MARGARETHA

On Panel: Height, 2-t inches; width, 22 1

1
_> inches

The Holy Saint kneels in a flower-decked foreground, her symbols and

a cross on the bedside. She wears a gilded haloed, brocade robe,

green and lavender mantle. Her hands are crossed in devotion before

her. Behind is an executioner grasping a two-handled sword pre-

pared for the striking off of her head. A group of personages is at left

watching the execution. In the distance are the spires and tall edifices

of a city before a leafaged background.

From the Convent des Vntcrlimlen. Colmar.

{Companion to following)
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SCHOOL OF COLMAR
Late Fifteenth Century

612—THE MARTYRDOM OF ST. PHILIPPUS

Q . On Panel: Height, 24 inches; width, 22\U inches

About centre the dignified and bearded Saint is bound with ropes to a

rustic X-shaped cross. He wears crimson robes and mantle, while

two youths are seen casting stones at him. At left and right are four

personages viewing the scene; beyond is a meadow stretching to a

chateau which stands before a gilded brocaded background.

From the Convent des Unterlinden, Colmar.
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SIENESE SCHOOL
Fifteenth Century

613—THE MADONNA, CHILD AND SAINTS

—^ Arched Panel: Height. 2HVi inches: width, 24 inches

The Haloed Virgin is kneeling and wearing rose-pink hood and robe

and dark green-embroidered mantle over her shoulders. She holds the

Infant Saviour in her arms toward right, three saintly figures arc

seen at each side of the Holy Mother. Above are winged cherubim-

heads before a gilded background. In original carved and gilded

tabernacolo frame.
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FLORENTINE SCHOOL
Fifteenth Century

6 1 4

—

THE ANNUNCIA 770A"

/ .
On Panel: Height, 36 indies; width, 20^£> inches

The Holy Mother stands at right wearing crimson robes, halo, hood
and mantle. She is within an arched niche, the Holy Spirit descending

upon Her. In original carved and gilded frame.
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FLEMISH SCHOOL
Late Fifteenth Century

615—THE ADORATION OF THE MAGI

On Panel: Height, 271/j. inches; length, 35% inches

The Haloed Virgin is seated at right under the shelter of a thatched

open barn with cattle in its manger. She wears brown robes and ivory

linen mantle. At left are the "Three Wise Men," in elaborate psuedo

Oriental costumes, bringing their gifts. The first in red robes kneels

and presents a casket of jewels to the Infant Saviour who is seated on

His Mother's lap. Beyond the Wise Men is a romantic hilly landscape,

in which soldiers are seen flying numerous banners.

MARTIN SCHOEXGAUER
Alsatian: 1445P-1496

616—TRIPTYCH
f̂ ffl • Toted height, -i()l/> inches; length, 51 inches

Oblong molded panels, the centre occupied by a Crucifixion ; Our Lord

is seen nude save a loin cloth, the two thieves beside Him ; at foot of

cross are the three Marys and Saint John in grievous agony ; beyond

them a multitude of Roman soldiery and several high Dignitaries;

in the distance are spired edifices crested by wooded hills. The scene

is viewed through a pilastered arch. Right wing, with niche occupied

by a standing figure of the Archangel Saint Michael, wearing armor

and a crimson mantle; he is destroying with his lance a weird winged

demon. Left wing, figure of a saintly bishop carrying a crozier and

wearing a jeweled green brocaded robe and mitre; within a similar

niche to that at right.

From UAbbaye de Lucelle, Alsace.

(Illustrated)

ALSATIAX SCHOOL
Eighteenth Century

617—PORTRAIT OF A MILITARY OFFICER

Pastel: Height, 19V4 inches; width, 15 Vo inches

Bust-length, facing slightly to right, wearing white wig, frogged blue

uniform and mantle over his shoulders.
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FLEMISH SCHOOL
Seventeenth Century

618—PORTRAIT OF A YOUTH

^Jf*^\ Height, 26*4 inches; width, 18% inches

Bust-length of a handsome youth ; wearing black hair and black coat,

facing slightly to the left. The canvas has been extended from an

oval when relined.

GABRIEL FRANCOIS DOYEN
French: 1726-1803

619—PORTRAIT OF MADAME VAXSITTART

/0' Height, 28*4 inches; width, 23 inches

Half-length, seated figure facing almost front ;
wearing small lace

cap over her gray hair, double string of large pearls, ruffled low-cut

blue dress having large pink ribbbon bow, lace at breast and short

sleeves. She holds a fan in her left hand.

J

FRENCH, FLEMISH AND ALSATIAN SCULPTURED
STATUETTES. GROUPS AND BAS-RELIEFS OF THE XIV

TO XVII CENTURY
620

—

Polychromes Sculptured Pine Bas-relief

Alsatian, XIV Century

the atonement. Our Lord, raised from the tomb, and stand-

ing in his winding sheet, aided by Joseph of Arimathea; at right

is St. John. The three Marys are in the background.

Height, 10] ,
inches; width, 9% inches.
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621—Two Poi.Y( HROMED SCULPTURED PlNE FlGURINES

Hunt lih in, XVI Century

Two winged angels in the attitude of adoration, wearing volumi-

nous, floating robes. In high relief, colored in dull tones of

browns and flesh tints. Height; II inches and 11% inches.

622 POLYCHROMED SCULPTURED PLANE-TREE BUST
Spanish, XVI Century

our lord. Wearing long curling hair to his shoulders, a curi-

ous curling beard and the crown of thorns.

Heiffht, 13% inches.

^0

62.'i

—

Sculptured Oak Group French, Late AT Century

THE blessing. A priestly figure in archaically draped robes,

-fi
• stands at left, with his hand resting on the figure of a youth

who kneels before him at right. Height. 12% inches.

624

—

Polychromed Sculptured Plane-tree Group
Flemish, XVI Centura

the martyrdom. Two Saints are seen standing in a cauldron,

under which are flaming fagots. On bracketed oblong pedestal.

Height, 12% inches.

625

—

Sculptured Oak Group Hattt Rhin, Late XV Century

the flight to egypt. Before a rocky, conventionalized land-

scape the Holy Mother, holding the Infant Saviour, is mounted
on an ass, over whose back is a large mantle. St. Joseph is at

right, habited as a monk, leading the ass forward. Executed
in alto relievo. Height, 13% inches; width. 11% inches.
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626

—

Sculptured Oak Group Alsatian, Late XV Century

devotion. Three austere clerics are grouped about right, two

of them seated on ancient benches ; at left is the seated figure

of a 3
Toung woman, wearing the quaint typical attire of the

period. They are all in the attitude of prayer. On irregular

lozenge-shaped base.

Height, 13% inches; width, 8 !/2 inches.

¥-0

627

—

Sculptured Walnut Statuette French, XV Century

the adoration of the virgix. Kneeling figure, with her hands

extended in adoration of the unseen Infant Saviour. She wears

a large mantle draped over her head which falls in folds to her

feet. On irregular, oval, oak base.

Height, 13y2 inches.

Note: This admirable statuette was acquired from a church in Abbeville,

Normandy.

628—Sculptured Oak Bust French, XV Century

Portrait bust of a mediaeval grande dame. Solemn, dignified

expression, wearing her hair confined within a quaint mob cap

and falling over her shoulders, a jewtled necklace at her throat,

lawn vest and bodice slashed at the shoulders.

Height. 15 inches.

629—Sculptured Walnut Alto-kelievo French, XVI Century

the flagellation. Our Lord, nude save a loin-cloth, stands

about centre, his hands cruelly chained to a half-column. Two
burly men are at left, beating him with thongs.

Height, 10 inches; width, 9% inches.

630—Sculptured Pine Alto-relievo Group
Alsatian, XV Century

the descent from THE CROSS. St. John kneels at right, sup-

porting the Saviour in His descent from the cross; a crozier is

at right, and cresting the rocky eminence at the left is an exten-

sive castle.

Height, 1

1

1
4 Indus; width, 7Vj inches.

Note: This Cine Alto-relievo was acquired from the Convent des An-
tonites d'lsenheini, Alsace.

JST-
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631

—

Sculptured Plane-tree Group Alsatian, AT Century

madonna and child. Seated archaic figure of the Virgin,

) I) . wearing closely fitting robes and a mantle falling in folds from

her coroneted head to her feet. She holds the Infant Saviour

on her left arm and He has the Dove of Peace in His hands.

Height, 32 inches.

Note: A figure of St. Catherine in the Metropolitan Museum has great

analogies to this fine figure both as to the heroic size of the head and the dis-

position of the girdle and dress.
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632

Jo-

633-

/SB

63:?

•Seven Plane-tree Bas-relief Medallions

Haut Rhin, Early XV Century

Circular medallions occupied by subjects, finely enriched with

borders of cusped leaves. The subjects presented are: the

CIRCUMCISION, CHRIST AMONGST THE DOCTORS, THE GARDEN OF

GETHSEMANE, THE CRUCIFIXION, CHRIST ARISEN, THE ASCENSION

into heaven, the assumption of the VIRGIN. (One needs

restoration.) Diameter, 9y4 inches.

Sculptured Walnut Group French, XV Cent urn

the garden ot gethsemane. Our Lord seated, wearing volumi-

nous robes and having a most benign expression, looks down

upon and is holding one of the disciples, whose head rests against

Our Lord's breast. Height. 14% inches.

(Illustrated)

634

—

Sculptured Walnut Statuette French, XV Century

THE HOLY virgin. Standing in a graceful attitude, holding an

open missal in her left hand. She wears a curious, berried coiffe

over her hair which curls below her low-cut bodice, over which

she wears a very large mantle. (One hand needs restoration.)

Height . I t 1
'., inches.
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FRENCH AND ITALIAN GOTHIC AND RENAISSANCE
FURNITURE

635—Two Cabvbd Oak Brackets Haut Rhin, XVII Century

Half lozenge-shaped tops, supported by grotesque demi-figures,

one of which represents a boy blowing- a horn ; the other the

bearded figure of a monk.
Height, 7 inches.

(5.3(5

—

Renaissance Carved Folding Walnut Lecteen
Haut Rhin, XVII Century

Scrolled front, enriched in the upper part with medallion bear-

ing sacred monogram, scrollings and shell motives. The lower

portion ; with cartouche flanked by vines of leaves. Pivoted

toward foot with book-rest ; the rest having adornment of

scrolled satyr-mask.
Height. 14 inches.

637

—

Carved Walnut Missal Holder Tyrolese, XVI Century

Oblong X form ; pivoted at centre for folding. The upper sides

carved with diapered panels ; the lower with scrolled leafage

panels about open medallions ; arched feet.

Height {open), 12% inches.

638

—

Sculptured Walnut Mirror Italian, XVI Century

Oblong, finely molded, with broad acanthus leaves ; pierced pedi-

ment and sides developing at crown a winged cupidon-head.

Sides with scrollings of acanthus leaves.

Height, 16% inches: length, 17% inches.

Jo
639

—

Walnut Hour-glass Haut Rhin, Early XVII Century

Oblong, molded base and foot, supported by seven slender balus-

ters, having valances at crown. Arranged with four double,

pear-shaped glasses, variously registering the quarter, half and

three-quarter divisions of the hour.

Height, 11% inches; width, I0y4 inches.
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640

—

Boclle Mantel Clock
Godefroy, French, Late XVII Century

Molded oblong case, with glazed door, enriched with scrollings,

the gilded annular dial placed on crimson velvet and sustained

by a leaf- and vine-scrolled medallion, inscribed : "Godefroy."

Arched, molded pediment, with further scrollings in the Boulle

manner; surmounted by three vase-shaped cuivre dore pinnacles.

Height. 20y4 inches; width, 12y4 inches.

641

—

Carved Oak Table Cabinet Flemish Gothic Style

Oblong molded top; front fitted with traceried, paneled door,

flanked by pilasters of further tracery. Supported on rudi-

mentary feet.

Height, 17% inches; width. 13y3 inches.

642

—

Carved Oak Bracket Flemish, Late XVII Century

Semicircular fronted top, supported by three carved acanthus-

leaf scrollings.

Height, 11 inches: length, 22% inches.

643

—

Carved and Gilded Tabernacle Late French Gothic Period

Crocheted, pinnacled and arched base ; the arches variously occu-

pied by salamander and other symbols. Finished at crown with

long pinnacles having varied crockets and terminal. Portions

of the crown finished in blue and old-red.

Height, .32 inches.

J-

644

—

Carved Oak Tabeknacle Flemish Renaissance Style

Molded top and base, with semicircular front: supported by

D ' fluted columns and surmounted by a two-tiered open pedestal,

enriched with piercings and vase terminals.

Height. 28% inches.

645

—

Walnut Tray-top Table Louis XII Period

Sunk-molded, elongated, octagonal top; frieze fitted with drawer.

m Supported on very finely balustered legs, having double-U-
" stretcher with curious support below centre of same.

Height, 25'/s inches; width. 26% inches.
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648

64G

—

Carved Walnut Chair Gothic Style

Broad, low back, deeply enriched with traceried medallion and

leafage. Extra broad walnut seat, supported on stretchered,

chamfered, square legs. Loose seat of gold and crimson velvet,

developing conventionalized scrollings.

-Carved Oak Centre Table
French, Late XVI Century Style

Circular, molded top ; supported on central baluster, having

four open scrolled brackets of chimeric birds, set on a cruci-

formed, scrolled, bracketed base.

Height, 28 inches; diameter, 34 inches.

-Carved Walnut Chair Alsatian, Late XVI Century

Unusual, open-scrolled back, the pediment enriched with coat of

_arms blazoned with demi fleur-de-lys, scrolled label with initials:

h r s z and m g z, and leaf scrollings. Supported by two leaf-

scrolled mask balusters. Seat covered in gilded, tooled leather,

displaying a cupidon amidst fruit. On flaring, tapering legs.

{Illustrated)

648-
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649

—

Small Walnut Table French, Early XVIII Century

Elongated oblong top, covered in old-yellow-tan velours. Sup-

ported on ring-turned baluster legs, having a shelf stretcher

toward crown and double-U-stretcher beneath.

Height, 25% inches; width, 23 inches.

650—Laque Chest Exriched with Forged Iron Mountings

<P
Gothic Revival, French, Late XVIII Century

<~^' ^ ' Oblong lifting top and front painted red, enriched with central

carved panel of sunk tracery. Mounted in repousse iron with

sprays of leaves and large lock-plate.

Height, 16 '/> inches: length, 29 inches.

651—Carved Walnut Chest Alsatian, XVII Century

* Molded oblong lifting top, curiously tri-paneled and bordered

with raised molding; the front and ends paneled and enriched

with jardinieres containing foliage; these are parted by leaf-

motived pilasters ; the frieze and lower stile adorned with half-

rosetted wave motives. On ball feet. Trimmed with elaborate

lock, escutcheon, hinges and side handles of forged iron which

bear their original tinning.

Height, 26% inches; length, 37 U, inches.

652

—

Carved and Gilded Column French, XVII Century

Expanding round shaft ; the upper portion spirally fluted ; the

lower portion with pineapple motives. On square molded base.

Terminated with a composite Ionic capital. Finished in gray

laque and gilding.

Height, 56% inches.

653

—

Carved Oak Credence Pedestal French Gothic Period

Semi-octagonal molded top. Front canted and ends divided

/ /P ' vertically into two panels each, and parted by scale-motived

pinnacles, the panels enriched with elaborate ogivals and rosetted

Gothic tracery. Supported on molded, arched base. (The pin-

nacles and much of the carving restored.)

Height. 46% inches; width, 28 inclns.
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654

—

Renaissance Carved Oak Chest
Northern French, Earl// XVII Century

ty- Molded lifting top, enriched with gadroons ; front and ends pan-

eled and enriched with strap-scrolled oval medallions, husks and

leafage, the front medallion bearing a coroncted coat of arms.

Supported at corners with figures of atlantcs. Deep base-

molded with half-rosetted motives; fitted with drawer having

gadroons alternating with small husk motives. On bulbous feet.

Height, 241/0 inches; length, 29 inches.

655

—

Carved Walnut Armchair Northern French, XVI Cental//

Rectangular open back with leaf-scrolled pediment, centred with

1 Q . grotesque mask. The open back of three panels, the upper hav-

ing a medallion, occupied by two elaborate coats of arms, flanked

by scrollings. The lower panels pierced with geometric motives.

Broad, open-scrolled arms ; supported on square shafts which

continue into the legs and are enriched with short flutings similar

to the supports of back. Loose seat covered in Hungarian

point embroidery displaying scrollings of tulips on vellow

ground.

656

—

Carved Oak Carixet Northern French Renaissance

^^j^. Hexagonal bod}-

, with molded top and arched open panels on

three front sides, parted by pilasters adorned with balusters,

leafage and floral capitals. The back panel opening as a door

;

surmounted by a balustered and molded gallery. Supported on

a high base, having panel of similar contour to cabinet, fluted

pilasters and scroll-motived panels; on stump feet. (Has been

reconstructed.)
Height, 36 inches: width, 20 inches.

657

—

Walnut and Ivory- Spixxixg Wheel
/ French Flanders, XVII Century

Finely molded wheel with beautifully balustered spokes and

pendants of ivory
; supported on axle and open frame of further

fine balusters to treadle foot. Long loose distaff, comber and

beautifully carved holder, enriched with figures, piercings and

leaf motives. Carved in boxwood. Complete with a bundle of

original flax.

Total height, 5 feet 8V2 inches.
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658

—

Decorated Carved and Gilded Harp
By Lierts, French, XVIII Century

Serpentined head, scrolling into fine rosettes, adorned with

acanthus leaves, bouquets of roses, and festoons of laurel; deco-

rated in the Chinese manner with gold and colors on black, with

Chinese figures and landscapes. Finely fluted shaft, terminat-

ing in water-leaf motives. Sounding-board beautifully deco-

rated with birds, scrolls, vases and festoons of flowers above

rustic landscape. Signed, Lierts a Paris.

Height, 5 feet 3y2 inches.

659

—

Decorated Pedestal Italian, Late XVI Century

^ v>T"T Leaf-molded, square topped and rope-molded frieze, expanding

straight sides, arched at feet; the front decorated in red, blue

and gilding, with elaborateh' arabesqued medallions, displaying

trailing Gothic vine scrollings, and heraldic motives, namely.

tln*ee montes : lion passant and leonic head. Top covered in

old-crimson velvet.

Height, 52 inches.
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660—Silver Rat-tail Spoox Nuremberg, XVII Century

Oval bowl, engraved on back with three sprays of flowers and

name "Diffock." Fine rat-tail with curved handle tapering into

spirally enriched ball terminal.

Length, 4% inches.

661—Silver Saltcellar Nuremberg, Renaissance Period

J / q .
Triangular top, with three lobes enriched with figures of animals

and heads ; sunk circular centre for salt. Supported on scrolled

and valanced masked legs. Marks: N. Nuremberg; Maker's

mark, C. P. in monogram.
Length, 4 inches.

662—Repousse Silver Beaker Augsburg, XVII Century

Lightly molded tapering round coupe, enriched with large scroll-

ing of acanthus leaves. On ball feet. Mark : Pineapple, Augs-
burg. Maker's Mark, reversed B. B.

Height, 2% inches.

663—Pierced Silver Spoox French, XVIII Century

i Q t
Oval bowl, beautifully pierced with fine floral scrollings ; expand-

/ ing cartouche handles. Marks : crowned O, crowned A, and
crowned monogram : Maker's mark, H.I.S. surmounted by fleur-

de-lis.

Length, 10 inches.
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66i

—

Three Irish Silver Pistol Handled Knives and Three
Forks XVIII Century

Curved scimitar-shaped blade with fine handle enriched with

scrollings of leaves, bands of imbrications and shell motives.

Three tined forks. Mark : Sterling and Co.

Lengths, 9y2 inches and 7yz inches.

665—Carved Leather Sheath with Four Silver Table Imple-

ments Stuttgart, 1700

Brown leather sheath, enriched with scrollings and initials S.B.

;

fitted with fine inlaid open handled knife and fork, steel with

swivel handle and rat-tail spoon with the Stuttgart horse and

C. R. in shield. Maker's mark : J. Peters. See Rosenberg, Page

620. Lengths. 9, 9y2 , 7% and 7y2 inches.

666—Repousse Silver Box Augsburg, Early XVIII Century

Q • Beautifully molded oval box, with loose cover enriched with ro-

setted arabesque scrollings, headings and elaborate spiral gad-

roons. Marks : Pineapple, Augsburg. Maker's mark, C. P. in

monogram. Length, 5 inches.

667—Two Repousse Silver Beakers Moscow, 1778

1 - Tapering circular bod}', with molded rim carefully chiseled with

two eagles within scrolled rocaillc cartouches. Marks : St.

George and the Dragon, 1778, Moscow; Maker's marks, A. B. N.

twice, and A. F. See Rosenberg, Page 859. Height, 3% inches.

668

—

Parcel-gilded Repousse Silver Bonbon Dish

Nuremberg, Late XVII Century

Lobcd oval, with two open scrolled handles; enriched with cen-

tral landscape and pond in which is a swimming swan ; lobes

alternating with shell motives and acanthus leaf scrollings.

Length. 4V4 inches.

669

—

Gilded Silver Repousse Silver Bonbon Dish

<J Q Nuremberg, Late XVII Century

Oval body, with finely pointed lobes; enriched at foot of lobes

and centre of foot with scrolled floral motives; two open scrolled

side handles. Length, 5 inches
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670

—

Parcel-gilded Repousse Silver Bonbon Dish

Augsburg, XVII Century

\^Q Lobed oval body, with open scrolled handles; enriched on the

lobes with large scrolled leaves; on foot with swimming swan.

Marks: Pineapple, Augsburg; Maker's mark, I)., and half fleur-

de-lis.

Length, 6 inches.

G71

—

Repousse Silver Bonbon Dish Augsburg, XVII Century

Lobed oval dish, with two scrolled open side handles; enriched

with troop of cavalry riding before an edifice in wooded land-

scape; border of scrolled leaves. Marks: Pineapple, Augsburg,

and Maker's mark, I.K.

Length, 6% inches.

672—Repousse Silver Condiment Dish

Strasbourg, Late XVII Century

Shaped oval, with four oval depressions for condiments having

spiral gadrooned borders, interrupted by central rosettes and

scrollings of fine flowers. On scrolled Spanish feet. Marks

:

Coroneted Flowering Shrub, Strasbourg; Maker's mark, S.

Length, 6% inches.

673—Two Repousse Silver Standing Salts Augsburg, 1618

Gauffered and molded top, with circular receptacle for salt bor-

dered with fine scrollings and leaves ; incurved neck and spread-

ing dome base, finished with a gauffered flange and three ball

feet. The dome enriched with spirally lobed and scrolled floral

and fruit panels. Marks : Augsburg, monogrammed numeral 4

and another indistinct mark. See Rosenberg, page 35.

Height, 4 inches.

674

—

Parcel-gilded Repousse Silver Beaker
+ Augsburg, XVII Century

Very deep coupe, with molded rim and three protruding ball feet

;

finely enriched with beautiful flowers, scrolled with acanthus

leaves. Marks: Pineapple, Augsburg; Maker's Mark, LU.

Height, 3% inches.
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675 676

675

—

Parcel-gilded Chiseled Silver Beaker Augsburg, 1609

"7J
. Tapering round body, with slightly flaring lip ; beautifully chis-

eled with arabesque scrolled motives festooned with clusters of

fruit and drapery. Under foot engraved with two coats of arms.

Mark: Pineapple, Augsburg; Maker's mark, CP. in monogram
and date 1609.

(Illustrated) Height, 4>y4 inches.

676

—

Parcel-gilded Repousse Silver Beaker

Nuremberg, Early XVII Century

Very deep coupe-shape, with lightly molded rim and three pro-

truding ball feet. Enriched with all-over series of interlocking

bossed ogivals somewhat resembling pineapple motives.

(Illustrated) Height, 4 inches

Saint's Silver Crown Spanish, XVII Century

Circular molded body, with open balusters at foot, surmounted

by a tall open cresting developing vases, shell motives and scroll-

ings of leaves. Height, 7% inches.

678

—

Silver-gilded Chalk v. ('i t Augsburg, Early XVII Century

Semi-elliptical coupe, supported on finely engraved and hex-

IP • agonal stem, having a boss of similar open scrollings to the

border at foot of coupe. Hexagonal lobed and molded flaring

base. Height, 7 inrhr*.
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079— Parcel-gilded Repousse Standing Coupe Augsburg, 1 002

Lobed double-bodied coupe; chiseled with floral scrollings and

bossed pineapple motives. Supported on circular shaft having

three open scrolled brackets and cresting and a spreading base

somewhat similarly adorned to coupe. Marks: Pineapple, Augs-

burg; Maker's Mark, Shield with bar and three central pellets

;

Wolff Rolenbeck, Meister, 1602. See Rosenberg, page .
f

).'J-k

Height. 7% inches.

080—Repousse Silver Covered Coupe Augsburg, XVII Century

Tapering round coupe, with rounded and molded base. Enriched

• with medallion of heads interrupted by pendants of fruit. Dome
cover with oak and vine-leaf border interrupted by curious masks,

surmounted by a terminal figure of a youth. Crested pear-

shaped baluster shaft with dome foot, having medallions of minia-

ture landscapes. Marks: Pineapple, Augsburg; Maker's Mark.

Fleur-de-lys in oval, Hans Reinhold Miihl, Meister, 1 died,

1092. See Rosenberg, page 555. might, !>',. inches.

081

—

Nuremberg Silver Tabernacle XVII Centura

Pierced hexagonal body, with small hinged door. Finished with

a pierced spire, surmounted by a flag. On repousse base, scrolled

at crown. Height, 10 inches.

082

—

Parcel-gilded Repousse Silver Trussing Cup
Bamberg, XVII Century

jU - Two goblet-shaped coupes, the rim of one fitting into the rim of

/ the other forming an egg-shaped body ; the bowls enriched with

scrolled motives and arabesques centred with fleur-de-lis devices

and finished at feet with gadroons which also appear in shaft

and spreading foot. Marks: Bamberg; Maker's Mark, N.D.
in monogram. See Rosenberg, page 195.

Height of each coupe, 5% inches-.

AT
083

—

Parcel-gilded Repousse Silver Standing Coupe
Nuremberg, XVII Century

Goblet-shape, finely enriched with masks amid festoons of fruit

and strap arabesques; the shaft with gadroons of fruit. Base
with shell and rosette motives. Dome cover with wreath of flow-

ers and crested terminals occupied by the figure of a swan in full

reue*- Height, 7% inches.
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685 684

684—Parcel-gilded Repousse Silver Covered Tankard
/ Nuremberg, Early XVII Century

O^ ' Circular body, lightly molded at rim and foot ; enriched with

medallions alternately of busts of warriors and nymphs inter-

rupted by S-scrollings and acanthus leaves. Hinged domed

cover, with open crested terminal supporting a swimming swan :

button-shaped thumbpiece before a looped S-scrolled handle

:

underfoot engraved with finely draped and coroneted coat of

arms. Marks: Nuremberg; Makers Mark, Shield enclosing

I.P. with star under.
Height, 6% inches.

(Illustrated)

685—Gothic Gilded Silver Ciboru m
Freneh, Early XVI Century

Goblet-shape, with extremely fine bosses; the shaft having intri-

cate gadroonings and borders above and below of small rosettes.

Spreading foot lightly molded at base.

Height, 6 niches.

{Illustrated)

686—Parcel-gilded Repousse Silver Covered Tankard
Augsburg. Circa 1720

Body with oval bosses and borders of bossed wreaths; molded lip

and base; hinged and bossed cover having ball terminal and

forked thumbpiece before a molded loop-handle. Marks: Pine-

apple, Augsburg; Maker's mark. P.S.. Philip Stenglin, Geschau-

meister, 1 71 7-1 T-t-i.

Height, 5 inchm.
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687

—

Gilded Repousse Silver

Chalice Cup

C*J . Fran;: C hristoph Maderl,

Augsburg, 1765

Deep flaring bowl-shaped coupe

enriched with rocaille and leaf-

molded medallions occupied by

sprays of wheat, grapes and

flowers ; triangular vase-shaped

baluster with bracket corners

and further floral decorations.

Scroll molded dome-shaped

base enriched with similar mo-

tive to coupe. Marks : F.C.M.

;

Maker's Mark, Franz Chris-

toph Maderl, Meisttr 1729-

1765. Date letter R, 1765.

See Rosenberg, page 182.

Height, 10% inches.

(Illustrated) C87

688—Parcel-gilded Repousse Silver Standing Coupe
Strasbourg, XVII Century

Coupe and cover bossed to represent an inverted pineapple,

crested with a plant-like terminal ; leaf imbricated shaft having

an open coiled snake, a perched bird and lizard in full relief.

On lobed spreading round base. Marks: A crowned numeral 13

twice, Strasbourg, and another indistinct mark.

Height, 9% inches.

689—Parcel-gilded Chiseled Silver Covered Standing Coupe/Strasbourg, 1674

• Beautifully lobed round coupe, with high bossed dome cover hav-

ing a terminal baluster supporting a bouquet of open flowers.

Bossed baluster shaft crested with scrollings at head and foot

;

on octagonally lobed and bossed base. Marks : Strasbourg,

1674; Maker's Mark, A. I. in monogram. See Rosenberg, page

608.
Height, 10% inches.
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690

—

Repousse Oblong Silver Plaque
Strasbourg, Early XVII Century

moses striking the rock. About centre Aaron standing beside

his brother, whose left hand is outstretched striking the rock,

from which gushes a plentiful stream of water; at left and right

are groups of Israelites bearing skins and vessels to be filled

from the stream. On crimson velours panel.

Height, 4% inches; length, 16 14 inches.

691

—

Parcel-gilded Repousse Silver Chalice Cup
Augsburg, Late XVI Century

Gilded bell-shaped coupe, the lower portion overlaid with a

band of scrolled Gothic leaves and strapped arabesques
; triangu-

lar baluster shaft enriched with medallions and acanthus leaves.

On enriched octagonal base. Marks: Pineapple, Augsburg;
Maker's Mark, indistinct.

Height. 9ys inches.

692

—

Gilded Silver Mounted Ostrich Egg Coupe
Augsburg, XVI Century

Deep ostrich egg coupe ; mounted with leaf valanced flaring

mouth and three open scrolled vertical arabesqued straps,

gadrooned boss at base
;
vase-shaped baluster and foot with

medallions, gadroons and fleur-de-lys. Marks : Pineapple, Augs-

burg; Maker's Mark, P.W. (Egg cracked.)
Height, 11% inches.

693

—

Silver-plated Wine Jug Mulhouse, XVIII Century

Helmet-shaped, enriched with molding below shell - motived

spout ;
interesting balustered shaft tapering octagonally ; loop

handle and molded foot ; engraved with two coats of arms.

Height, 9% inches.

694

—

Paec el-gilded Repousse Silver Beaker
Niclas Meier, Liiiubcrg, 1643

Q . Tapering round body, with slightly flaring lip and well molded

foot; enriched in very low relief with three major cartouched

medallions occupied by subjects: noah and his DAUGHTERS,

KING DAVID AND H AT II S 1 1 E B A and SUSANNA AND THE ELDERS.

These are interrupted by two oval medallions with further hibli-

[Contin ited
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694

—

Concluded

cal subjects. The oval medallions are repeated above molded

foot and are parted by a label bearing an inscription. Mark:

Liineberg; Maker's Mark, X. M. in monogram, Xiclas Meier,

Meister, 1643. See Rosenberg, page 450. Height, 7y4 inches.

695—Gold and Silver Repousse Tray and Two Small Ewers
Venetian, XVIII Century

'
j'O Scrolled molded oblong tray of silver; enriched with gold mold-

ings and repousse medallions of rocaille scrollings and leafage

interrupted by clusters of flowers ; two slightly sunk receptacles

for ewers. Spirally enriched vase-shaped ewers having bandings

of gold scrollings, dome cover and base ; open scrolled handle

with letter A as thumb-piece beyond the hinge of cover. Marks

:

Eagle and numeral 13 within shields; Maker's Mark, O.T.O..

Length of tray, 14 inches.

Heights of eu'ers, 7y2 inches.

696—Silver and Cuivre Dore Covered Coupe
/ Uberlinger, XVIII Century

* Bell-shaped silver coupe and dome cover surmounted by figure of

standing archer; coupe enriched with scrollings having a gilded

body with pierced, festooned, arcaded and leaf borders; cover

with rocaille floral medallion. Cuivre dore festooned baluster,

supported on spreading bell-shaped foot. Marks, T and a

rosette ; Maker's Mark. I.A.S. See Rosenberg, page 632.

Height, 15 inches.

FREXCH, ITALIAN AXD ALSATIAX SCULPTURED
STATUETTES, GROUPS AXD BAS-RELIEFS OF THE XIV

TO XVII CENTURY

697 POLYCHKOJIED SCULPTURED PlNE BaS-RELIEF

Italian, Early XVI Century

the madonna and child. The Holy Virgin is seen at half-

length, wearing curling hair, nimbus and draped mantle, carrying

the Infant Saviour in her arms. She is before an arched blue

niche, studded with golden stars. In carved and gesso gilded

frame, apparently of the same period.

Height, 14% inches; width, 12% inches.
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698

/<fl>

698

—

Sculptured Walnut Bust French, XV Century

Portrait bust of a military Abbe; wearing curling hair confined

around his brow with a fillet and a large mantle caught by a

jewel in front, above his armor. On molded lozenge-shaped base.

Height, I61/, inches; width, 14 inches.

{Illustrated)

699 PoLYCHROMED SCULPTURED PLANE-TREE FlGURE

Italian, XVI Century

. our LORD. Wearing a crown of thorns, a long beard and a

gilded loin-cloth, his arms extended as if suspended on the cross.

The features and flesh naturalistically painted.

Height. 22% inches.

700

—

Sculptured Plane-tree Bust Florentine. XVII Century

moses. Noble, modeled head, with flowing hair and curling

beard, slightly turned to left; the bust, draped. On circular,

molded base.
He itfht. 21 1 '., incites.

J7>
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701

701

—

Polychromed Sculptured Plane-tree Group
. Italian, XVI Centura

*S st. Christopher and the saviour. St. Christopher, standing

ankle deep in water, is seen earn ing a long rustic staff, wearing

a large gilded mantle and bearing the Saviour on his right shoul-

der. The features painted naturalisticallv.

Height, 20% inches.

(Illustrated)

702—Sculptured Oak Bas-relief Haut Khin, XVI Century

a dream of paris. Within an arched niche, surmounted by a

^) •.frying, blind cupidon, a youth in gallant attire sleeps beside a

fountain. At right the three Graces approach him, one carrying

a blossom.

Height, 20% inches; width, 20y2 inches.
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703

—

Sculptured Walnut Bas-relief Group
Ha ut Rhin, XVII Century

THE SLAYING OF XIOBE's CHILDREN. At right two of the older

sons lie prone on the ground ; above them is a combat between

Apollo and another ; the god carries a shield with lightning and

a torch in centre. At left two anxious children are embracing

one another and stand above Minerva's Medusa shield.

Height, lO'/i inches; length, 17 inches.

70-i TWO PoLYCHH OMED SCULPTURED PlANETREE BUSTS

Northern Italian, XVII Century

^3 • OUR LORD AND THE HOLY MOTHER. Our Lord WCai'S long CUl'ling

hair, a red tunic and a green mantle ; the Virgin with lawn coiffed

hair, lavender bodice and a blue mantle. Both stand on gilded

and scrolled brackets having oval, oak bases.

Height, 18 inches.

705 Two POLYCHKOJIED AND GlLDED AlTO-RELIEVO F'lGURES

f+ Italian, Early XVI Century

@ ' Two saintly Bishops, emblematic of the miracle of the loaves and

fishes ;
wearing full canonicals and flowing mantles over them.

One carrying a fish, the other three loaves on a serviette.

Height, 19y3 inches.

POLYCHROMED SCULPTURED PLANE-TREE BuST
Haut Rhin, XV Century

st. Ambrose. Of benignant aspect, his right hand raised in

blessing. He carries a missal in his left hand and wears a mitre

over his tonsured hair, closely fitting vestments and black habit.

Height, 21% inches.

707 POLYCHROMED SCULPTURED PlANE-TREE AlTO-RELIEVO

, I
Italian, XV Century

// the annunciation. Within an arched niche, displaying an

early Italian apartment, the Holy Virgin is kneeling in rosc-

colored robes and blue mantle at right. The Holy Spirit is

descending upon her from left, beneath whom stands the An-

nouncing Angel, presenting her with the symbolic Annunciation

Lily. In carved frame with Ionic capitals and molded archi-

tectural cornice.
Height, 20 inches: length. 20' \ inches.
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708

—

Foub Carved Walnut Bas-reliefs

Italian Renaissance Period

the four evangelists. Each is seated within an apartment at

his devotions and having his symbols near him. Captioned at

foot and contained within an oblong frame, enriched with gar-

lands and festoons of fruit.

Height, 24% inches; width, 20y4 inches.

709

—

Sculptured Walnut Group Italian, XV Century

the three marys axd st. johx. Mary, the holy Mother, at

left, is being sustained in her grief by the two other Marys ; their

heads are swathed and their mantles and robes fall to their feet.

At right is St. John with long hair, his head turned toward

them, exhorting them to have courage.

Height, 19% inches; width, 16% inches.

710

—

Polychromed Sculptured Plane-tree Bust
Italian, XV Century

;/) st. johx. Venerable figure, with curling hair and beard; wearing

a Florentine hat, closely fitting robes and a mantle. (Arms
missing.)

Height, 23ya inches.

711—Sculptured Oak Group French, XV Century

the holy virgin axd child. Graceful, standing figure of the

Virgin, wearing long curling hair almost to her waist, and volu-

minous robes. On her right arm she carries the Infant Saviour

who holds an orb in His right hand. In her left hand she carries

a small bouquet of flowers. On molded lozenge-shaped base.

Height, 22% inches.

712—Sculptured Walnut Group
, /7 Northern Italian, Early XVI Century

/ roma:n' soldiers throwing dice at the death of our lord.

Three Roman soldiers in mediaeval armor kneel about three dice

which are in the foreground. A fourth soldier stands at right,

his halberd resting on the shoulder of the central figure.

Height, 25y4 inches; width, 14 inches.
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713

—

Polychromed Sculptured Plane-tree Group
Flemish, Late XV Century

O V the nativity. The Holy Mother about centre, in gilded, em-

broidered robes, kneels before the Infant Saviour, who is on the

ground before her. Three angels at the left and right, similarly

adore the Holy Child. Slightly above, in the background, are

the three Wise Men of the East. At extreme right is a quaintly

crenelated tower, which is approached by a flight of steps.

Height, 28% inches; width, 21% inches.

Note: This interesting: and charmingly composed group was found at

Colmar, and was executed by the sculptor who was preeminently known as

the author of the groups in the Minister at Strasbourg.
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714

—

Sculptured Walnut Group Alsatian, XV Century

the madonna, the child axd st. axxe. The Holy Virgin is

* • seated on a Gothic stool at left, St. Anne is at right. The Virgin

holds the Infant Saviour whose left hand is extended, while

St. Anne adoringly looks at the Holy Child. St. Anne wears

coiffed hair, and they are both clad in voluminous robes.

Height, 2iy4 inches: length, 25 inches.
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715 PoLYCHEOMED SCULPTURED PlANE-TREE FlGURE

Italian, Early XVI Century

st. Ursula. Standing figure, wearing long curling hair below her

waist, a blue dress and a large red mantle folded around her

and falling nearly to her feet. She carries her large symbolic-

lighted taper in her hands ; her features painted naturalistically.

On molded lozenge-shaped base.
Height. 24y2 inches.

(Companion to following)

716 POLYCHKOJIED SCULPTURED PlAXE-TREE FlGURE

Italian, Early XVI Century

st. mark. Standing figure, wearing white vestments and red-

lined green soutain, a maniple over his left arm and long curl-

ing hair. He carries an open missal from which he is exhorting.

Heif/ht, 25\C, inches.

(Companion to preceding)

717—Sculptured Plaxe-tree Bust Italian, XV Century

st. catharixe. Of serene mien, looking downward, her head

turned slightly toward left. She wears long curling hair over

her shoulders, falling to her waist, a closely fitting dress and

a mantle caught by double fillets and two jeweled rosettes. On
molded half lozenge-shaped base.

Height, 2Gy4 incites.

/3o

18

—

Sculptured Walnut Statue Alsatian, Late XV Century

st. mary magdalexe. Standing figure, her long curling hair

confined within a small linen coiffc. She wears a closely fitting

robe and a mantle of many folds thrown around her and holds

a jar of ointment in her left hand. On irregular oval base.

Height, 37% inches.

L

719

—

Sculptured Plaxe-tree Statue
Alsatian, Early XVI Century

q oru lord. Standing figure, wearing long curling hair and a robe

thrown around his body. On irregular oval base. In original

condition, but needs restoration.

Height. \\\\ inches.
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720

—

Sculptured Plane-tree Group Alsatian, XV Century

pieta. The Holy Mother, wearing closely fitting robes and a

hooded mantle, is .seated holding the drooping figure of Our

Lord across her knees. He is nude save a loin-cloth and the

wound in His side is distinctly seen. y()n irregular oval base.

Height, 33 inches.

721 PoEYCHROMED SCULPTURED WALNUT GROUP
French, XVI Centura

$ . the exorcism. At left, before a rocky landscape, crested by a

castle, stand two venerable prelates, in embroidered robes. On
the ground before them is a kneeling peasant from whom two

men arc exorcising evil spirits. At right is a group of five per-

sonages looking upon the scene. Mainly polychromed in red

with much gilding in the draperies; the features naturalisticall v

painted. Height, 34V, inches: length. 35 inches.

722—Sculptured Walnut Bas-relief Statue

Northern French, XV Centura

st. Barbara. Standing figure, wearing long coroneted curling

hair, closely fitting robes, the sleeves slashed at elbows and large

flowing mantle to her feet. She carries in her hands her sym-

bolic ciborium. Height, 39V
2 inches.

723—Polychromed Sculptured Plaxe-tkee Statue

French, Late XV Century

st. michael. Finely modeled standing figure of the Saint, his

right arm raised about to strike with his sword. He wears flow-

ing curling hair confined at crown with a small gilded cap, gray-

white robes and a gilded mantle which falls to his feet in grace-

ful folds, a portion of which he holds up to his waist with his

left hand. Height, 37 inches.

724—Sculptured Walnut Statue

^ Northern French, XV Century

st. johx. Standing figure with his head somewhat cast down-
ward toward the left, his right hand raised in exaltation, and

holding a missal in his left hand. He is swathed in a mantle

worn over closely fitting robes. On small irregular base.

Height, 48ys inches.
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-Sculptured Plane-tree Statue

Northern French, XV Century

THE ADORATION OF THE VIRGIN. E\-

tremely graceful figure, with hands

clasped in adoration before her, wearing

closely fitting bodice and robes falling in

many rich folds. Her curling hair is

curiously arranged with two locks fall-

ing almost to her knees and is confined at

her brow with a jeweled fillet.

(Illustrated)

Height, S0y4 inches.

725

JjT>

726

—

Sculptured Plane-tree Statue Burgundian, XVI Century

st. HENRY. Standing bearded dignified figure of Henry II of

Bavaria, called the saint, holding in his right hand an edifice

in miniature and in his left hand a sceptre. He wears a bishop's

mitre, robes elaborately enriched with displayed eagles and

varied scrollin»s of embroidery and around his neck the Bur-

gundian Order of the Golden Fleece.

Height, 49% mchtt.

Note: This important sculptured statue was acquired by M. Georges Spetz

from the Convent des Antonitcs d'lsenheiin. Alsace.
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727 POLVCHKOMED SCULPTURED PlANE-

tree Figure

. Northern French, XIV Century

st. louis. Standing figure, wearing

curling hair confined within a high

crowned hat with a flap thrown up in

front. He wears a tunic gathered in

at the waist and a crimson mantle

thrown over his shoulder; in his right

hand a dagger. On irregularly loz-

enge-shaped base. The features are

naturalist icallv painted.

Height, 45% inches.

(Illustrated)

727

'0

728

—

Sculptured Walnut Bas-relief

Haut Rhin, Early XVI Century

the rod of the stem of jesse. Abram reclines at foot in the

fantastic garb of the early XVI century. From his breast issues

a rustic stump with branches on which many demi-figures of

kings bearing their sceptres are seen. The stem is surmounted

by a bust of the coroneted Virgin, holding the Saviour to her

breast with her right hand. In molded Gothic arched frame.

Height, 42% inches; length, 50% inches.
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729 PoLYCHROMEI) SCULPTURED PLANE-TREE GROUP
Alsatian, Early XVI Century

THE VIRGIN, THE HOLY CHILD AND ST. AXXE. The Holv Mother

is seated at left, wearing a gilded mantle; St. Anne is seated

at right, wearing a blue mantle. Both are extending their arms

toward and are sustaining the Holv Child who, with a joyous

expression, kneels between them.

Height, 33 1
/, inches: length, 35% inches.

Note: M. Georges Spetz acquired this beautiful Group from L'Eglise des

Itecollets de Houffach, Haute Alsace.
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730

—

Polychromed Stucco Bas-kelief ix Taberxacolo Frame
«" Northern Italian, Early XVI Century

the VIRGIN axd child. The Holy Mother, seen at three-quarter

length, wearing a red robe, blue mantle, coroneted halo and
coiffed headdress. She holds the Infant Saviour nestling at her

bosom. At right and left of the halo are two winged cherubim-

heads. Gilded background. Extremely fine carved walnut frame

of the period with canted dentiled pediment ; three-quarter col-

umns and bracket supports ; molded base with an apron boldlv

cut with a cherub's winged head.

Heiyht, 60% inches; width, 22% inches.
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FRENCH AND ITALIAN
GOTHIC AND RENAISSANCE FURNITURE

731—Two Carved Walnut Brackets French, XVII Century

4 *«*^ Molded oblong top ; supported on a finely scrolled acanthus-leaf,

V_/07
* having tendrils and further leafage at sides.

Height, 9ya inches.

732

—

Pear-tree and Eboxy Mirror Mounted in Repousse Cuivre

Dore Italian, XVII Century

Oblong, rounded pear-tree frame, finished on inner and outer

edges with ebony moldings. Mounted in repousse cuivre dore

with corners and central medallions of fine flowers.

Height, 16% inches; width. 14% inches.

733—Carved Oak Bracket Flemish, XVIII Century

Triple-lobed top, with rocaille valance, the front enriched with

scrollings, shell motives and festoons of flowers.

Height, 13 inches: width, 12 inches.

73i—Decorated Pine Sanctuary Bracket
/ French Flanders, XVI Century

fa @ • Molded crown and base ; supported by a bracket-frieze ; painted

with bust-lengths of the saviour and the twelve aposti.es,

many of whom carry their symbols. Dull, old-green background.

Height, 8 inches: length. 37 1 ^ inches.

735—Gilded Gesso Hat-rack Italian, XVI Century

Molded, soffited frieze, enriched with vase and resetted scroll-

ings ; the soffit adorned with rosettes and supported by scrolled

brackets. Back panel and apron enriched with further varied

floral scrollings. Four pegs for hats.

Height, 14% inches; length. 33 1 • inches.

736

—

Foue Pierced Pixe Gothic Paxels
Haul Iihin, Early XVI Century

Interestingly pierced and molded, with open diamonds, interlac-

ing with circular and oval medallions.

Height of two, 6 feet 1 inch; of the other two. 22'_, inches.
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737

—

Carvkd Walnut Armchair French, Late XVI Century

-^^^ Open hack, with deeply scrolled cross splat, enriched with cen-

^ ^ * tral heart-shaped motive, molded and paneled supports scrolled

at heads ; finely molded arms, on similarly molded scrolled C-sup-

ports. Supported on balustered logs, haying molded box

stretcher; walnut seat with finely scrolled apron similar in char-

acter to hack splat.

kJ(TD

738—IyoRY Inlaid Walnut Vakgueno Spanish, Late XYl Centura

Oblong chest ; enriched on the front edges and body with finely

forged and pierced forged iron plaques ; the sides have bail lift-

ing handles. The front architecturally treated with central

door flanked by four drawers at sides and two below; each drawer

and the door enriched with spirally twisted columns of ivory

and inlaid arabesques. Supported cn a carved walnut stand

apparently of a later period; has three varied supports at each

end, connected by an arcading.

Height, 4 feet 1 inch; width, 2 feet 9 inches.

739

—

Carved Oak Table Flemish Renaissance

/J(fl
' Molded oblong top; deep frieze, fitted with door at right side,

/ U enriched with arabesque scrollings, rosettes and masks. Sup-

ported on pilasters having caryatid figures and back panel of

rosettes. On molded base. (Has been reconstructed from old

panels.)

Height, 34 inches: width, 2iy, inches.

740

—

Carved Walnut Chest ox Stand Alsatian, XVII Century

Chest with oblong molded top, enriched with two raised central

and outer molded panels. Architectural front divided into three

sections with enriched, tapering pilasters. The central section in

the form of an arch, centred with a nymph's mask. The flanking

panels as portals, with canted pediments. Low, molded stand

with central drawer trimmed with tinned, forged iron scrolled

oval handle. The drawer flanked by two lion-masks. Tinned,

forged iron lifting handles.

Height, 28 inches: length, 36\'., inches.
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741

—

Tapestry Carved Walnut Chair

French, Late XVI Century

& ' Open back, with narrow cross splat, enriched with scrolled dol-

phins' heads. Serpentine-scrolled pediment, adorned with two

outfacing dolphins. Straight supports scrolled with rudimentary

leaves at crown. Straight legs with valanced box stretcher.

Seat covered in Flemish tapestry, developing a central medal-

lion in which animals are seen. (Tapestry needs restoration.)

742

—

Carved Leather Coffer Spanish, XVI Century

Oblong, with lifting cover having half resetted valance. En-

riched with central panel of birds and animals amidst scrollings

surrounded by borders of scrollings amidst which further ani-

mals and pomegranates are seen. Front, sides and ends similarly

enriched to borders. Back with geometrical rosettes. Mounted

with original finely forged hinges, rosetted lock plate ami hasp.

Height, 9y4 inches; length, 20% inches.

(Illustrated)
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743

—

Polychkomed Carved Prie-Dieu Italian, XVI Century

Oblong box top, with hinged and molded cover; the frieze ad-

mirably decorated with central husk, scrollings and birds, and
having black grounds penciled in gilding with small trailing

vines. Supported on two Ionic columns at front and at back

with a panel composed of seven minor panels, enriched in a

similar manner to the frieze. Extending kneeling base, with

molded and hinged half-cover, having a front panel matching
the frieze. The top and kneeling-box have been covered with

contemporary gold and crimson brocade.

Height, 38% inches; icidth, 31 inches.
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Rare Oak Corner Chair

Northern French, Early XVII Century

Low, semi-circular back, supported by five balusters which con-

tinue into legs and support a molded oak scat. Stretcher fol-

lowing the contour of the back. Loose seat in soft jade-green

velvet ; trimmed with edging.

Note: This interesting chair is very similar in character to that known

as the famous del Sarto chair anil was no doubt inspired by it.

(Illustrated)

Carved Walnut Armchair Louis XII Period

Low, narrow oblong back and seat, covered in deep ivory and

yellow floral brocade. Very interesting, spirally twisted arms,

legs, double frontal and H-stretcher below; the arms terminated

in well modeled heads of lions.

74L-

745-

J~rt>-
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74>6

—

Tapestry Carved Oak Caqueteuse Henri II Period

Open oblong back, with leaf-scrolled and shell pediment ; arch

Q .below having central slender baluster supports, enriched with

rudimentary leafage. Finely scrolled arms, with extra mid-bal-

uster; oak seat. On slender, expanding columnar legs. Loose

seat of French tapestry of the period, displaying an Italian

garden. (Stretcher and back legs restored.)

(Illustrated)

Carved Walnut Chair Alsatian, XVII Century

Interesting, open back, with double lyre-shaped cross splat

formed of scrolled grotesque mask. Expanding supports termi-

nating in elongated grotesque satyr-heads and scrolls. Sup-
ported on square legs, scrolled at foot and having similar frontal

stretcher to splat at back. Seat in tan stripe. (Has been

entirely refrained and reconstructed.)
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748

—

Carved Oak Cabinet Flemish Renaissance Style

Molded oblong top, rounded frieze, adorned with gadroons and

@ . leaf brackets. Upper portion with two narrow doors; lower por-

tion with two deeper drawers all similarly enriched with cupi-

dons and heads of figures, surrounded by arabesqued scrollings.

The doors are parted by pilasters having lion-heads at crowns,

half-balusters and arabesque motives below.

Height, 52 inches; width. 50 inches.

719—Carved Inlaid Walnut Cabinet

Italian, Late XVI Century

Molded oblong top; enriched with egg-and-dart and dentil mold-

ings ; frieze fitted with long, interestingly paneled drawer which

the above moldings crown ; the front arranged with A -tapering,

scale-enriched pilasters before panels and two enclosing doors

having centres inlaid with vases of flowers ; rich, molded pedi-

ments and open apron. On molded bulbous feet.

Height, 51% inches; length, 54 inches.

750—Carved Oak Credence French Gothic Period

Oblong top; the front in three sections, parted by croeketed

pinnacles; the central panel of elaborate rosetted bas-relief

tracery. Flanks form two doors and have similar tracery and

in each are two Gothic arches fitted with vine-pierced steel,

oblong lock-plates and hinges, backed with old-red velvet. Apron

fitted with two traceried drawers and central pendant. Sup-

ported on shafts and molded shelf base; the back with three

linenfold panels.

Height, 56y
:
, inches: width, -12 1 inches.

Note: This credence has been entirely reconstructed from the two doors

and the linenfold panels at lower back.

751—Carved and Gilded Lectern Venetian, XVII Century

Composed of two oblong open panels pivoted toward crown.

The panels enriched with short flutings; the book-rest of scrolled

leafage, parted by cupidon-heads. Open scrolled pediment at

back adorned with a fantastic mask. Supported on leaf and ball

feet.

Height (open), 63 inches.
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752

—

Heraldic Carved Walnut
Chair

French, Late XVI Century

Back with rusticated supports,

scrolled at crown ; broad

arched splat enriched with

quartered coat of arms, blaz-

oned with trees and running

hounds, flanked by floral leaf

motives. Square legs having

curiously scrolled stretchers set

above a molded box stretcher.

Seat covered in tooled leather,

enriched with scrollings of

fruit and birds on deep red-

brown grounds.

(Illustrated)

753

—

Rare Needlework Carved Walnut State Chair

Alsatian, XVII Century

Oblong back, with curious, small semi-circular ears and seat

covered in gros-point, developing scrollings of conventionalized

flowers in mellow pinks and blues, on golden-yellow grounds.

Very broad scrolling arms, supported on spirally twisted shafts.

The seat supported on very unusual bulbous, balustered legs

and stretcher having pull-out foot-stool ; leaf-scrolled bracket

feet. The cupidon pediment and enrichment to ears have been

added at a later period.
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754

—

Carved Walnut Daxtesca Chair Italian, XVI Century

Curule-shape ; pivoted at centre to fold, the front of supports

enriched with rustications, rosettes and scrollings and brass

bosses. Deeply scrolled arms. Supported on bracketed cross

feet. Oblong back and seat of ruby-crimson velvet, cisele with

intricate pineapple motives within ogivals.

(Illustrated)

755—Gold Brocade and Oak State Chair

French, Early XVII Century

Unusual back of two open oblong panels ; scrolled arms and seat

covered in Venetian brocade, developing floral ogivals in gold,

on peach-brown grounds. Supported on bulbous legs, having

box stretcher. The carved heraldic pediment and valance of

seat and moldings to stretcher have been subsequently added.

(Brocade worn.)
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756

—

Carved Walnut Dantesca Chair Italian, XVI Century

q Curule-shapcd ; pivoted at rosettcd centre and enriched with rus-

tic scale motives. Very boldly scrolled arms, carved with dentil

and fan motives. On bracketed and valanced cross feet. Small,

oblong back and seat of crimson and ivory cut velvet of the

period, displaying interesting scrollings of lilies and tulips.

Trimmed with gold fringe.

(Illustrated)

r
757

—

Massive Carved Oak Chest Mounted in Forged Iron

Alsatian, XVII Century

Curiously dentil-molded, lifting top ; the front and ends paneled

and carved with varying floral baluster motives and diapers. On
shaped valance and bracketed base. Bound with iron strappings

at top, front and ends which are studded with bosses and were

originally tinned. Large iron lifting bail bandits.

Height, 3.5 inches; length, 61% inches.
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758

—

Carved Oak Cabinet Alsatian, 1629

Open rectangular cabinet, with molded top ; the front with three

pillared arches, having leaf-enriched frieze and brackets. Be-

hind this arcade at crown is a small cabinet with enclosing pan-

eled door, supported on a frieze having molded drawer and two

supplementary baluster supports behind arcade. Sustained on

molded shelf base, with curiously placed feet. The cabinet sup-

ports a paneled back, dated 1629 within a medallion at centre

and is supported by columns and a molded base. Portions of

the carving and arches apparently of a later period.

Height, 7 feet; width, 4 feet 1 inch.

759

—

Important Sculptured Walnut Cabinet

Hugues Sambin, Burgundian Renaissance

Central cabinet with molded crown and semi-circular projecting

central portion, arranged with doors at centre and flanks ; that

at centre enriched in low relief with group, diana at her toilet,

surrounded by her nvmphs. The flanking panels with car-

touched chimeric figures and husks. Supported at corners by

Atlantes, their bodies terminating in grotesque masks. Below the

doors are three drawers of similar contour, adorned with scroll-

ings and husk motives, the central one having an apron of a fes-

tooned grotesque mask. Supported on four Corinthian columns

having arcades at flanks, centred with further masks. On deeply

molded base, with bulbous feet. (Portions have been restored.)

Height, 8 feet 1 inch; width, -1 feet (> inches.

Note'. M. Georges Spetz acquired this important cabinet from the illus-

trious de Tournon Family.

The famous sculptor, Hugues Samhin, was horn 1.522 at Dijon, then in

Burgundy; he published in 1572 a set of Renaissance designs, dedicated to

Eleanor Chabot, Governor of the Duchy. A cabinet by Hugues Sambin hav-

ing much detail in common with this, is in the Altman Collection at the Metro-

politan Museum of Art.

(Illustrated)



No. 759

—

Important Sculptured

{Hugues Sambin, Burgundiam

Walnut Cabinet

Renaissance)
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760

—

Carved Walnut Library Table French Renaissance

Clamped oblong top ; with richly carved, curved frieze, de-

^ ' veloping alternate shell and husk motives within guilloched me-

dallions. Supported at ends by four atlantes and caryatids

having bracketed outward facing chimeric figures. On long

H-molded base, terminating in acanthus-scrollings and support-

ing a central balustered arcading, enriched with varied leaf mo-

tives. (Portions have been restored.)

Height, 32y4 inches; length, 57 inches; width, 29^, inches.
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761

—

Important Carved Walnut Draw-top Table
*

t
E. Debouloz, French Renaissance

Clamped oblong top, with extending draw ends. Molded

frieze, having vase-shaped pendants at comers. Supported on

nine regularly placed columnar legs having quaintly carved,

rosetted capitals. The legs set in pairs, except for the central

one on a finely molded triple-H-stretcher. The two series of

outer legs are adorned with arches, surmounted by cupidon-heads

and open brackets composed of winged demi-nvmphs and fes-

toons.

Height, 30% inches; length (top open), 9 feet 6 inches; width, 2 feet

8 inches.

Note: This unique specimen of French Renaissance cabinet work is signed

on the frieze, E. Debouloz.
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762

—

Carved Walnut Stall

School of Lyons, French, XVI Century

Molded oblong, richly paneled back; the centre adorned with an

architectural motive having canted pediment supporting trophies

and cartouched mask and an oval medallion occupied by a volu-

minously robed Venus, holding a mirror up gazing at herself,

flanked by chimeric figures. Very massive, open molded and

scrolled arms, terminating in rams' heads and supported on bal-

usters.
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763

—

Elaborately

(
v> ĉ

^\i"Rectangulai

Carved Walnut Secretaire

Alsatian, XVII Century

with small, molded, incurved, lifting top forming

a receptacle. Frieze fitted with two broadly fluted and paneled

drawers, enriched with heads of cupidons at flanks. Below the

frieze is a large fall-front writing-tablet elaborately paneled

with a Cardinal's coat of arms. The interior fitted with numer-

ous drawers and architecturally treated at the centre with two

doors. Lower portion arranged with two varied, arabesqued and

leaf-scrolled doors; parted by caryatided and fluted pilasters.

Interior fitted with four doors simulating sixteen drawers.

Height, 5 feet 4 inches; width, 4 feet 4 inches.
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764—Carved Oak Cabinet French Renaissance

Rectangular open cabinet, fitted with two shelves. Broken

• molded frieze, having cupidon-head flanked by festoons of fruit,

surmounted by central niche and scrolled moldings at ends.

Cabinet sustained by finely fluted round columns having Corin-

thian capitals and florally enriched lower portions. Gadrooned

base with scrolled brackets under columns, lined with seventeenth

century crimson and yellow brocatelle. Fitted at sides with two

scrolled, forged iron candle brackets which have been tinned.

Height, 7 feet 3 inches; width, 5 feet iya inches.

Note: This cabinet has been reconstructed from the two fine columns

and portions of carving, the remainder being of a subsequent date.

765—Important Carved Oak Chest Henri IV Period

J/ /r~i\ . Molded oblong lifting top ; the front divided into five panels,

the ends into two each. The panels are adorned in low relief

with infinitely varied Raphaelesque motives of leafage, festoons,

husks, trophies, elaborate wine jugs and tablets. These are

deeply set in moldings and are parted by pilasters as finely

adorned and in the same manner as the panels.

Height. 31 inches; length. 67 inches.

Note: This most interesting chest was unquestionably inspired and was
probably executed by one of the great artists of the Fontainebleau School.

766—Carved Polychromed Oak Mantel Flemish Gothic Period

Molded oblong top and massive, arched, molded frieze which

continues into the jambs and is enriched with central coat of

arms developing a rampant lion in gilding on red grounds, the

spandrils with two further coats of arms emitting scrollings ; the

jambs enriched with leafage which continues from the spandrils.

The frieze of this massive mantelpiece and the jambs are hewn

from solid blocks which have been added to with moldings and

other details at a subsequent period.

Height, 5 feet 10 inches; width, \ feet 4% inches.
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767

—

Large Carved Oak Chest French Gothic Period

Molded oblong hinged cover. The front arranged with five

/ U • Pan(?l s
»
parted by spiraled pinnacles. The centre adorned with

a group, THE DESCENDING OF THE HOLY SPIRIT ON THE VIRGIN,

within a traceried Gothic arch. The flanking panels enriched

with double traceried arches, having leaf pinnacles enclosing

varied royal French coats of arms ; the pinnacles flanked by fur-

ther traceried arches. Mounted with finely wrought iron lock

of open work, set on old-red velvet, hinged hasp, adorned with

a figure in relief of St. Sebastian. Ends with linenfold panels.

On arched feet. (Numerous portions of the carving and pinnacles

have been rtstored.)

Height, 86% inches; length, 69 inches.
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7(58-

C7
Uur.

-Massive Carved Oak Bedstead Flemish Renaissance

High, oblong, paneled headboard, with broken molded cornice,

fluted pilasters having leaf-enriched capitals. The head board

arranged with five panels variously enriched with masks of war-

riors and lions, festooned with fruit ; these are parted by quaint

pilasters bearing Atlantes ; three panels below of strap ara-

besques. Low foot-board with open series of balusters, cartouche

and fruit panel below. Both head- and footboard supported by

very massive posts, carved with paneled rosettes and grotesque

masks in high relief. Side-rails enriched with cartouches and

sprays of fruit. (Has been reconstructed from old panels; orig-

inal posts.)

Height, feet 7 inches; length, 7 feet + inches: width, "> feet 4% inches.
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Two Carved Oak Doors and Portals

Flemish Renaissance Style

The portal with fluted round half-columns, having Ionic capitals;

the lower parts carved with caryatided figures, fruit and leafage,

sustained on paneled pedestals; soffited entablature, enriched with

panels, masks and .scrollings, parted by Iconic heads, below which

is a large shell-adorned, arched panel. The door paneled with

fluted pilasters, having supporting arches at crown. Deeply

molded panels at foot. Two extra panels for passage, each

having four molded sections.

Height of portals, 9 feet 11 inchesj width, 5 feet 9 inches.

Height of doors, 5 feet 81/, inches; width, 1 foot 9 1/, inches.

770

—

Important Sculptured Marble and Carved Oak Mantel-
piece with Tile Lining and Fire-back French, 1650

Deeply molded and bracketed entablature of carved oak ; the

frieze adorned with medallioned busts interrupting fine scrollings

of leafage and husk motives. The brackets of lion-masks. Sup-

ported on two rouge-royal marble, expanding columns having

molded bases and Ionic capitals in statuary marble. The col-

umns are set on molded oblong black marble pedestals having

inlaid panels of statuary marble sculptured with lion-masks and

pendants of fruit. Above each column is a deep black marble,

scrolled bracket, having honeysuckle panels at sides. The lin-

ings are formed of contemporary terra-cotta tiles which exhibit

a floral diamond lattice enclosing varied animals alternating with

heraldic motives. The cast iron back is arched and is elabo-

rately adorned with a coroneted, quartered coat of arms, blaz-

oned with a Maltese cross, fleur-de-lys and three lions passants,

flanked by figures symbolic of Religion and of Hope ; at foot

impressed with date : Anno M D C L. The linings comprised of

130 large and 64 half titles. (The oak entablature has been

reconstructed from several old carved panels.)

Height, 6 feet 10>/3 inches; length, 8 feet 7 inches; depth, 2 feet 7 inches.

769—
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771

—

Important Rouge-royal Marble and Carved Oak Mantel-
piece with Tile Lining and Fire-back

'[/]/ ' French Flanders, 1616

Deeply molded oak entablature, carved with spiral gadroons.

Supported on imposing, spirally twisted rouge-royal marble

columns very finely veined and having Ionic capitals and circu-

lar bases set on stepped square plinths. Above the entablature

is a slightly recessed frieze hlock enriched with arabesqued strap-

work, moldings and central cartouche from which extends slop-

ing paneling simulating a chimney-hood. This is also adorned

with strap-work and arabesques. The terra-cotta tile linings

of the period are enriched with floral diamond-lattice, enclosing

field animals in low relief alternating with heraldic motives.

Oblong molded and paneled iron fire-back, displaying a many-

quartered coat of arms, surmounted and flanked by Bishop's

mitres and having the date 1616 toward foot. The lining com-

prised of 236 terra-cotta tiles and 106 half tiles. The frieze

block and simulated chimney are apparently of a later period.

Height, 13 feet 1 inch; length, feet 4% inches; depth, 2 feet 5 inches.

772—Two Fajiille Noire Chinese Porcelain Temple Vases

Ch'ien-hmg Period

Oviform, with flanged dome covers having egg-shaped gilded

wood terminals. Richly decorated with ascending sprays of clus-

tered white hawthorn, which is centred with yellow-green, and

rises from rockery of green, aubergine and brilliant blue; amidst

the hawthorn are flying and perched birds. The covers are simi-

larly adorned to the body. On dense mirror-black grounds.

II eight. 34 inches.
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ITALIAN AND FRENCH GOTHIC AND RENAISSANCE GOLD
NEEDLEPAINTED VELVET VESTMENTS, BROCADES AND

PANELS

773—Stump Needlework Panel Early Stuart Period

queen* Henrietta. At centre under an arch occupied by a pavil-

ion, flowers and birds, the Queen is seen seated in royal cos-

tume; flanking the arch at left and right are four oval medallions

in which ladies of her court appear; between the medallions and

the arch on an apricot silk ground, butterflies and insects of

different kinds are seen ; at foot are a recumbent lion and a leop-

ard immediately below the arch. Finished with original silver

and gilded open lace.

Height; 19 inches: width, 28% inches.

774—Amethyst Velvet Saint's Dress Florentine Gothic Period

Formed of four fan-shaped panels of extremely beautiful ame-

thyst velvet which fluctuates in an amazing way in the light

:

the panels parted and finished at foot with bands of straw-yellow

velvet; finished at foot with a lattice fringe.

Xote: It is very interesting to observe that this superb early amethystine

velvet is made of wool and is more lustrous even than if made of silk.

775

—

Crimson Velvet Cover Italian, XVI Century

Oblong, rounded at both ends ; fine rose-crimson velvet fluctuat-

ing to deep rose hues ; finished with a broad band of contem-

porary gold galloon patterned with diamond floral motives.

Length, 52 inches: width, 34 inches.

776—Two Crimson Velvet Cushions Italian Gothic

/**yr Oblong; very heavy crimson velvet fluctuating from crimson to

X - almost rouge-de-fer ; finished with broad gold galloon of the

period patterned with diamond motives.
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777—Green axd Ivory Brocade Chasuble Italian Renaissance

Ivory field, orphreys woven in rich green and straw-yellow with

very closely placed small scrollings of tulips ; the orphreys de-

fined with patterned silk galloon ; trimmed with further galloon

at edges.

778—Gold axd Silver Brocade Chasuble

Italian, Early XVII Century

The field and orphreys with drop d'or grounds woven in gold

and pastel colors with leaf-scrolled diamond motives, occupied

by bouquets of lilies ; the orphreys defined by trimming of gold

galloon.

/J?
779

—

Gold axd Silver Xeedlepaixted Chasuble
Alsatian, XVI Century

Interesting brocade field, woven in silver and ivory silk with

chevrons centred by carnation motives sprayed with small pine-

apple devices ; the blank orphrey in the form of a cross occupied

by a crucifix, flanked by two standing angels. At foot within

the arched niche, The Holy Virgin is seen accompanied by St.

Anne. Front orphreys display figures of St. John and St. Peter

within similar niches. Interestingly and solidly worked with silks

with a silver and gold background. Trimmed and paneled with

gold and silver open lace.

780

—

Needleuaixted Velvet Paxel .Spanish Renaissance

Spade-shape; the front of a chasuble; the orphreys display fig-

ures of two saints within niches before closely worked gold back

grounds; flanking fields of ruby-red velvet embossed with arched

motives occupied by tulip devices; trimmed and paneled with

gold galloon.
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781- -Painted Velvet Processional Baxxer
Spanish, XVII Century

Oblong field finished with scallops at foot of ruby velvet ; trimmed

and paneled with gold galloon. Central oblong painted panel

displaying the ascexsiox of the virgin with the kneeling figures

of St. Catherine and St. Francis of Assisi at left and right.

Height, 4 feet C inches; width, 3 feet 2 inches.
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782

—

Gold Needlepainted Velvet Cope Alsatian, XVI Century

Superb ruby-red Gothic velvet field ; needlepainted hood and

orphreys ; the hood displaying subject the adoration of the

magi. The orphreys are paneled and adorned with figures of

the Four Apostles, St. Veronica with her veil and St. Catherine.

Executed in pastel colors and silver, the pinnacles in some of

the niches of raised work.

783

—

Embroidered Velvet Saddle-housing

Spanish, XVII Century

Oblong ; with neck extensions and rounded at the flank ; superb

heavy rose-crimson velvet embroidered in applique, blue, yellow

and ivory silks, with finely coroneted and cartouched coat of

arms blazoned with two rampant lions and two winged hands

holding swords. Scrolled borders enriched at intervals with

pineapple and leaf motives.

78i—Two Gold Needlepainted Velvet Apparels

Florentine Renaissance

£ Oblong panel of Gothic rose-crimson velvet of lovely radiance

;

finished at foot with an apparel occupied by a balustered vase

of fruit; fine flanking scrollings of Gothic leaves amidst which

are two birds standing on two chimerae; executed in great va-

riety of stitches mainly in gold and silver relieved with beautiful

sapphire-blue, greens and yellows.

785—Two Gold Needlepainted Velvet Apparels

Florentine Renaissance

U ' Similar to preceding.

786—Two Gold Needlepainted Velvet Apparels

Florentine Renaissance

$ ' Similar to preceding; fan-shape; the fronts of dalmatics; oblong

panel at foot similarly enriched to the apparels but adorned at

centre with circular medallion bearing figures of saints.

(Illustrated)

787—Two Gold Needlepaixtki) Velvet Appaeels

10a. Florentine Renaissance

Similar to preceding.



Xo —Two Gold Needlepaixted Velvet Apparels

(Florentine Renaissance)
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788—Two Gothic Gold, Silver and Crimson Velvet Brocade

Panels Venetian, XVI Century

^

_

f) Very lustrous rose-crimson velvet with fluctuating areas, enriched

in gold and silver with Large handed ogivals entwined with tulips

and centred with large highly conventionalized bouquets.

Trimmed with broad patterned gold galloon of the period.

57 by 29 '/o inches.
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789

—

Gold Xeedlepaixted Crimson Velvet Chasuble
Spanish Renaissance

Very lustrous ruby-red velvet ; the orphreys enriched with very

beautiful gold needlepainted figures of saints standing within

columned niches ; above the arches are scrollings of Gothic leaves

and tendrils. The orphreys arc finished with rare gold-embroid-

ered bands simulating galloon; the velvet with gold and red edg-

ing of the period.
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790

—

Painted and Gold-embroidered Banner
Spanish, XVI Century

Lustrous rose-crimson velvet, with fish-tail points at foot ; lav-

ishly embroidered in gold and silver with scrolled central car-

touche and very charming border continuing into cartouches at

the points ; the centre occupied by a painting after Murillo de-

picting the ascension of the virgin, and two saints, St. Rose

of Lima and St. Anthony. Trimmed with gold fringe.

Height, 7 feet; width, 3 feet 6 inches.

(Illustrated)

791

—

Needlepainted Panel Flemish, XVI Century

the birth of our lord. Depicted within a central low arch.

The group is extremely rustic in character, the Virgin in the

foreground, with other figures and animals grouped around as

though in a stable. At left, within a small arch, the Annuncia-

tion is depicted; at right the Adoration of the Three Wise Men.

Worked in solid stitches of rich mellow colors ; finished with gold

galloon of the period.
Height, 2 feet; length, 6 feet 10 l/s inches.



No 790

—

Painted and Gold-embroidered Banner

(Spanish, XVI Century)
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792

—

Gold- axd Silver-embroidered Velvet Panel
Spanish, XVI Century

. Oblong; formed of a fringed panel, larger panel below flanked

by two vertical narrower end panels
;
superb heavy ruby-crimson

velvet lavishly enriched in gold and silver threads occasionally

touched with passages of green, blue and yellow silks; the major

panel centred with a cartouched coat of arms blazoned with a

cross and three stars surmounted by a coronet rising from which

is a man, proper, holding a sword; the coat of arms is sur-

rounded by a wreath centred by husks and scrolled with Gothic

leaves ; flanking the wreath are .further scrollings of Gothic

leaves, husks, tendrils and rosettes amidst which bunches of silver

grapes appear; the crowning panels and flanking panels of

similar scrollings to those of the major panel. Trimmed with

gold-embroidcred edging simulating galloon.

Length, 11 feet 6 inches; width, 3 feet 4- inches.
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n
793

—

Gold Xeedlepaixted Velvet Screen
Florentine Renaissance

Four oblong folds of lustrous crimson velvet, each enriched with

upper panel occupied by central medallion bearing the figure of

a pontiff ; medallion surrounded by very beautiful strapped car-

touche, which emits scrollings of Gothic husks and leaves ; below

each is a central small oblong panel bearing variously within

medallions the figure of St. Sebastian, The Holy Trinity, Our

Lord and St. Francis of Assisi. From the crowning panel

descend, at outer edges, bands with leaf and staff enrichment.

Connecting at foot with wedge-shaped panels occupied by medal-

lion is a saint surrounded by further Gothic scrollings of leaves

and husks. Very finely executed in rich colors lavishly adorned

with gold and silver threads in many beautiful stitches ; the back

covered with similar rich crimson velvet, each panel adorned

with an embroidered arch at crown adorned with flowers and run-

ning ribbons.

Height, 4 feet \\ l
/-> inches; width, 1 feet 10 inches.
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791

—

Gothic Gold Needlepaixted Green Velvet Chasuble

Italian, XVI Century

y(j7 -^f^ Interesting, early spade-shaped chasuble. Beautiful rich deep

jade-green velvet, cisele with lobed panels, enclosing and sup-

porting pomegranate, floral and pineapple motives ; the back

adorned with subject, the crucifixion, in which Our Lord is

seen, apostles at either end of the cross ; the Holy Father hovers

above Him, the two Marys are at Jesus' feet in prayer and

Joseph of Arimethea is below them.



Xo. 794 Gothic Gold Xeedlepaixted Green Velvet Chasuble

(Italian, XVI Century)
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SPANISH GOTHIC AND XVI CENTURY CARPETS, KOUBA
ANIMAL, ROYAL ISPAHAN AND LAHORE CARPETS, RUGS
AND FRAGMENTS OF THE XV AND XVI CENTURIES

Floral Kouba Fragment of Carpet XV Century

Deep blue field, occupied by three, leaf-defined oval medallions

and two half medallions, each of which is occupied by a bouquet

of different flowers, including asters, fleur-de-lis and lilies of the

valley ; executed in very mellow colors.

3 feet 6 inches by 2 feet 3 inches.

796

—

Green and Rose du Barry Fragment of Ispahan Carpet

j XVI Century

&L*J ' Small field, of very mellow rose du Barry displaying distin-

guished arabesquings of flowers amidst which chi-chi scrollings

appear; the colors employed are pale pink, golden-yellow, blue

and black. Deep green border on one side only, displaying very

fine scrollings of Herati leaves interrupted by lotus blossoms in

mellow colors ; the inner guard, which is turned on one end, of fine

blue having yellow scrollings of asters ; this guard is retained

on one side only.

3 feet 8 inches by 3 feet 4 inches.

797

—

Ispahan F'ragment of Carpet Early XVI Century

d . Formed of one border and two smaller borders attached at each

end ;
black-green field woven in pastel colors and crimson with

large highly conventionalized lotus blossoms scrolled with large

Herati leaves; the inner side of the border shows a guard of

blue-black pinnacles on gold and yellow grounds.

6 feet 4 inches by 1 foot 10 inches.

798

—

Sapphire-blue Carpet Spanish Gothic

Very interesting field of golden-yellow fluctuating to pale apri-

// [TO ' cot tones, displaying two series of half cruciform motives having

sapphire-blue floral pendants within deeper golden-yellow car

[Con tin ued
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798

—

Concluded

touches than the field; the centre with lobed valance-like mo-

tives. Apricot-yellow borders with meanders bearing pomegran-

ate motives in similar colors to the field; guards of S-scrollings

on pale yellow grounds.
8 feet 3 inches by 4 feet 4 inches.

799—Embroidered Carpet Portuguese, XVI Century

Dee]) golden-yellow field, enriched in fine sapphire-blue, apricot,

green and yellow with central wreath and scrolled pendants

bearing pomegranates—symbols of plenty; interspersed amidst

the pendants are birds and fleur-de-lys motives; fine sapphire-

blue border with similar scrollings.

4 yards by 2 yards (> incites.

800—Blue and Golden-yellow Carpet Spanish Gothic

Fluctuating mellow golden-yellow field, displaying scrollings of

Gothic leaves in blue above the tracery of ivory in which occa-

& V sional fleurs-de-lis are seen; border of similar color enhanced

with balustered vases festooned with strap scrollings to centred

archaic shrubs; light and dark blue chcvroned guards at two

ends. (Has been restored.)

13 feet 4 inches by 8 feet 1 inch.

801—Egyptian Lixex Tapestry Coyer XVII Century

j Ivory field, woven in fine blues, yellows and rose-crimson with

/ / ' chevroned diamond medallion flanked by conventionalized shrubs.

/ Crimson border of blossoms and angularly placed staves, stel-

lated pale blue inner and chevroned blue and ivory outer bor-

der. The pattern appearing on both sides.

7 feet by 4 feet 1 inch.

802—Velvet Kelim Prayer Rug XVII Century

^"Mellow gray-green mihrab and spandrils ; woven with angular
* and columnlike motives formed of diamond devices ; in mulberry,

crimson, ivory and blue. The mihrab occupied by small diamond

rosettes with velvet pile. Border in the colors of the mihrab

displaying rosetted hexagons flanked by toothed bands and an

outer guard of luminous red.

6 feet 6 inches by 3 feet 4 inches.
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803—Ghiordes Prayer Rug XVI Century

Trirjle arched and double columned ruby-red mihrab of rare fluc-

tuating tone ; very interestingly arcaded and arabesqued span-

drils ; woven in rich sapphire-blue, ivory and greenish-yellow.

Border of ruby-red enhanced with lobed floral plaquettes ; nar-

row guards.
5 feet 3 inches by 3 feet 11 inches.

804—Rose-crimson and Green Ispahan Rug XVI Century

The rose-crimson field, fluctuating to almost pink in areas due

) ' t° wear, displays a centred cruciform motive enhanced by many
handsome lotus blossoms and Herati leaves ; the arabesques of

the remainder of the field have similar fine lotus blossoms and

tradings of small flowers interspersed with carefully placed

Herati leaves. Executed in soft yellows, pale and deeper blues,

pinks and ivories. Blue-black borders, developing very interest-

ing chi-chi scrollings running in a continuous manner inter-

spersed at ends with vines of flowers at sides and one end, inter-

rupted by floral plaquettes ; at the end without the plaquettes

are two fine heraldic escutcheons. Yellow inner guard of scroll-

ings finished with a small band of blue and yellow ; outer pin-

nacled guard in yellow and crimson.

6 feet 6 inches by 4 feet 4 inches.

Note: It is very interesting to find Ispahan rugs with heraldic coats

of arms, for they are very rare, although one or two notable examples are in

public museums.

805—Rose-crimson Ispahan Rug XVI Century

jf~~yfl
• Rose-red field, woven in sapphire-blue, greens, ivories, yellows

and pinks, with diamond arabesques bearing lotus, asters and

other flowers; between the diamond motives are chi-chi scroll-

ings. Interesting border of inflorctted fan-like motives of pale

yellow and blue scrolled and sustaining large crimson floral

plaquettes.
(i feet 6 inches by 4 feet 3 inches.

80G

—

Sm'phire-but e and Golden-yellow Carpet

Spanish, XVI Century

Golden-yellow field, woven witli diamond plaquettes centred with

oval medallions and parted by cruciform motives in fine rich

[Continued
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806—-Concluded
greens, ivory and sapphire-blue ; mellow orange border sustain-

ing angular scrollings of yellow outlined in dee]) blue and cen-

tred with floral motives at their junctions; chevroned inner

guards; banded and chevroned outer guards.

8 feet 3 inches by 4 feet 2 inches.

807

—

Caliphate Damascus Rug XV Century

Fluctuating ruby-crimson field displaying finely lobed circular

medallion bearing floral motives ; the field with intricate lattice

centred by flowers. Angularly scrolled border of tulip motives

on three sides only. Woven with blues, field-green and yellow.

(i feet by 4 feet 6 inches.

Xote: The composition of this rare rug is derived from Damascus

Faience.

/3ft

808

—

Rose-crimson Ispahan Rug XVI Century

Extremely interesting field fluctuating- from a fine rose-crimson

to almost pink at one end where time has softened the color;

the diamond-motived centre is finished with four finely drawn

lotus motives which have pendants at ends of larger lotus mo-

tives ; the field is ramified by arabesqued scrollings of fine vines

and chi-chi scrollings appear at sides between the pendants.

Woven in pale blues, blue-black, pinks, yellows and ivories. Blue-

black borders developing series of lotus plaquettes intricately

rendered and interrupted by scrollings of smaller flowers, exe-

cuted in the colors of the field ; inner guard of pink and green

lozenges ; outer guard of yellow with scrollings of varicolored

asters.

C feet 9 inches by 4 feet 6 inches.

809—Lahore Silk Rug XVII Century

Rich golden-yellow field, displaying in crimson, greens and ivory

• allover arabesqued lozenge motives centred by cruciform blos-

soms. Angularly scrolled carnation border in the colors of the

field. Similarly scrolled guards with ivory grounds.

5 feet 6 inches by 4 feet 4 inches.
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810

—

Unique Green Fragment of Ispahan Carpet

XVI Century

Field of deep rich and unusual green, centred by two highly

conventionalized aster motives, flanked at either side by two intri-

cate lotus motives which are cruciformed by pomegranate de-

vices ; between these motives unusual formal strap arabesquings

occur. The colors employed are rose-pink, soft blue and plum

color. Rose-crimson borders at two ends only, displaying fur-

ther fine lotus devices amid unusual angular scrollings in the

colors of the field except that deep sapphire-blue is added ; inner

guard of pale blue with angular scrollings entwined with vines

of asters ; green and yellow outer guard with scrollings of asters

having ivory and plum-colored centres.

8 feet 8 inches by i feel 2 inches.

Caliphate Damascus Rug AT Century

Beautiful ruby-red field, displaying a floriated blue rosette at

centre surrounded by scrollings of lotus which ramify the field

and are regularly placed and centred by four further rosettes

of yellow and blue. Border of similar ruby-red enhanced with

more intricate scrollings than those of the centre in which many
Herati leaves appear; yellow-green guards with interesting

scrollings of asters ; blue pinnacled bands finish both guards.

The colors employed are typical and embrace deep green, warm
yellows, yellow-greens and very fine sapphire-blues.

(i feet 2 inches by ± feet 3 inches.

812—Two Rose-crimson Ispahan Fragments of Carpets

XVI Century

' Each consisting of a portion of the field, witli borders on two

sides only ; interesting close pile with rose-crimson field ; woven

with floral arabesques and large plaquettes of lotus and trailing

vines in pinks, yellows, orange, fine pale blues, greens, ivory and

lavender. Deep blue-black borders enriched with a great variety

of large conventionalized lotus plaquettes interrupted by smaller

blossoms and arabesque scrollings. (In fine state of preserva-

tion.)

6 feet 9 inches by 3 feet.

811—
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813

—

Ispahan Fragment ok Carpet XVI Century

/7 J /^llare and unusual field of deep ivory displaying cruciform floral

/ 'plaquettes from which most interesting leaf scrollings develop

/ and form cartouches occupied by further lotus blossoms; the held

ramified by further scrollings of small flowers and pomegranate

motives; woven in most interesting mulberry-crimson, purple,

rose-crimson, yellows, blues and greens. Crimson borders at two

ends only, developing lotus devices and interrupted by Herati

leaves and chi-chi scrollings. Portion of an octagon carpet.

9 feet by \ feet.

814

—

Royal Ispahan Fragment of an Animal Carpet

XV Cent uvi)

Silk warp and wool pile of the highest quality and of the closest

weave. The fragment consists of portion of rose-red field, nar-

row yellow inner guard, very superb wide green border and

recalling rose-crimson outer guard ; the centre is woven in har-

monious colors with central lotus motive from which are scroll-

ings of smaller flowers and charming minute vines amidst which

chi-chi scrollings and birds of varied plumage arc seen. The
yellow inner guard is of beautifully drawn lotus scrollings en-

twined with small vines. The green border displays alternately

large and small lotus devices centred by masks of lions and

lionesses ; from these lotus motives, scrollings of smaller flowers

develop and bear perched birds at intervals ; the crimson outer

guard displays cte-chi scrollings interrupted by small lotus mo-
tives; the colors are mellow and give a most delightful tone.

9 feet 8 inches by 2 feet 9 inches.

815

—

Unique Fragment of Carpet Lahore, XV Century

. Very close marvelous velvety pile of ruby with great radiance,

v^/ V ^ displaying most interesting lobed lozenge motives almost Gothic

in their character; these are centred with pomegranate motives

and cruciformed by lotus devices from which tradings of small

flowers appear. Remarkably soft clear colors have been em-
ployed in the weaving, tans, ivories, pale blues, pastel green

and deep green ; finished with a small scrolled guard. (Has been

restored.)

6 feet by 2 feet 5 inches.
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816

—

Beautiful Lahore Fragment of a Rug XV Century

jo Extremely close velvet pile of wool with silk warp ; the field of

1/ ' rich ruby-red displaying leaf cartouche motives somewhat regu-

larly placed, occupied by sprays of asters, berried liles, other

flowers and Herati leaves. The colors employed are pinks,

lavenders, tans, beautiful greens, ivory and black. Rich blue

border fluctuating at one end to pale sea-blue, woven with

scrolled lozenge-shaped strap panels centred and cruciformed

with varied flowers ; executed in the colors of the field. Deep
ivory inner guard bearing scrollings of gentians in old-red, yel-

lows and greens.

6 feet 10 inches by 3 feet 7 inches.

817

—

Ruby-crimson Ispahan Rug XVI Century

Fluctuating rare ruby-red field ; woven in rose, yellows, sapphire-

*^ ' blue, green and ivory with a lotus, cruciformed motive at one

end and a similar device with diamond centre at other; the field

ramified by arabesques and trailing blossoms. Very unusual

sapphire-blue borders displaying quaint infloretted fan-shaped

motives interrupted by urn-shaped devices bearing lotus and

smaller flowers. Three blue, ivory, and crimson and yellow

guards on each flank.

7 feet 6 inches by 5 feet 2 inches.

818

—

Milee-fleurs Ispahan Rug XVI Century

Close pile with double warp. Beautiful rose-crimson field fluctu-

• ating to almost rose du Barn' tones ; displaying central golden-

yellow lobed square medallion arabesqued in sapphire-blue and

interspersed witli mulberry snail-devices ; corners similar. The
medallion and corners inspired by ancient faience tile patterns.

The remainder of field with innumerable varied growing and

flowering shrubs in delightfully fresh colorings. Sapphire-blue

border, woven with scrollings of lotus and asters. Yellow and

ivory floral guards.
6 feet 10 inches by 4 feet 8 inches.

(Illustrated)
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819

—

Apple-greex Polonaise Rug XVI Century

j. Delightful apple-green wavering in tone to yellow in some areas

U • and blue-green in others ; displaying a most distinguished elon-

gated scrolled oval medallion and fine pendants beautifully

scrolled with Herati leaves and lotus devices. The medallion

and pendant in ivory-gray, yellow and lovely sapphire-blue ; the

scrollings and devices outlined in mulberry-crimson. Very rare

ruby border, woven with interlacing scrollings of fine Herati

leaves and interesting lotus motives ; floral and pinnacled guards.

6 feet 6 inches by 4 feet 6 inch ex.

(Illustrated)

820

—

Rose du Barry Ispahan Rug Early A VI Century

Rose du Barry crimson field with areas of almost rose ; display-

ing interlacing scrollings of tulips, asters and small lotus blos-

soms centred with larger more distinguished lotus devices, in

apple-green, rose, ivory, yellows, sapphire-blue and dark jade-

green. Interesting interlocking tile border of varied floral pla-

quettes in the richer colors of the field ; floral burnt-orange inner

guard and fine rose outer guard bearing innumerable small blos-

soms. Silk warp. (End borders restored.)

7 feet by 5 feet.



No. 819

—

Apple-green Polonaise Rug (XVI Century)
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821

—

Rose du Barry Ispahan Rug XVI Century

—n**^**- ?*) Charming soft rose du Barry field with interesting variance ; dis-

^ ' playing diamond central arabesque having chi-chi scrollings at

end points and large lotus devices at other points ; the field with

floral arabesques and fine lotus pendants to diamond, festooned

with chi-chi scrollings; woven in beautiful golden-yellows, sap-

phire-blues, apple and dark greens, ivory and old-red. Deep

green borders, fluctuating to fine blue at one end, bearing ex-

tremely varied lotus plaquettes sustained on angular scrollings.

Blue and old-red floral guards.
6 feet 5 inches bij 4 feet i inches.
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822

—

Rose du Barry Ispahan Carpet XVI Century

Very beautiful mellow fluctuating rose du Barry field bearing all-

• over scrollings, sustaining regularly placed large distinguished

infloretted lotus and pomegranate devices having series of three

chi-chi scrolls at centre and each side; the colors employed are

sapphire-blues, golden-yellows, ivories, mellow greens and pinks.

Deep resonant green borders distinguished by further large lotus

blossoms and angular scrollings of smaller blossoms. Blue and

yellow floral inner guards and narrower outer guards. (One end

border restored.)

10 feet 6 inches bit 9 feet.
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823

—

Rare Ruby Floral Ispahan Carpet Early XVI Century

Rich ruby field, damasse with allover vines of small rose du
• Barry flowers ; woven in sapphire-blues, yellows, ivories and

mellow greens with diamond arabesques sustaining very varied

lotus blossoms. Deep blue-green borders distinguished by re-

versely placed infloretted pear-shaped motives borne on long

scrolling Herati leaves, interspersed by trailing vines of flowers

and further smaller motives. Yellow and ivory floral guards.

16 feet 10 inches by 6 feet 6 inches.

824

—

Spanish Gothic Carpet Early XVI Century

Very lustrous golden-yellow field and borders. The field occu-

• pied by oblong sapphire-blue pinnacled medallion bearing the

coroneted symbolic grid of St. Lorenz sustained on scrollings.

The remainder of field woven in sapphire-blues, deep green and

ivory with cruciformed arabesques of leaf and floral motives and

at four corners with equestrian figures. Borders of exception-

ally quaint angular scrollings of Gothic leaves. Chevroned

guards. In unusually fine state of preservation.

13 feet 2 inches by 6 feet 10 inches.

(Illustrated)



Xo. 824?

—

Spanish Gothic Carpet

{Early XVI Century)
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825

—

Superb Animal Kouba Carpet
Asia Minor, Early XVI Century

Very beautiful and rare ruby-red field arranged with irregularly

placed quaint wild animals and birds interspersed with archaic-

flowering shrubs, amongst the groups of animals represented are

:

leopard attacking gazelle ; lion attacking horse ; panther attack-

ing bull ; woven in very beautiful sapphire-blues, pinks, mellow

yellows, apple-greens, ivories and old-reds. Deep lustrous blue

borders woven in old-red, pale blue and green with interlacing

angular leaf scrollings in the Saracenic manner. Pale blue and

yellow guards.
13 feet by 6 feet 7 inches.

(Illustrated)

826

—

Important Rose-ruby Mosque Carpet

Ispahan, Early XVI Century

Very beautiful rose-ruby field with fine areas of almost rose du

Barry ; displaying series of very finely drawn large lotus devices

arranged in cruciform manner and arched with chi-cJii scrolls

and arabesqued with further large and small flowers. Woven in

pink, fine golden-yellows, sapphire- and turquoise-blues, ivory

and deep greens. Unusual broad deep green borders bearing

very varied large lotus plaquettes, angular scrollings, lesser

blossoms and on one side the weaver has inserted two symbolic

combs. Blue and yellow floral inner guards and crimson outer

guards.
22 feet 4 inches by 9 feet 9 inches.
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GOTHIC AND RENAISSANCE TAPESTRIES, INCLUDING A
SUPERB GOTHIC SPECIMEN ILLUSTRATING EPISODES
FROM THE APOCALYPSE AFTER FAMOUS WOODCUTS BY

ALBRECHT DURER

827—Renaissance Tapestry Border Flemish, XVII Century

i hunting. At centre is a circular medallion supported by cornu-

/ ^ ' copias and two voluminously draped kneeling nymphs. Within

the medallion is a miniature hunting scene ; the flanking compart-

ments are occupied by caryatids sustaining canopies above bas-

kets of fruit. Woven in exceptionally rich sapphire-blues, pinks,

greens and ivories on very rich golden-yellow grounds.

Height, 1 foot 5 inches; length, 6 feet.

{Companion to following)

828—Renaissance Tapestry Border Flemish, XVII Century

^ Similar to preceding.

(Companion to preceding)

829

—

Renaissance Tapestky Fontaincbleau, XVI Century

bear hunting. The uneven, rising flower-decked foreground is

yl) ' animated by three groups of huntsmen. That at centre is com-

posed of three huntsmen approaching a bear. At left is a group

spearing a further bear and her cubs. Beyond this group is a

very elaborate Italian garden before a chateau crested by wooded

hills. Woven in very fine crimsons, blues, yellows, pinks, tans

and ivories. (Needs restoration.)

Height, 5 feet 10 inches; length, 7 feet 6y2 inches.

(Illustrated)
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830

—

Gothic Animalistic Tapestry Burgundian, XV Century

^--^ the legend of the wild man of the woods. At extreme right

(^/^^S ' * s a man standing, wearing curious costume of fur. He holds a

club in his left hand and beckons to three animals that are be-

fore him, a stag, symbolic of Constancy ; a red unicorn, symbolic

of Chastity; and an outward-facing lion, symbolic of Strength.

The animals are placed on a blue ground, which is woven with

allover scrollings of Gothic leaves, amidst which birds are

perched, they also carry scrolled ribbons in their mouths, in-

scribed in Gothic characters with a lengthy legend. Woven in

fine shades of yellow and ivory.

Height, 3 feet 6ys inches; length, 6 feet 6% inches.

Note: This interesting tapestry is unique in composition and is in a

remarkably fine state of preservation.
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831

—

Brussels Tapestry XVII Century

sancho panza and dapple. Don Quixote's squire seen stand-

J)
• ing about the centre foreground of rising country, his ass Dapple

is toward right under a clump of trees and near a flowering

bush ; at left beyond a small pool is a hound before some bram-

bles ; in mid-distance is a stream flanked by two groups of trees

and flowing before a large chateau. Woven in rich greens, blues,

crimsons, tans, yellows, grays and fine warm ivories. Excep-

tionally interesting border executed in richer colors than the

field on deep Havana brown grounds, exhibiting trailing clusters

of fruit interrupted by dogs, birdcages with songster and at

upper left and right hand corners are birds' nests with fledg-

lings being fed by their parents.

Height, 8 feet 11 inches: width, (5 feet 3 inches.



No. 831

—

Brussels Tapestry (XVII Century)
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832

—

Lille Tapestry G. Werniers, circa 1705

dubbing dox quixote kxight. In the foreground before a dense

wooded country, the famous knight kneels, his lance before him

;

the innkeeper with uplifted sword is about to give him the acco-

lade ; behind at left is one of the damsels from the inn, a boy

nearby holds a lighted candle ; at right is the other fair maiden

from the inn about to belt on Don Quixote's sword. The candle-

light effect is extremely well rendered. Woven in rich crimsons,

blues, yellows, greens, tans, ivories and gray. Inwoven signature

at foot G.W. and L.F., parted by a red shield bearing an ivory

fleur-de-lys, the latter the Lille City Mark. Major portions of

borders remain which can be readily restored.

Height, 9 feet 3 inches: width, 3 feet 9 inches.

Note: The signature G. W. is that of Guillame Werniers who was one

of the celebrated family of Brussels weavers who migrated to Lille late in the

XVII Century.



No. 832

—

Lille Tapestry

(G. Werniers, circa 1705)
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833

—

Aubussox Tapestry French, XVIII Century

auEAL diversions. Toward left of an uneven ground a seigneur

O ' in crimson coat stands beside a sun-dial, in conversation with

his dame who is seated before him ; a little girl and an attendant

with a child in her arms are also observing the sun-dial ; to left

and right of the group are cattle ; beyond at left is a large arch-

way sheltered by trees and a grand chateau seen about centre-

distance, over the parapet of which a shepherd is seen tending a

small flock of sheep; at extreme right a clump of finely foliaged

trees rise. Woven in very lovely pastel colors relieved by the

crimson of the coat and the deeper greens of the foliage.

Height, 8 feet 6 inches: length, 8 feel 9 inches.

Note: The drawing and cartoon of this pleasing tapestry is strongly in

the manner of Boucher.



No. 833—Aubusson Tapestry (French, XVIII Century)
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83i

—

Renaissance Tapestry Flemish, XVI Century

hercules and omphale. Hercules in classic Roman armor and

• flowing golden- yellow mantle, approaches the Queen and is about

to embrace her ; she carries in her left hand a long garden hoe

;

at left in a flower-decked rising ground is a shepherd piping to

his flock ; at right is a group of rustics, above them, before the

portal of a castle is a group illustrating the return of the
prodigal son ; at left is a further group ; about mid-distance

rise two trees, one an oak with acorns, the other an orange tree

in fruit; in the distance are chateaux and a thatched farmhouse.

Woven in very mellow harmonious golden-yellows, fine blues,

pinks, greens, grays, tans and ivories. Finely compartmentcd

borders displaying clusters of exceptionally beautifully drawn
fruit amidst strap scrollings interrupted at centre crown and

foot by two symbolic figures of Tempcrantia ; at upper sides

by figures of Charitas and Fortitudo ; at corners of foot bv
figures of Justitia and Spes.

Height, II feet 7y2 inches: width, 10 feet 5 inches.



Xo. 834—Renaissance Tapestry (Flemish, XVI Century)
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835

—

Very Important Durer Gothic Tapestry

Arras, Early XVI Century

episodes from the apocalypse. A large panoramic landscape

is unevenly divided by a central floriated column, approaching

the Renaissance in character. The larger scene at left, known

as the courtesan of barylon, shows two horsemen in the

upper portion approaching two winged angels, one of which

carries a sun-dial, denoting that their end is near. Below, in a

rising landscape, are strange allegorical beasts before which,

at left, is a queenly figure, offering incense, at right a group of

supplicating figures in which a king appears. The scene at right

known as the angel with the keys of the abyss ; in the upper

portion, a winged angel is escorting a saintly figure toward a

very elaborate chateau crested by hills. Below is a voluminously

robed and winged angel enchaining the weird beast. At crown,

left and right, are two crimson panels, bearing lengthy Gothic

inscriptions relative to the subject. Woven in very rich crim-

son-reds, yellows, ivories, greens, pinks and browns, with a very

remarkable blue, giving a splendid tone to the whole composition.

Finished with a border of scrolling fruit and flowers in some-

what similar colors, on a blue-black ground.

Height, 13 feet 1 inch; length, l(i feet 10 inches.

Note: This superb Arras tapestry was originally one of a series woven
for the royal Escurial Palace at Madrid and the themes in the composition

are by Albrecht Durer, born Nuremberg 1471—died 1528. Two woodcuts of

his famous set of the Apocalypse, executed in 1498 and signed with his cipher,

accompany the tapestry and prove beyond pereadvcnture of a doubt that the

cartoon for this remarkable specimen of weaving was drawn by Albrecht

Diirer or directly based on his series. The left side has been reversed from

the woodcut in order to balance the composition.
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836—English Tapestry Francis Poyntz, XVII Century

itAPE of the sabixe woMEx. At centre three burly warriors

J • wearing elaborate classic armor and robes are mounted on three

powerful chargers ; they look somewhat to left, the further one

holds a struggling queenly figure in his arms that an attendant

soldier has just lifted up before him on his horse; another attend-

ant holds the bridle of the white charger until he is ready to ride

off ; at extreme left is a page boy before a very elaborate arcaded

and columned palace before which are further warriors attack-

ing the men and leading off the women ; the procession of women

continues toward right and is seen under the horses' middles to

the extreme left where they are embarking. Woven in excep-

tionally beautiful crimsons, blues, yellows, tans, grays, pinks

and a superb lavender in the embroidery of the queenly person-

age's costume. Interesting borders, at crown and foot of large

scrollings of varied flowers and fruit in colors of the field on rich

blue grounds ; these are interrupted at crown by the many quar-

tered shield of an English marquis ; at foot by a miniature land-

scape within an oblong cartouche ; the side borders have panels

of floral motives at crown and foot ; each is centred by an oval

cartouche in which two equestrians are seen hawking; above the

cartouche are two cornucopias of fruit canopied by drapery,

below is a figure of an atlante with further drapery ; the colors

are similar to the floral borders. At right selvedge is an inwoven

shield bearing the red St. George's cross of Mortlakc which

Poyntz did not scruple to use after he had retired from the

Mortlake looms.
Height. 11 feet 8 inches; length, l(i feet 9 inches.

?\ote: Poyntz is known to have established looms in Hatton Garden,

London, after he retired from Mortlake and there executed many commissions

for the high nobility of England. The coat of arms in one of the quarterings

is blazoned with the cognizances of the house of Effingham, another with those

of the Marquis of Thomond.

{Companion to following)
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837

—

English Tapestry Francis Poyntz, XVII Century

the slaying of niobe's childrex. About centre and outfacing

are two rearing horses, that at the left mounted by one of the

elder children evidently attempting to evade his doom, his red

cloak flying behind him in the violence of the horses's action ;

the horse at right is mounted by a warrior appealing with his

right hand to Diana who is at centre crown amid clouds and is

about to discharge an arrow ; at extreme left in the clouds is a

figure of another laureated goddess who has just discharged an

arrow ; across the uneven foreground from left to right, the

unfortunate children are seen slain by the venom of the god>

:

at extreme right is Xiobe comforting and trying to protect her

youngest daughter. Woven in similar rich colors to the preced-

ing and with similar fine borders.

Height, 12 feet 6 inches; length, 19 feet 8 inches.

{Companion to preceding)
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IMPORTANT REPOUSSE SILVER AND PLATED HANGING
SANCTUARY LAMPS; ITALIAN OF THE XVIII CENTURY

838—Two Silver-plated Sanctuary Hanging Lamps
Italian, XVIII Century

Molded vase-shape, with ring pendant sustaining silk tassel

;

enriched with panels of leaf scrollings, husks and flutings ; three

cartouche handles terminating in shells with chains for suspen-

sion to canopies.

839—Two Repousse Silver-plated Sanctuary Hanging Lamps
Italian, XVIII Century

q . Molded vase-shaped bodies, with cusped terminal having silk

tassel. Enriched with rocaille and leaf cartouches, flutings,

series of leaves and three scrolled handles, having central husk

motives and rings for suspension by chains to small canopy.

840

—

Silver Sanctuary Hanging Lamp Italian, XVIII Century

Vase-shaped, with cusped pendant and silk tassel ; enriched with

open cresting, panels and festoons of flowers and bands of

rosettes ; three large flaring arms with rings for suspension of

chains to small canopy.

841

—

Important Repousse Silver-plated Sanctuary Hanging
Lamp Italian, XVIII Century

Molded urn-shape, with incurved neck and pendant tassel mo-

tive; enriched with rocaille, cartouches, basket panels and scroll-

ings. Supported from three large acanthus leaf handles by finely

scrolled open link chains to dome canopy.

Length of lamp, 45 inches-: width, 31 inches.

Total height, approximately, 7 feet.



Fourth and Last Session

842—Two Repousse Sijlvee-plated Sanctoakx Hanging Lamps
Italian, XV111 Century

Molded urn-shape, with incurved neck, coroneted cresting and

pear-shaped pendant with silk tassel ; enriched with bossed oval

medallions of flowers, leaf and rocaillc motives; three rocaillcd

scrolled arms terminating in cupidon-heads from which open

links with central bosses connect to a bossed dome canopv.

Height of lamp. 32 inches; width, 26% inches.

Total height, 5 feet 10 inches.

843—Two Important Repoussk Silver-plated Sanctuaey Hanging
^""j . Lamps Italian, XVIII Century

Similar to preceding.
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